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Abstract
ATTITUDES TOWARD ITEMS IN THE PROFESSIONAL NEGOTIATIONS PROCESS
AS EXPRESSED BY KENTUCKY SCHOOL BOARD CHAIRPERSONS AND
TEACHER ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTS

William Alfred Bell, Jr.
Purpose of Study
Disagreement was prevalent as American school boards and
teacher associations attempted to reach consensus on what items
should be negotiated at the collective bargaining table. This
struggle to reach consensus clearly suggested an uncompromising
need for additional research related to this perplexing problem.
The purpose of this study was to identify and analyze those items
in educational collective negotiations that Here viewed by Kentucky
school board chairpersons and Kentucky teacher association presidents
as negotiable items suitable for the negotiation process.
Methods and Procedures
Literature was reviewed to locate and collect the content
of the opinionnaire uBed in this survey. The initial fora of the
opinionnaire was validated by means of a pilot test. The final
form of the opinionnaire was administered to 176 Kentucky school
board chairpersons and 176 Kentucky teacher association presidents
which represented the total population of both groups. Data
gathered was subjected to a t-teet to statistically test the
hypotheses of no difference between the means. A significance level
of F^ .0 5 was the basis for the rejection of the null hypotheses.
Major Findings of the Study
1. When total presidents were compared to total chairpersons
sixty-seven of Bixty-eight null hypotheses were rejected.
2. When county chairpersons were compared to city chairpersons
eight of sixty-eight null hypotheses were rejected.
3. When county chairpersons were compared to county presidents
sixty-six of sixty-eight null hypotheses were rejected.

iii

if. When county chairpersons were compared to city presidents
sixty-five of sixty-eight null hypotheses were rejected,
5. When city chairpersons were compared to county presidents
Bixty-two of sixty-eight null hypotheses were rejected,
6 . When city chairpersons were compared to city presidents
fifty-seven of sixty-eight null hypotheses were rejected,
7. When city presidents were compared to county presidents
six of sixty-eight null hypotheses were rejected.
Conclusions
1. The American Federation of Teachers haB made little progress
in winning members in Kentucky,
2. Kentucky teachers were loyal to the Kentucky Education
Association and the National Education Association.
3. The majority of all respondents' ages were between twenty
and fifty-nine years of age. This would appear to have important
implications as these respondents may shape future educational
policy in Kentucky.
b, FeDales were not deeply involved in Kentucky school board
policy-making.
5. Kentucky teacher groups should entertain little hope of
Kentucky school boards voluntarily agreeing to negotiate,
6 . Lack of consensus between Kentucky school board chairpersons
and Kentucky teacher association presidents indicated a long
arduous fight to attain negotiation reality in Kentucky,
7. County teachers were more adamant in their desire for
professional negotiations than were city teachers,
8 . County school boards were slightly more receptive to the
negotiations concept than were city school boards,
9* Kentucky teachers did not wish to UBtrrp the management
roles of school boards and administrators, but they desired input
in management decisions.
10, City school boards and city teacher associations were more
likely to reach negotiation consensus than were county sohool boards
and oounty teacher associations.
11, Kentucky teachers were united in their desire for the
passage of any state or federal negotiation law,
1 2 , Kentucky sohool boards were in strong opposition to the
passage of any state or federal negotiation law,
13, Kentucky teachers were most vehement in their desire to
bargain on issues pertaining to personnel policies that affect
teachers.
l*f. Kentucky school boards were most likely to negotiate
procedures for school discipline, student rules and regulations.
15.
The opposition to all aspects of negotiations, by Kentucky
school board chairpersons, was a reflection of the sohool board
dogmatism that led to teacher indignation and inspired the rapid
growth of teacher unionization in this nation.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Winfred B. Martin has written that a negotiable item is any
item that both negotiating parties deem worthy for discussion at
the bargaining table.

Items become non-negotiable when both

negotiating parties fail to reach agreement on the worthiness of
the items for discussion at the bargaining table,*

The decision

on what constitutes a negotiable item for a bargaining session is
seldom a simple matter, but the decision is a critical one if
bargaining parties are to achieve bargaining success.

Once formal

negotiations are initiated, between school boards and teacher
associations, the solution to this problem becomes paramount and
2
predictably the problem is often one of inordinate magnitude.
Few educators question the Importance of school board members and
teacher association members determining mutually acceptable items
for the bargaining session, nor do educators deny the adverse
atmosphere that may develop as the search for agreement commences
There was great disagreement between the members of school

*tfinfred B. Martin, The Negotiated Order of the School
(Toronto: Macmillan of Canada, 1976), p. 2 7 ,
^Myron Lleberman, "To Succeed at the Bargaining Table Learn
the Language of the Teachers Union," The American School Board
Journal, CLXIV (June, 1977)$ 3^*
— —
— —
—
—
^Stephen J, Knezevich, Administration of Public Education
(New York: Harper and Row, 1975)* P« ^6 8 .
1

'boards and teacher associations on what "Has" and "was not" negotiable
at the bargaining table.

The national Education Association assumed

the position that negotiations should include all matters which
influenced the quality of the educational program.

This position,

with broad interpretation, encompassed the total area of the
educational process.

The American Federation of Teachers was in

basic agreement and stated that any item affecting the working
environment of the teaching staff should fall within the sphere of
it
the negotiations process.
American school boards did not view negotiable items in the
same vein as did teacher associations.

School board members

expressed the view that some items were not negotiable and that a
school board may refuse to bargain about non-negotiable and that a
school board may refuse to bargain about non-negotiable subjects'
without violating any agreement to negotiate in good faith.

A

school board should not negotiate on items which would violate
existing state laws, nor should it negotiate items that would result
in violation of the applicable code of ethics,^ Wesley A, Wildman
concurred by writing that school boards should assume the position
that there is a realm of policy over which they are entrusted by the
public taxpayers to exercise continuing unilateral discretion, and

^Knezevich, p, 468,
^"Here's What Your Fellow Boards Are Doing About Teacher
Bargaining," The American School Board Journal, CLXXV (June, 197?),
28-29.

that euch policy should not he subjected to the procesB of collective
bargaining. ^
Disagreement was prevalent as American School boards and teacher
asBociatlonB attempted to reach consensus on what Items should be
negotiated at the collective bargaining table.

Actual practice con

cerning the Bcope of educational negotiations has varied widely.

The

question has naturally arisen as to whether there is a definitive
answer to ’'what is" and what "is not" negotiable,
Myron Lieberman attempted to place the problem in perspective
when he wrote*
Perhaps the best answer that can be given at this time
is that some items should clearly be negotiable, some should
not be, and there is a broad area-ln which the Bcope should
be left to the parties todecide.
What items are considered negotiable or non-negotiable by
school board members and teacher association members?
in

This wsb ,

general, the question which this research attempted to answer.
The Problem

Statement of the Problem
The problem of this study was to identify and analyze those
items in educational collective negotiations that were viewed by
Kentucky School Board Chairpersons and Teacher Association Presidents
as negotiable items suitable for the negotiation process or viewed

Lesley A, Wildman, "What’s Negotiable," The American School
Board Journal. CLX (November, 1973)» 7-10,
—— —
—
— — —
*7
Myron Lieberman, Collective Negotiations For Teachers
(Chicago* Band McNally, Inc,, 1970), p. 239.

as non-negotiable liens and, therefore, not subject to the
negotiation process.
Significance of the Problem
Stanley E, Denisar wrote that the upsurge in recent years of
denands by teachers to participate in polioy-naking has brought into
the public schools a new cluster of procedures.

This action on the

part of teachers has also created the need for new concepts of
D
employer-employee relationships.
The subject of collective negotiations and various concepts of the
negotiations process have been natters of concern in school districts
in the United States,

Citizens in these districts have struggled to

answer the following questionbi

What constitutes teacher rights, what

rights belong to boards of education, what are negotiable items, what
are non-negotiable items, 1b the negotiation process legptl? School
districts seeking answers to these questions clearly suggested an uncom
promising need for better communication, a common negotiating language,
and additional research in the quest to develop nachinery to accomodate
nature collective negotiations in public education,^
Some of the related literature dealt with the problem of
the scope of negotiable items, but in a very generalized fashion.
Bargaining sequences between teacher associations and school boards
also suggested a lack of specificity in regard to negotiable items
Q
Stanley E. Denisar, "The Impact of Broadened Discussion Rights,"
Viewpoint. BIX (September, 1976),
o
Robert H, Chanin, "The Case for a Collective Bargaining Statute
for Public Employees," Phi Delta Happen. LVII (October, 1975),
97-101,

5
In the negotiation process.

The term "working conditions" served

&b an excellent example of this lack of speoiflc bargaining terms.
"Working conditions," while generally accepted as a negotiable
item in the negotiation process, had a nebulouB coimatlon when
discussed with both teacher association members and members of
school boards,'1'0
This problem was significant because information generated
by thiB study allowed Kentucky school board members and Kentucky
teachers to gain a better understanding of their areas of agreement
and disagreement.

Information on areas of agreement and

disagreement may minimize cleavage between sohool boards and teachers
when collective bargaining becomes a reality in Kentucky.
Limitations of the Study
The following limitations of the study were recognizedt
1. This study was limited to responses to a mailed
opinionnaire.
2.

This study was designed to analyze only the expressed

attitudes of Kentucky school board ohairpersons and Kentucky
teacher association presidents toward items within the negotiations
process,
3.

This study was limited to Kentucky school board chairpersons

and Kentucky teacher association presidents holding office during the
1977-78 school year.

^Channin, 97-101.

6

Assumptions for the Study
The following assumptions were submittedt
1,

The expressed attitudes of Kentucky school board

chairpersons will be suggestive of the attitudes of fellow board
members who have helped elect them to the position of school board
leadership,
2,

The expressed attitudes of Kentucky teacher association

presidents will be representative of similar attitudes of fellow
teachers who elected them to their position of leadership,
3,

The school board chairpersons and teaaher association

presidents chosen for inclusion in the study will be sufficiently
cognizant of the negotiations process to make an appropriate
response to the opinionnaire used in the study.
*f. All participants in the study will respond to the
opinionnaire items with honesty, integrity, and thoughtfulness.
5.

Kentucky school board chairpersons and Kentucky teacher

association presidents will ascertain the value of this study and
willingly respond to the opinionnaire,
6. Attitudes of school board chairpersons and teacher
association presidents, in regard to negotiable items, will be
measurable.
7.

The instrument to be used in this study will be appropriate

for determining attitudes toward items in the educational negotiations
process.

Research Hypotheses

The research hypotheses for this study uerei
Hi,

There will “be a significant difference in the expressed

attitudes of Kentucky school hoard chairpersons and Kentucky
teacher association presidents with regard to sixty-eight selected
items of collective negotiations.
H2,

There will he a significant difference in the expressed

attitudes of Kentucky school hoard chairpersons from county school
districts and the expressed attitudes of school hoard chairpersons
from city school districts Kith regard to sixty-eight selected
items of collective negotiations,
H3,

There Kill he a significant difference in the expressed

attitudes of Kentucky school hoard chairpersons from county school
districts and the expressed attitudes of teacher association
presidents from county school districts Kith regard to sixty-eight
selected items of collective negotiations,
H*t, There Kill he a significant difference in the expressed
attitudes of Kentucky school hoard chairpersons from county school
districts and the expressed attitudes of teacher association
presidents from city school districts Kith regard to sixty-eight
selected items of collective negotiations,
H5.

There Kill he a significant difference In the expressed

attitudes of Kentucky school hoard chairpersons from city school
districts and the expressed attitudes of teacher association
presidents from county school districts Kith regard to sixty-eight
selected items of collective negotiations.

H6 . There will be a significant difference in the expressed
attitudes of Kentucky* school beard chairpersons from city school
districts and teacher association presidents from city school
districts with regard to sixty-eight selected items of collective
negotiations,
H7.

There will be a significant difference in the expressed

attitudes of teacher association presidents from Kentucky city school
districts and the expressed attitudes of teacher association
presidents from Kentucky county Bchool districts with regard to
sixty-eight selected items of collective negotiations.
Definition of Terms
For reader clarification the following terms were defined*
Agency Shop
Agency shop is a provision which requires all employees
in the negotiations unit, who do not become members of the
representative organization, to pay service charges or the equivalent
of membership dues as a condition of continued employment.**
American Federation of Teachers
The American Federation of Teachers is a national organization
of teachers affiliated with the American Federation of Labor which
has SB its purpose the promotion of economic welfare, professional

**Willian H. Miemyk, The Economics of Labor and Collective
Bargaining (Boston* D, C. Heath and Company, 1972), p. izkt

growth, security of tenure, and general advancement in the
12
professional statuB of teachers.
Arbitration
Arbitration is a procedure of final recourse designed to resolve
a negotiation deadlock (impasse) wherein a third party is called in
to render a decision usually accepted by the negotiating parties as
final and binding.1^
Arbitrator
Arbitrator is an impartial third party to whom disputing
parties submit their differences for decisions.

14-

Attitude
Attitude 1b an acquired predisposition to respond In a
relatively consistent way toward objects or fellow h u m n beings.^
Bargaining Agent
A bargaining agent is an organization designated by an
appropriate government agency, or recognized voluntarily by the
employer as the exclusive representative of all employees in the
bargaining unit for purposes of collective bargaining.^

12
Stephen J, Knezevich, Administration of Public Education
(Hew Yorki Harper and How, Publishers, 1975), PP. 307-309,
^Carter V, Good ed., Dictionary of Education (Hew Yorki
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1973), p. 37.
14
Good, p. 37.
15
•'Arnold W. Green, Social Problems! Arena of Conflict
(Hew Yorki McGraw-Hill, Ino,, 1975), p. 4.
■^Miernyk, p. 73.

10
Boycott
Boycott is an effort by an employee organization, usually in
collaboration with other organizations, to discourage the purchase,
handling or use of products of an employer with whom the organization
is in dispute.

17

Collective Bargaining
Collective bargaining is a set of procedures written and officially
adopted by the local staff organization and the BChool board to negoti
ate on matters of mutual concern.

The term collective negotiations has

been used frequently by labor leaders to describe collective
bargaining.1®

Collective Negotiations
Collective negotiations is a process whereby the teaching
staff and their employers make offers and counter-offers in good
faith on the conditions of their employment relationship for the
purpose of consummating a mutually acceptable agreement.19
Injunction
Injunction is a court order restraining one or more persons
or organizations from performing some act which the court believes
would result in irreparable injury to property or the rights of others.
Mediation
Mediation is an action by a third party to help in the

1?Good, p. 512.
l8Cood, p. 114.
19Good, p. 333.
20Good, p. 302.

settlement of disputes between employers and employees through
fact finding, interpretation, suggestions, and advice.
Recommendations of mediators are usually advisory in nature.

0*1

Negotiable Item
A negotiable item is any item that is mutually accepted
by school boards and teacher associations as worthy for discussion
at the bargaining table.

22

Non-Negottable Item
A non-negotiable item is any item that is not mutually
accepted by school boards and teacher associations as worthy for
discussion at the bargaining table,

23

J

Professional Negotiations
Professional negotiations is a term coined by the
National Education Association to describe negotiations between
a local board of education and the teachers employed by that board
of education.

In the seventies little difference is perceivable

between this term and those of collective bargaining, collective
negotiations, or negotiations.

2^

21Good, p. 359.
22Winfred B, Martin, The Negotiated Order of the School
(Toronto* Macmillan of Canada, 1976), p, 27,
23Martin, p. 27.
2\jood, p. WH.
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Sanction
Sanction is a process whereby employees refuse to sign a
new contract until conditions they demand are met,®^
Strike
A strike is a collective work stoppage or cessation of
services following an extended impasse in negotiations between
employers and employees.

26
Procedures

The design of this study called for two major divisionst
I,

Historical and descriptive research.

This division of

the research was accomplished through utilization of the library
facilities at East Tennessee State University, Eastern Kentucky
University, and the University of Kentucky,
II,

Survey research.

This division of the research was accom

plished through the utilization of an opinionnaire, For a study of
this magnitude the opinionnaire represented the most realistic
approach for the determination of current opinions of the referent
groups,
a.

Population,

Two population groups were surveyed in this study.

Population one consisted of Y ?6 Kentucky school board chairpersons and
population two consisted of 1 76 Kentucky teacher association presidents.
These population groups represented all school board chairpersons and
teacher association presidents in Kentucky,

^Knezovich, p, ^73»
* Good, p, 561,

B,

Data and instrumentation.

The data Here collected

from the referent groups through the use of an opinionnaire which
surveyed their opinions on the soope of negotiable or non-negotiable
items.
Organization of the Study
Chapter I contains the introduction, the statement of the
problem, the significance of the problem, the limitations of the
study, assumptions, hypotheses, definition of terms, procedures,
and the organization of the study,
Chapter II presents a study of selected literature related
to the problem.
Chapter III contains the design for the study.
Chapter IV contains the presentation and analysis of the data.
Chapter V contains a summary of the study, the findings,
conclusions, and recommendations.

C h ap ter 2
REVIEW OP THE RELATED LITERATURE
Teachers, through unionization, "became a powerful and
increasingly militant force in the formulation of American
education policy*

This represented an extreme contrast, in the

conduct of teachers, when compared with the attitudes of teachers
in colonial times and even those of the early seventies.

Teachers

of the past were expected to be quiescent, modeBt, and meek.

Their

behavior, In and out of school, was both prescribed and proscribed
by the employing communities in which they taught.^
The vast majority of teachers of the seventies did not
fit the stereotype this nation assigned members of the teaching
profession prior to the mid-sixties.

Changes in the attitude of

teachers have been evident in the aggressive and militant actions of
the unions in which they hold membership.

Through the militant

actions of their unions and the collective negotiations process,
teachers of the seventies have demanded and received an ever-increasing
role In the determination of policy in many Bchool districts cf the
United States.

The negotiation process has been on the increase and

has been evident from numerous press clippings, magazine articles,
books, professional journals, masters' theseb , doctoral dissertations,

^Marshall 0. Donley, "The American School-Teachert Prom
Obedient Servant to Militant Professional," Phi Delta Kappant
LVIII (September, 1976), 112-117.
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speeches, conventions, and seminars that have dealt with some aspect
of the negotiations process.

Seldom in the history of the

profession of education has such a new phenomenon generated an
O
equal degree of enthusiasm as has the allure of negotiations.
When this study of the negotiations process

hub

undertaken,

it soon became apparent that this Has a most complex and allinolusive subject, thus it seemed wise to treat the literature
review through a series of discrete, but related areas of concern.
Consequently, the review waB conducted and discussed under the
following headingst
1,

Attitude b and Attitude Change

2,

Teacher Power and Militancy
fa} Attitude of Teachers
(b) Attitude of School Boards

3,

Collective Bargaining
fa} Attitude of Teachers
(b) Attitude of School Boards

4,

Scope of Bargaining
fa} Attitude of Teachers
(b) Attitude of School Boards

5,

Federal Negotiations Law
fa} Attitude of Teachers
(b) Attitude of School Boards
Attitudes and Attitude Change

The literature review indicated a varied assortment of
definitions for attitudes.

The definitions were as varied as the

number of writers who attempted to define the term.

2
Charles M, Rehmus, Public Employment Labor Relations (Ann.
Arbor, Michigan* University of Michigan Preas, 1975), PP» 21-22.

Norman T, Feathers wrote than an attitude involves an
organisation of beliefs focused upon a single object or situation,
Attitudes toward negotiations, for example, involves a number of
beliefs concerning that specific object,

Arnold W, Green suggested

why teachers and boards hold tenaciously to their beliefs when he
wrote that an attitude is an acquired predisposition to respond in
L.
a relatively consistent way toward objects, subjects, or people.
ForxeBt P. Chisman was in agreement with Green when he wrote an
attitude is an enduring evaluative disposition toward some object
or clasB of objects,*’ W, Edgar Vinoche cast Borne light on why school
boards and teachers hold attitudes that are at variance when he
wrote attitudes are instruments by which objects, subjects, and people
are treated in learned ways in accordance with personal needs and
knowledge.

These objects, subjects, and people are also treated in

accordance with personal values and conceptions of the self.^
Society of the seventies became more keenly aware than ever
before of the differing beliefs, valueb , ways of life, and
Ideologies of various human groups and societies.

These differences

have been reflected in the attitudes of the individuals belonging

^Norman T, Feathers, Values In Education and Society (New
The Free Press, 1975)» PP* 10-11,
k
Arnold W. Green, Social Problemsi Arena of Conflict
(New York* HcGraw-Hill7 Inc,, 1975)» P»

Yorkt

Forrest P, Chisman, Attitude Psychology and The Study of
Public Opinion (University Park, Pa.i The Pennsylvania State
University feress, 1976), pp. 23-27,
^W. Edgar Vinoche, The Psychology of Thinking (New Yorkt
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 197*0, PP. 5W-505.
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to the various groups.

Because the differences have heen frequently

revealed in actual or potential conflict, problems of attitude and
attitude change have been among the moBt vital and timely
considerations in this world of rapid change.

This has been

especially true in the profession of education as the attitudes of
teachers toward their position and the position of their
7
administrators have been undergoing drastic changes/
Arieti Sibuano stated the American sooiety must be aware that
people do challenge the accepted tradition,

Some members of a

society, teachers for example, will not always accept tradition,
simply because they have been transmitted from one generation to the
O
next,
Richard V. Wagner and John J, Sherwood enlarged upon the
concept of Sibuano and at the same time partially explained the
changed attitude of many teachers when they wrote attitudes develop
and change as they serve to promote or support goals of the
individual.^
Chisman suggested a further explanation of why American teachers
have moved in the direction of negotiations when he Btated attitudes
develop and change because they satisfy psychological needs of the
individual.
attitudes*

He postulated three different motivational bases of
(l) The first is the instrumental function, which 1b based

7Riehard V, Wagner and John J, Sherwood, The Study of
Attitude Change (Belmont, Calif,* Brook-Cole Publishing Co,, 1973),
p. 2*
Q
Arieti Sibuano, The Will To Be Human (New York* Quadrangle
Books, 1972), pp, 235“236.
Vagner and Sherwood, p, 2.
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on the assumption that a person seeks to maximize rewards and
minimize punishmentsj this means a person will develop positive
attitudes toward those things that are rewarding or lead to reward
and negative attitudes toward those things or persons who block
rewarding things.

(2) The ego-defensive function is based on an

individual's desire to protect himself by assuming attitudes that
camouflage his true attitudes which might threaten his self-esteem.
(3) The value-expression function partially explains why employees
unionize.

This concept is based on the need of man to acquire in

formation and to organize it in a way that gives meaning to a potentially
chaotic environment.^
Teacher Power and Militancy
Power haB been defined as the ability to do, capacity to act,
the ability to control, the ability to exert authority and Influence
over others.^

Few American citizens seriously questioned the power

that individual teachers possessed to change student behavior
for this power, without question, has been the essence of
professional education.

American oitizens have questioned the new

form of teacher power that was generated through organized teacher
Ip
unions and associations acting in concert on professional matters.

10Chisman, pp. 2^-27.
^Webster's Hew Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield, Mass.*
id G, Merriam Company, Publishers, 1975)» P- 670.
"Robert J, Brown, Teachers and Power (New Yorki
and Schuster, 1972), pp. 1*10-141,

Simon
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Movement toward teacher militancy was a slow process.

Teachers

slowly became disgruntled with less salaries and poorer working
conditions than afforded other workers of this nation.

Teachers

observed the efforts of industrial labor unions to win new and
better benefits for their members.

Teachers were moved by the success

of labor unionB and this example of success, plus the financial
preBBure that followed World War II, brought forward the fighting
spirit of most American teachers as they began to flex their
organizational muscleB.

13

Teacher militancy and teacher power has become a reality in
this nation.

Many teachers are now working in school districts

where they have been granted the prerogative of bargaining with
their employers.

Most teachers in the United States hold membership

in the American Federation of Teachers or the National Education
Association,

Thie membership would seem to indicate that the modem

American Teacher has desired the security these organizations provided
and the benefits that have been derived through the process of
negotiations as practiced by these respective organizations.

14-

Attitude of Teachers
Albert 3hanker reflected on the cause of teacher militancy and
changing teacher attitudes when he wrote if school boards are more
than just curious about why teachers are angry, but genuinely want
to establish good relations with teachers, they will need to first

-^Donley, pp. 115-116,
^Donley, p. 117,

20
eliminate all vestiges of paternalism from their relationships with
teachers and the unions in which the teachers hold membership,'*'^
School boards will also need to give strong direction to their
agents, both district level and building administrators, to conduct
themselves as educational managers and statesmen, rather than guardians
of a collective of unmanageable child-adults,^
Teachers of the seventies have admitted that their personal
liveB are much freer of monitoring by school boards and administrators
than was so in the sixties, but they contended that school boards
continued to administer paternalistic treatment in regard to the
professional lives of teachers,

No group of professionals in the

United States have such a small voice in how their members are to
discharge their duties as do teachers.

17

Like the emerging nations, teachers, as emerging professionals,
have developed a conglomerate of rising expectations to be fulfilled
by the politicians that represent the American society.

They have

expected politicians to follow through on their pledges to place
education among the highest priorities of this nation.

Teachers have

become disenchanted with many American politicians because, in many
Instances, they have discovered the product of political promises
have been nothing more than penury in nature.

lfl

1*5
-'Albert Shanker, "Why Teachers Are Angry," The American
School Board Journal. CLXII (January, 1975)* 23,
^Shanker, p. 23.
17
Shanker, p. 23.
18Shanker, p. 23.
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Charles Golden and Richard Fletcher concurred with Shanker
when they wrote teachers are "becoming interested in the processes
designed to promote their personal gain and will probably continue
to support those politicians who favor the legislative actions
that will best determine their financial destinies.

This would

indicate that teacher politioal involvement is here to stay as the
educational profession attempts to exercise its political muscle,
Marshall 0, Donley attempted to explain teacher militancy when
he postulated six major factors that have played significant roles
in its development*

(l) The long history of teacher economic

privation, (2) a rapid growth of teacher professionalism as the role
of the American teacher has become one of increasing importance in a
complex Bociety, (3) the growth in size and bureaucratization of the
American school institution, (*f) an acceptance by the majority of
American teachers that militancy offers the best opportunity to
acquire their demands, (5) a growing availability for militancy,
(6) a changed social climate that accepts militancy as a proper
action for acquiring rights.

20

The American teachers have felt they have a right to make
reasonable demands on behalf of their economic statusj further, as
professionals, they want a voice in how the schools of this nation
axe to be operated.

Teachers express the view that, as professionals,

^Charles Golden and Richard Fletcher, Jr., "Teachers Reflect
Attitudes on Taxes, Negotiations, and Politics," Tennessee
Teacher. XLV (February, 1978)» 9.
20
Marshall 0. Donley, "The American School Teacher* From
Obedient Servant to Militant Professional." Phi Delta Kawxm.
LVIII (September, 1976), 112-117.
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they have the right to asBlst in policy formulation so that the schools
'

of the United States may be operated in an efficient fashion,

21

Shanker stated when teachers achieve the goals they seek!
adequate renumeration, professional dignity, and an educational
environment which allows teachers the freedom to do the kind of
professional tasks they were trained to do, then and only then will
teaohers become less angry and thus, less militant.

To move

with rapidity toward this state of tranquility should be the
professional goal of every teacher union, administrator, and sohool
board member in the United States,

22

Ellen Hogan Steele concurred

with Shanker when she wrote sohool administrators and school boards
who dismiss the political aspirations of their teaching staff err
in judgement.

Teachers are aware that district funds are limited

and while they do not expect to amass wealth from public school
teaching they do feel they can not accept less than maintenance of
the status quo within the inflationary cycle of this nation.
Teaohers also demand an Influence in the creation of school policy, a
concession that has proven most difficult to attain.

This

concession has proven difficult, because, while the American public
school system has advocated democracy, it, by historical organisation,
has been one of despotic suggestion.

School boards, generally

elected, are subject to the whims of the electorate, pressured by
their sovereigns,

The directors, in turn, have played monarchs to

21Donley, p. ^9.
22
Albert Shanker, "Why Teachers Are Angry," The American
School Board Journal. CLXII (January, 1975)* 26.
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the administrators they hired.

The administrators have responded

in likeness "by ‘becoming overlords of their staffs,*^
Attitude of School Boards
The supreme Court of the United States made it clear that state
laws vest the policy making function of school operations within the
domain of the local school hoards.

Good news coming from this decla

ration is the suggestion that schools are in good hands with local
school hoards guiding them,

24-

While this declaration is good news for

American School Boards, all is not tranquil with Bchool hoard members
of this nation.

Teachers have vowed to become political to exert

pressure for policy change in the school districts of this nation.^
Bruce A. Richardson responded to charges against paternalistic
school hoards when he stated this was not all had.

The ability to Bet

local standards to meet local needs may he one reason that our system of
local schools has succeeded.

Local school hoard control of schools can

he tyranny or paternalism, but it may juBt he that educational policy
is too important to he decided solely by teachers who may have become
isolated ffcora community values and concerns,

26

^Bllen Hogan Stelle, "A Teacher's View," Phi Delta Happen.
LV1I (May, 1976), 590-592,
24
"Hear This* School BoardB, Not Teacher Unions, Are In
Charge of Schools." The American School Board Journal, CLXII
(August, 1976), 39-4TI
^"Get Ready For A Lot More Pow In Teacher Power,"
The American School Board Journal. CLXII (May, 1975), 46.
^Bruce A, Richardson, "Listen Mr, Shanker, It's Not
Quite As Simple As You Make It Sound," The American School Board
Journal. CLXII (May, 1975), 46-49.
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Richarson addressed teacher militancy when he stated i
I am not surprised that teachers are angry and militant
ahout inflation and recessionf it is also frustrating to
school hoards. It also frustrates communities and accounts
for some of the resistence that voters are showing toward
current pleas for adequate school funding. Angry
teachers can flex their muBcles at local school hoards,
and the salary increases teachers win may help in their
individual battles against inflation, hut only at the expense
of further Isolation from the local taxpayers in the
communities. '
Richardson responded to Albert Shanker*b demand that teachers
he granted adequate remuneration, professional dignity and improved
working conditions as a means of alleviating teacher anger and
militancy by stating*
Suppose these goals prove unobtainable, or suppose the
cost of the new educational bureaucracy, which will inevitably
develop, proves too costly to initiate the adversary rituals.
I am sorry Hr. Shanker, but I find that your educational
panacea is filled with many self-destructive devices, and
your rose-colored glasses entitle you to join the Kozol,
Holt and Herdon goggle of critics. The students will survive,
as they always have in the past, but I happen to feel that we
owe them something more than mere survival,2®
Collective Bargaining
Bargaining and negotiations are words that have appeared with
more and more regularity in the daily lives of the American
citizenry.

Indeed, the nass media,s daily reporting of so many

diverse bargaining and negotiations episodes has rendered the mere

Richardson, pp. 46-49.
Richardson, pp. 46-49,

enumeration and categorization of these episodes an extraordinarily
difficult task.

Negotiations and "bargaining have "become widespread

as mechanisms of conflict resolution in our society.

The negotiations

process will no doubt continue to be employed in an ever increasing
number and range of conflict situations.

29

There is no longer a

question of whether there shall be collective bargaining or
negotiations in public education.

The process 1b here by way of

legalisation through the passage of negotiation laws in many
states of this nation and is now a part of the American system.
For over a decade the American school districts have been adapting
to the negotiations process through a torturous trial and error
method,

Problems that remain to be solved are great, and there

remains the wide variation in state negotiation laws and levels of
sophistication in negotiation procedures, but only the most
misinformed would deny the spiralling usuage of the negotiations
process.

30

Collective bargaining or professional negotiations, as some
would call it, is destined to become a critical factor in fashioning
the future relationships between school boards and teachers.
Negotiations represents the most dramatic development in the profession
of education for this century.

The collective "bargaining process

will force school boards to reexamine previously established personnel

^Jeffrey Z. Rubin and Bert R, Brown, The Social Psychology of
Bargaining and Negotiation (New York* Academic Press, 1975) P. 1.
3(Villlam H, Roe and Thelbert L, Drake, The Prlnoinalshln
(New Yorki Macmillan Publishing Co,, Inc., 19W , p. 2^,
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and general policy making procedures.

There will also be a demand for

school boards to develop non skills and define new roles In the face
of this new challenge.

31

Attitude of Teachers
A guaranteed right for teachers across this nation to negotiate
equitably with their boards would be a bargain for students,
taxpayers and teachers.

32

Student benefits can accrue in the form

of a greater quality of instruction, greater instructional accountability
for teachers and clarification of teacher and student roleB in the
instructional process,

ThiB will become a reality, because

negotiations will provide the teaching force a voice in the educa
tional system which will, in turn, call for the teachers to become
accountable for their instructional conduct.

Students will begin

to perceive their roles more distinctly, as they come to understand
the assigned role of teachers.

Negotiations will also benefit

taxpayers, since the process will allow them to participate in
school affairs with a broader, more accurate knowledge of school
problems.

Negotiations will afford the taxpayers a more effective

channel for participation in the solution of Bchool problems,-^
Negotiations will clarify the proper role of teachers,

^Stephen J, Knezevich, Administration of Public Education
(New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1975) r P* **62,
“^Terry Herndon, "Collective Bargaining,** Today*s Education
LXV (November, 1976), 6,
^Joseph C. Fields, "Professional Negotiations - What Will
It Mean?" Tennessee Teacher XLV (January, 1970)# 17**18.
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administrators and sohool hoards in the operation of the school
program*

Teacher input on such items as instructional improvement,

teacher in-service programs will be expected and utilized through
terms of the negotiated agreement between school hoards and teacher
representatives.

Facets of the school program such as building

sanitation, facility remodeling, classroom environment control,
and building facility planning should involve the skills of teachers
and should he provided for in the negotiated agreement.

Scheduling

of instructional hours, number of preparation and conference periods,
as well as accreditation will call for teacher input through the
•Ut

negotiation process.
Professional negotiations will possibly benefit teacherB as
it stimulates thB neuroses that now exist in boards of education
and their administrators who are motivated by the desire for power
and political gain.

These politically motivated boardB and

administrators, under the influence of negotiations, will be faced
with the demand to become astute educational leaders.

There is a

real possibility that the negotiations process will encourage
them to organize school processes, evaluate programs and Bet personnel
policies based on objective data.

Finally, negotiations may create an

atmosphere whereby planning, controlling and directing of school
affairs are based on scientific consideration rather than political
motivation,-^

American teachers, with justification, are demanding a voice

^FieldB, pp. 17-18.
f i e l d s , pp. 18-19.
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In the curriculum content and the evaluation of the learning processes
in the schools of this nation.

Teachers feel that in this era of

accountability they deserve a watchdog position over the school
processes for which they are to be held accountable.

36

This voice

in Bohool policy is not only essential but one that is long overdue
for the teaohers of this nation.

Professional teachers are olosest

to the learning atmosphere and generally are better trained than the
policy-makers in the educational process,Collective bargaining
to improve instruction is widespread and is here to stay,^® Each
teacher in every school district in the United States must battle
to make collective bargaining a reality.

The winner will be, not only

teachers, but every student and taxpayer in this nation,^
Attitude of School Boards
Many school board members experienced a new, strange challenge
on the way to 1973*

Board members who once concerned themselves

with the shape of the curriculum were talking apprehensively about
such matters as the shape of the new negotiated contract, the table
hn
on which it would be signed, or who should represent whom.
Under duresB boards of education have wondered why it happened,

^Herndon, p, 6,
37
Tom James, "The States Struggle to Define Scope of
Teacher Bargaining," Phi Delta Kap-pan. LVXI (October, 1975), 9^.
"Bargaining Educational Improvement," Pennsylvania Sohool
Journal, CXXVI (March, 1978), 115-118.
^Herndon, p, 6,
4o
"Some Plain Talk About Your District and Collective Bargaining,"
The American School Board Journal, CLX (September, 1973), 30.
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A generation ago teachers were underpaid suboitizens of society, hut
one bravely accepting his role in life with little protest or
recourse.

Teachers knew they were expected to devote themselves

unselfishly to the young, to educate children who lived in better
homes than they could afford.

Students that could go to better

colleges than had their teachers, so they could prepare for positions
that would command more money, more power and more respeot than that
accorded teachers in a society Hhere money and status seemed to be
delicately intertwined.

4l

School boards should not be surprised that teachers moved to a
position that demanded more from society for themselveB and their

families.

Teachers suddenly became aware of a lesson from their

own American history classi

in unity, there is strength.

Teachers came

to the conclusion that being a professional in the classroom was not
nearly so productive as being able to bargain with boards of
education for the betterment of the educational staff.

Teachers

began to seek membership with those organizations that could afford
them the best opportunity of gaining a share of the good life, a portion
of the American dream.

ho

Sohool boards have blamed the National Education Association and
American Federation of Teachers for the situation where teachers put
self above service but they should have blamed the ‘American Dream',

In

"Some Plain Talk About Your District and Collective
Bargaining." The American School Board Journal. CLX (September,, 1973),
31.

ho

"Some Plain Talk About Your District and Collective
Bargaining," The American School Board Journal. CLX (September, 1973),
32,
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What this 'American Dream* did for printers, teamsters, taxi drivers,
plumbers, miners and other laborers of this nation it could, the
teaohers reasoned, do for them,

Teaohers were aware of what they

wanted and they bargained to gain their share of the 'American Dream*.
The growth of this bargaining process forced school board members to
/1.3
focus on information needed to bargain successfully, J
Anthony F, DIHocco pointed out teacher characteristics that
school boards must be cognizant of when bargaining.
been, by nature and training, planners.

Teachers have

They formed their unions

and their bargaining positions as they would have formed a well
Zih

developed lesson plan.

Teacher unions that have done their homework

diligently have won a large number of concessions from school boards.
School boards that have failed to prepare have bargained at an
he
extreme disadvantage, J
Teachers have tended to be verbal and have adopted the basic
principles of teaching to fit negotiations.
has tended to play word games.
under hazy terms.

The educational community

Teacher groups have hidden truth

Until the seventies, teachers called their labor

organizations by the term association and refused to classify them
under the proper heading of unions.

Teachers have long looked upon

school boards that took a tough position in negotiations as being

^Some Plain Talk About Your District and Collective Bargaining,"
The American School Board Journal. CLX (September, 1973)# 32,

lilt

Anthony P, DiRoeco, "To Succeed At Barffilning Learn The
Language of the Teacher," The American School Board Journal. CLXIV
(January, 1977), 36.
Il k

■^"Some Plain Talk About Your District and Collective Bargaining,"
The American Sohool Board Journal. CLX (September, 1973), 30,

guilty of "tad faith bargaining/' and never did they give them
credit for simply "being hard bargainers.

LA

Bargaining teachers assume a self-righteous aura.

While this

is a common trait with most industrial union members, it has found
professional refinement in teachers.

They promote the idea that

they, and they alone, are in the right.

This attitude of self-

righteousness tends to make teacherb ungracious in Buooess and
petulant in defeat,

When either of these conditions are prevalent,
/17

bargaining becomes a difficult task for any school board. 1
Myron Lieberman agreed with DiRocoo when he wrote that teacher
language such as the following needs clarification t

(l) fThiB contract

is not for us, it is for the betterment of our students." Ho
teacher negotiator has explained how personal leave days, extra sick
leave days, increased health insurance, a reduced work year, a
shortened school day, and the elimination of supervision benefit the
students,

(2 ) "We only want a reasonable settlement."

Understand that

this means only that teachers work toward a half and half theory,
which means that teachers expect to get half of what they ask for,
(3) "Bargaining is a process of give and take,"

More properly

translated, in terms of the teacher unions, it is a process in which
the district gives and the unions take,

(*+) "The grievance

procedure will make for better communications between school boardB
and teachers, and this will present the opportunity to solve problems

LA

DiRocco, p. 36,
Ln
,
DiRocco, p. 3o.

before they reach a serious stage.

The problem is while teacher

unions are propagating this myth, it is urging its membership to
file grievances,
entities.

Glime concurred when he wrote unions are political

School boards must try to understand and tolerate the

propaganda of teacher unions so that the teachers and boards can

kg

live, work and achieve together, 7
Liebernan wrote that unionization is likely to restrict
management options, may result in only marginal economic advantages
for the faculty, and makes life complicated for administrators
and board members.

From the vantage point of management there is

nothing a union can do for a Bchool district that can not be done
voluntarily and at less cost in the absence of unionization.
Conversely, many disadvantages can be avoided when unions are not
present.

Board members concurred with Lieberman when expressing

the following opinions!

(l) Collective bargaining forces a dis

proportionate share of school funds into teacher salaries and benefits
for teachers,

(2) Collective bargaining increases the local tax

burden in school districts.
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School boards did express the opinion that negotiations are

riyron Lieberman, "Must You Bargain With Teachers*"
The American School Board Journal. CLXIV (March, 1978), 37,
bo
^Raymond G, Glime, "How To Use Collective Bargaining To
Increase Your Board's Authority," The American School Beard Journal.
CLXIV (March, 1978), 37.
*
^Lieberman, p. 20,
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"Here's What Your Fellow Boards Are Doing About Teacher
Bargaining," The American School Board Journal. CLXIV (June, 1977),
28-29.

not all tad, because they have accomplished the following for
American school boardst

(l) Collective bargaining has forced Bchool

board members to become better informed about sohool district
operating procedures.

(2) Collective bargaining has moved school

boards toward a more professional role in planning, goal-setting, and
priority listing,

(3) Collective bargaining has led school districts

to adopt more effeotlve management and budgeting practices,-*2
School board members have expressed the view that the bargaining
process is beginning to work because Bchool boards have gotten

tough.

School boards, in the process of learning how to bargain,

have forced teachers to become more flexible and realistic at the
bargaining table.

New determination, on the part of school boardB,

has brought a balance of power to the bargaining table and has
helped inject a sense of sanity and restraint into contract
negotiations.
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Scope of Bargaining

School boards and teacher groups, working in school districts
where negotiations are permissible, have encountered problems in
reaching agreement on what items should be negotiated at the
bargaining table.

The solution to this problem has occupied more

legislative and judicial attention than any other phase of educational
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"Here's What Your Fellow Boards Are Doing About Teacher
Bargaining," The American School Board Journal. CLXIV (June, 1977),
28-29.
-^"When It Comes To Confronting Striking Teachers, School
Boards Are Getting Tougher Than Ever," The American School Board
Journal. CLXIV (January, 1977), 2 > 2 5.

collective ‘bargaining, with the possible exception of teacher strikes.-^
Several states have developed broad guidelines and allow the
school boards, teacher unions, and courts to hammer out concrete
definitions of borgainable topics.

Typical state lawB are those that

allow, or require, boards and unions to bargain only on conditions of
employment.

Some state laws permit bargaining on natters affecting the

performance of professional services and on items of direct or
indirect monetary benefit to employees.
permissive or nandatory.

Laws of this nature may be

Some laws allow the board and teachers to

bargain on prescribed items, while other laws mandate bargaining on
these prescribed items.^
Many states prefer to delineate topics for bargaining in
specific terms.

These states have listed their negotiable items as

either nandatory or permissive.

Further variations can be noted in

such states as Nevada, where collective bargaining is limited to those
topics delineated in the laws.

Other states have preferred to list

mandatary bargaining topics while expressing the right of the bargaining
parties to enlarge on the list if mutually agreeable.

There are states

that have preferred to prohibit bargaining on specific subjects such as
the formulation of educational policy,
approach.

Minnesota is an example of this

The diversity is astounding when the various state bargaining

laws are perused,^

elt
"^Thomas J, Flygare, Collective Bargaining in the Public School
(Bloomington, Ind,* Indiana University Press, 1977)> p. 21.
-^Flygare, p. 21.
^Flygare, p. 22.
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Gerald I* Nierenberg expressed sound advice for both school
hoards and teachers when he wrote any information upon which there
is disagreement can be organized into negotiable issues.

The

issues are the things on which one side takes an affirmative position
and the other Bide the negative position.

Issues should be pragmatic

because definite judgements about unrealistic issues are difficult
57
to formulate.-"
Attitude of Teachers
The National Education Association has taken the position that
negotiations Bhould include all natters which affect the quality of
the educational program.

This position broadly interpreted

encompasses every aspect of school operational procedures.

The

American Federation of Teachers have expressed much the same view as
they have advocated that any condition affecting the working life of
teachers should be negotiable,
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Tom James stated that while teachers m y be moving toward
an enlarged negotiations list, the following are suggestive of
items that are typically negotiated between school boards and
teachers:
1, Accident benefits
2, Additional facilities
3, Cafeteria duty

-^Gerald I. Nlerenberg, Creative Business Negotiating Skills
and Strategies (New York: Hawthorn Books, Inc., 1973), P. 12.
-^Stephen J, Knezevich, Administration of Public Education
(New York: Harper and How, Publishers, 1975}* P- 468.

Central placement
5. Class size
6. Compensation for extra duties
7. Cummulative absences
8. Duty-free lunch periods
9. Hospitalization
10. In-service courses
11. Leave without pay
12. Legal assistance for teachers
Length of school days
w . Medical examinations
15. Military leave
16. Paid absence for negotiators
17. Pensions
18. Personal leave
19. Preparation periods
20, Professional meetings with leave time
21. Promotions
22. Relief from nonteaching duties
23. Sabbatical leave
24-. Salary schedules
25. Seniority
2 6 . Sick pay policy
27. Summer school assignments
28. Teacher aides
29. Teaching assignments
30. Teaching hours
31. Transfers5*
R. J. Strunk responded to this type of list hy calling for
negotiations on a much broader scale than has yet been known in
educational circles.

Writing in the Pennsylvania School Journal.

Strunk strongly advooated the following items should fall within the
sphere of the negotiations processi
1.

In-Service Education
(a)
ib)
(c;
(d)

Workshop
Conference schedule
Arrangement for extension and graduate courses
Incentives
1,
2,

Salary
Reimbursement for oollege credits

*^Tom James, "The States Struggle to Define Scope of Teacher
Bargaining." Phi Delta Kap~pan. LVII (October, 1975)» 9^-97.
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(e) Certification regulations
tf) Eligibility lists
(g) Surveys
2.

Professional Practices
fa) Evaluation criteria
ib) Bating process and records
(a) Development and acceptance of measurement and
testing
(d) Competence standards
(e) Supervision regulations and rules

3.

Curriculum Development
a) Cooperative planning
b) Study and evaluation
,c) Recommendations
d) Revisions
e) Released time for Btudy and development
Expansion and deletion

*f. Materials. Equipment and Supplies
(a)
(b)
(c)

Requisition, distribution and collection
Selection and purchase
Rules and regulations relating to use and
discarding
(d) Minimum basic standards
(e) Supplementary and resource allocation
(fJ Audio-visual recommendations
(g) Access to library, stock room, storage facilities
5.

School Discipline
(a} Detention room assignments
Cb) Referral practices
(c) Corporal punishment rules and regulations
id) TardinesB and chronic absenteeism
(e) Corridor, cafeteria, study hall rules and
regulations
(f) Suspension and expulsion policies

6,

Scheduling
(a)
(b)
ic)
idJ
ie)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Rules and regulations
Procedures and methods
Increase or decrease of periods
Preparation time, record keeping
Study hall, corridor, lunch, bus duty assignments
Assembly, homeroom and activity supervision
Length of daily session
Minimum and maximum olasB size
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fi}
fj)
ik)
(l)
7.

Clerical Duties
(a)
to)
fd}
fe}
ff}
(g)
fh)
fi}
fj}
fk}
fl}
Cm)
fn}
to)
(p)

8.

Pupil conferences
Opening and dismissal procedures
Field trips
Recess supervision

Attendance
Lunch and milk money
Extra-curricular activity promotions
Ticket sales
Collections and drives
Report cards
Guidance cards
Medical and dental cards
Grading system
Test scoring
Referral forms
Inventory records
Supply requisitions
Duplicating requisitions
Audio-visual requisitions
Permanent records

Extra Co-curricular Duties
fa} Assignment as sponsor, advisor or counselor
. fb} Attendance requirements
fc} Ticket selling and ticket taking
id) Extra pay for extra duties
fe} Supervisory assignments
(f) Rules and regulations

9.

Personnel Polloles
fa}
fb}
fc}
(d)
(e)
(f)

Assignments
Transfers
Promotions
Selection and recruitment of new professional and
temporary professional employees
Opening and closing of teacher, administrator and
pupil school day
Payroll deduction authorization
fl}
(2)
(3)
(^)

fg}
fh}
fi}
(j)

Dues
United Fund contribution
Insurance premiums
Local, state and federal taxes

Pay periods
School calendar
Fringe benefits
Release time for attendance at professional meetings

Salary schedules
1.

Incentive program
faj
Cbl
(oJ
(d)

Community services
Professional growth
Improvement of skills
Additional certification

2. Extra duty pay scale
3. Longevity increments
if, Summer Bchool schedule
5. Evening adult education and recreation
schedules
Travel expense for job related activities
Group insurance
1. Life
2. Income protection
3. Medical and hospitalisation
4. Major medical and surgical
5. Professional liability
6. Workmen compensation
7. Tax-sheltered annuities
Professional contracts
1,

School term
(a^
(b)
(c)

2,
3«
4.

Instruction days
In-service days
Clerical and other non-teaching days

Suspension
Dismissal
Seniority

Leaves of absence
1.
2.
3«
if.
5,

Illness or physical injury
Death in family or household
Death of near relative
Sabbatical
Military leave
Deserves
Active duty

6,
7.
Q.

Released time for attendance at simmer sohool
Personal leave regulations
Exchange teacher leave

to

9* Accumulated unused leave time
10. Administrative vacations
11, Maternity leave
.12. Peace Corps - Vista leave time
(p)

Grievance procedures
1.

At the point of origin presentation, hearing,
rightb and decision
2. Appeals and review of parties rights and
decisions
3. Final authority rights of parties and
decisions

(q)

10.

Transmission of notice of hoards action hy
administration to personnel immediately following
the action

School Construction and Plant Maintenance
(a} Planning new construction and remodeling old
(h) Alteration and repair recommendations
ic) Standards of maintenance and housekeeping
id] Allocation and assignment of rooms and space
(e) Provision for office, clerical, duplicating, and
storage spaces
(f} Provisions for faculty room and itsuse
(g) Bulletin hoard regulations
(hJ Room furnishings and equipment
(i) Eating, smoking and refreshment regulations
lj) Locker room, closet, lavatory and lunch facilities
(k) Services of maintenance and janitorial staff

11.

School District Financial Procedures
(a}
(b)
(c)
(d)

Bond issues and temporary loans
School district revenues, real estate levy and
assessment and delinquent collection
Legislative activity for school suhsity and
reimbursements
Budget allocations
1.
2.
3.
*f.
5.
6,

Supervision and administration
Instruction
Auxiliary agencies
School plant and maintenance
Capital outlay
Debt service

(e) Auditing and accounting practices
(f) .Data processing6
Attitude of School Boards
Liebernan, in response to those who would enlarge the scope of
negotiations, wrote everything is no negotiable, and school boards are
justified in refusing to bargain on non-negotiable subjects and such
action in no way violates any agreement to negotiate in good faith.
School boards should not negotiate items which violate existing state
laws, nor should they negotiate items that would result in violation
of any applicable code of ethics.^

Healey A, Wildman concurred

when writing school boards engaging in collective negotiations should
assume the position that there is a realm of policy over which they are
granted exclusive power by the public.

Boards should exercise

continuing unilateral discretion over this policy and should never
allow it to be subjected to the negotiations process.
William H. Roe and Thelbert L, Drake suggested the following
items are not proper for the negotiations process:

(l) textbook

selection, (2) curriculum improvement, (3) achievement and intelligence
testing, (4) school building and district organization, (5 ) class size,
(6) number of faculty meetings to be scheduled during a semester

j . Strunk, ’’Bargaining the Non-Bargainable," The
Pennsylvania School Journal. CXXIV (March, 197^), 106-110,

^^Myron Lieberman, "How To Play the Comparison Game in
Collective Bargaining," The American School Board Journal. CLX3I
(May, 1975), 43-45.
^'Hfesley A, Wildnan, "What's Negotiable." The American School
Board Journal. CLX (November, 1973), 7-10.
'
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or a year, (7 ) report cardB and grading, (8) decisions concerning
emergency weather conditions, (9) teacher participation on professional
committees, (lo) personnel assignments and transfers, (ll) discipline,
(lz) the role of the building supervisor and his role in
administration.^
Benjamin Epstein haB suggested the following guidelines for
school boards in their struggle to determine what items are suitable
for negotiations!

(l) No item should be considered negotiable that

could best be decided on the basis of the results of scientific
investigation or experimentation,

(z)

No assignment of professional

personnel should ever be made on the basis of automatic rotation,
(3) Personnel assignments, transfers or promotions should not be
determined on the basis of seniority.

(4-) The principle of

accountability should not be overlooked in determining the
negotiability of any item,

(5 ) During the negotiations process any

conflict between the interests of the teachers and those of students de
mands a resolution of the conflict in favor of the best interest of
students.

(6) Educational policy-making is never sound when it is

restricted to school boards and teacher representatives with the
exclusion of school administrators.

(7 ) School boards and teacher

groups will find it futile to negotiate items that are beyond the
legal bounds of the school board to grant.

Ah

John Bagen concurred with Epstein when he wrote these seven

^^William H, Roe and Thelbert L, Drake, The Princjpalshlp
(New York* Macmillan Publishing Company, Inc., 197^)t P* 25 5 ,

Ah

Benjamin Epstein, ’'What is Negotiable?" The American
School Board Journal. CLIX (December, 1970), 31-3^,

suggestions for school boards approaching negotiationst (l) Lobby
for legislation that is fair to both sides.

This legislation Bhould

contain at least these items t clear cut and binding instructions
about how negotiations are to be conducted, a specific list of what
will and will not be negotiable, a time table for bargaining,
conoise impasse procedures, and an itemization of the responsibilities
of both parties during the negotiations process.
maximum class size,
process.
clause,

(2) Do not negotiate

(3) Stick to teacher issues during the bargaining

(4) Refrain from bargaining a "maintenance of standards"
(5) Carefully define what can be grieved.

(6) Keep the

professional code of ethics of the union out of the negotiations
process,

(?) Refuse to grant an "all inolusive" working condition

1
6-5
clause.
School boards of this nation have placed a top priority on
narrowing the scope of negotiable items for the bargaining table.
School boardB, as well as school administrators, would limit contract
talks to financial issues such as wages and hours,
Federal Negotiations Law
Robert H. Chanin Btated that the test to which Btate legislatures
have been put in regard to public sector labor relations is very
reminiscent to the test to which they were put some forty years ago

Att
"VJohn Pagen, "Michigan Learned These Seven Bargaining
Lessons the Hard Way," The American School Board Journal. CLXII
(August, 1975), 37.
^"Here’s What Your Fellow Boards Are Doing About Teacher
Bargaining," The American Sohool Board Journal. CLXIV (June, 1977),
28-46.

In tho private sector.

Then, as now, they were not ‘being asked to

guarantee employees better pay, reasonable working hours, or decent
working conditions.

What they are being asked, as they were then,

is the establishment of equitable ground rules by which employees and
employers can develop their own agreements on wages, working hours
and conditions of employment.

State governments failed that limited

test in the private sector prior to the passage of the National
Labor Relations Act, and they have failed it again in the public
Beotor.

Is it time for a national collective bargaining statute for

public employees?^
Some states, of whioh Kentucky is one, have failed to pass
negotiations legislation to permit teaeher-sohool board collective
bargaining! other states have laws in effect that are so ambiguous
and Inconclusive that the clamoring for a federal negotiations law
grows more persistent daily.

Advocates of a federal negotiations bill

for public employees must be realistic in their claims for what such a
statute will and will not do.

The passage of a federal negotiations

law will not be a cure-all for the many problems that exist in public
sector labor relations, any more than the National Labor Relations Act
has proven a panacea for all the ills of private seotor labor
relations.

The passage of a federal negotiations law will not

eliminate strikes, nor will it necessarily usher in tranquility during
bargaining sessions.

Achieving a federal collective bargaining

statute does not constitute the only item on the agenda of reform,

^Robert H, Chanin, "The Case For a Collective Bargaining.
Statute For Public Employees," Phi Delta Kappan. LVII (October, 1975),
97-101.
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The passage of such legislation, however, constitutes a necessary
first step for bringing order to an Increasingly disordered and
troublesome phase of our National life.^
Attitude of Teachers
Terry Herdon stated that all teachers must know the freedom,
the equity, the justice, and the dignity that only the collective
bargaining relationship can give them.

A federal statute to insure

the right of teaeherB to bargain will remain a top priority of the
National Education Association.

The National Education Association

will also continue its fight for a national pattern of strong,
effective state bargaining laws to replace the present system that
leaves many teachers without a voice in school affairs and throngs
of others with a mere whisper.

Only a nationwide pattern of

enforceable state laws, bolstered by & sweeping federal law can
69
achieve collective bargaining without chaos. 7

Chanin concurred with Herdon when he wrote the single most
overriding problem in teaeher-school board negotiations is the
total lack of consistency in the collective bargaining laws throughout
this nation.

Some states have passed comprehensive collective

bargaining laws for public employees, while rony states, such as
Kentucky, have failed to provide such rights for public employees.

68Chanin, p. 97-101.
^%erry Herdon, "Why Teachers Need A Federal Collective
Bargaining Law," Todays Education. LXV (February, 1976),
79-80.
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This chaotic pattern can "be corrected only through the passage of a
federal negotiations law for public employees,^®
In many situations the federal government, after failure on the
part of state governments to act, has assumed responsibility for a
problem of national dimension.

This has generally occurred after the

states failed to take action or failed to try.

The atrophy of the

cities and the suburbanization of the nation had begun two decades be
fore the enactment of the first federal urban renewal programs.

The

civil rights of blacks and other minorities were systematically violated
for centuries prior to the passage of the Civil flights Act of 196^,^
The process by which the federal government has entered into
areas previously reserved to the states is accurately seen as one of
federal power filling a vacuum of need created by state inaction,
rather than as one of power being wrenched away from states actively
seeking a solution to the problem#

The list is long and the botch

the states have made of the task of evolving a fair, workable means
of regulating the relationship between public employees and their
employers is but one more example of the need for federal intervention
72
through federal legislation/
Much of the unrest found within the ranks of public employees
is triggered by local and state governments who have turned deaf ears
to the voiced needs of their employees.

^°Chanin, pp, 97-101,
^Chanin, pp, 97-101,
^ZChanin, pp, 97-101.

Teachers have become

frustrated Kith futile efforts to secure sound state "bargaining
legislation and have turned their attention more and more toward
influencing federal legislation for public employees,^
There is a clear need for a federal structure which is fair
to employer, employee, and the taxpaying public.

Teachers axe

well aware of the scourge of one-sided bargaining laws, the pains of
unjuBt and exorbitant penalties, and the frustration of having no
open avenues for redress of grievances.

Teachers want what workers

in the private sector have had the privilege of for forty years, the
protected right to bargain collectively.

Public employees must be

included under the rules and regulations as found in the National
Labor Relations Act.

However, simple inclusion would be an injustice

to all concerned parties.

A mechanism must be provided to resolve

the problems encountered by bargaining parties in the public
employment sector.

What is asked for is a well-defined impasse

mechanism involving mediation and fact-finding and ultimately the
74right for public employees to strike,'
Attitude of School Boards
School board members who have awaited with apprehension the
eventual passage of a federal collective bargaining bill for
teachers may have the pleasure of waiting Indefinitely,

Such a law

may be dead as a result of a portentous ruling handed down by the
United States Supreme Court in the National League of Cities vs.

^Herdon, pp. 79-80,
^Herdon, pp, 79-80,

Usery Case,

In the decision the court rules that the extension of the

"Fair labor Standards Aot" to state and local public employees is
unconstitutional.

The state as a "public employer" must retain its

responsibility to perform governmental functions that entail the
determination of wages, hours and overtime provisions.

The court

was very explicit when it expressed the belief that states must be
granted a "separate and independent existence,"

This decision was

profound, because It strengthened Btate rights and set limits on the
75
powers of the federal government,'•* Lieberman wrote such legislation

would constitute an invasion of state rights.

The federal government

should not regulate state and local public employment regulations.
To pass such legislation would allow state and local governments to be
trapped between domination by the federal bureaucracy on one hand
and employee unions on the other,
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Fred Heddlnger saw federal legislation to mandate negotiations by
public employees as encompassing the following faultsi

(l) such a

law would provide for unwarranted intrusion by the federal government
and possible unconstitutional interference in essential functions of
state and local governments.

(2) The passage of a federal negotiations

law would permit bargaining without restrictions upon scope.

That is,

public policy questions, the structure, quality, and quantity of public

75
'-'August W, Steinhilber, "We May Be Spared A Federal Collective
Bargaining law, Thanks To The Supreme Court," The American School
Board Journal. CLXIII (September, 1976), 40-4l,

^Myron lieberman, "Confusion and Controversy* Brace
Yourself For A Lot Of Both If Congress Passes This Collective
Bargaining Law For TeaoherB," The American School Board Journal.
CLXIII (April, 1975), 41-^3.

services would "be determined by people who are not representatives of
the local taxpayers.

(3) Federal negotiations legislation would

legalise strikes and binding arbitration in such a way as to make
taxpayers virtually powerless to resist the organized pressures of
public employee unions.

(*f) The passage of a federal negotiations

bill would require public employees to belong to a union or pay a
service fee to the local and national union.

(5) The passage of

such legislation would assign mind-boggling power to a federal
administrative agency that would influence virtually every aspect of
state and local governments,

77

Americans could not tolerate a federal administrative agency
that would exercise control over teacher-school board relations.
Policies and decisions of the National Labor Relations Board have
effected profound influences over business and industry for years, but
its effect would be dwarfed by the influence a new agency would
have on the operational procedures of state and local governments.

7fi

Summary
The literature reviewed was considered under several broad
headings.

These headings included research on attitudes, teacher

power and militancy, collective bargaining, scopeof bargaining, and
a federal collective bargaining law.
Several major concepts were readily discernible from the

77
FVed Heddinger, "Federal Collective Negotiations Law
Could Emasculate Representative Government." Phi Delta Kapnan.
CLXII (April, 1976), 532-533,
^®Heddinger, pp. 532-5 3 3 .
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literature reviewedf those being*

(l) Teacher groups have shown a

change of attitudes toward the operation of schools, administrators,
school hoards, and the function of teachers.

(2) Teachers became

militant because they felt they had been relegated to the status of
a second class citizen.

Teachers felt they were deserving of the

same wages and benefits that were going to the industrial workers
of America.

(3) Growth of teacher unionization has increased as the

bargaining process has spread into the school districts of the
United States.

(*f) There was much disagreement between school boards

and teacher groups in regard to the collective bargaining process.
Teachers felt it offered their only hope to secure long overdue benefits,
while school boards viewed it as a step to usurp their rightful
role and power.

(5) School board members and teacher union members were

not in agreement in regard to the scope of bargaining.

Teachers

wanted to expand the scope of items to be bargained, while school
boards attempted to limit the scope to as few items as possible.
(6) Teacher unions advocated the passage of a federal law to require
the school boards of the United States to bargain in good faith with
the teacher representatives in the various school districts of this
nation.

Teacher unionB assumed a posture that only a nationwide

pattern of enforceable Btate laws, bolstered by a powerful federal
law could insure collective bargaining with equality far all teachers.
(7) School boards of this nation opposed and no doubt will continue
to oppose the passage of any federal negotiations law for teaching
personnel.

School boards based their opposition on the premise that such

a law would bring unwarranted intrusion of the federal government in a

state function and would permit bargaining without regard to bargaining
scope*

School boards also contended that such a law would increase

teacher strikes, create closed shops, and create far too much power
in a federal administrative agency.
The inference drawn from the related research indicated
that the study of negotiations will continue and that the process
will continue to grow in usage as more scientific and effective
knowledge becomes a reality.

Chapter 3
DESIGH OF THE STUDY
Introduction
This chapter 1b divided into six sections*

(l) composition

of the population, (2) construction of the opinionnalre,
(3) validation of the opinionnalre, (4) administration of the
opinionnalre (5) follow-up procedures, and (6) treatment of the data.
Composition of the Population
This study called for the use of two population groups*
(l) 176 Kentucky school hoard chairpersons and (2 ) 176 Kentucky
teacher association presidents.

Population one consisted of 120

county school board chairpersons and fifty-six city school hoard
chairpersons.

Population two consisted of 120 county school district

teacher association presidents and fifty-six city school district
teacher association presidents.

All school hoard chairpersons and

all teacher association presidents within the state were surveyed,
caking a total of 352 possible respondents.
Construction of the Opinionnalre
The proposed study necessitated the development of an
opinionnalre capable of determining the attitudes of school hoard
chairpersons and teacher association presidents in regard to items
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they considered negotiable or non-negotiable in a negotiations
process.

The opinionnalre was developed with regard to the issues

and implications of collective negotiations that seemed most closely
related to the needs of teachers and school board members.
The first draft of the opinionnalre was the result of a
comprehensive review of the literature closely related to the
concept of educational collective negotiations.

The final form

of the opinionnalre included revisions based on suggestions submitted
to the researcher by the pilot test respondents (Appendix B).
The final draft of the opinionnalre consisted of three
divisions.

Description of the contents of each division followst

Division I.

The seven items found in this division were

designed to procure data which was helpful in the treatment of
perceptual differences between the four groups of respondents.
The following information was reguested*

(l) teacher representation

unit, (2) age of respondent, (3) Bex, (4) district enrollment,
(5) number of years association president had taught, (6) number of years
school board chairpersons had served on the school board, and
(7) negotiation status for the school district of each respondent.
Division II.

This division consisted of seven items used

to ascertain the attitude of respondents toward the process of
collective negotiations and the representation wilt that best met
the needs of teachers in Kentucky,

This division was constructed on

the basis of the Likert Scale which gave the respondents a choice
between (a) strongly agree, (b) agree, (c) undecided, (d) disagree,
and (e) strongly disagree in their responses.

Division XIX,

This soction availed school hoard chairpersons

and teacher association presidents of an opportunity to respond to
items presently being negotiated in various school districts in the
United States,

These responses indicated If the respondents held

these itemB to he negotiable or non-negotiable in a bargaining process.
This section included sixty-one items and was constructed on the
basis of the Likert Scale of strongly agree, agree, undecided,
disagree and, strongly disagree.
The opinionnalre wording was identical for both groups, but
a color coding scheme was employed.

The opinionnalre for teacher

association presidents was printed on yellow paper and the
opinionnalre for school board chairpersons was reproduced on white
paper,
Validation of the Opinionnalre
Bruce V, Tuckman stated a pilot test should be conducted
with an opinionnalre before employing such an instrument in a study,1
Traditionally, a pilot test is conducted with a group of respondents
who are members of an intended study population, but ones not to be
included in the sample that will be used in the final survey to
collect data for the completion of the study,

ThiB procedure is not

feasible when the entire population is to be included in a survey,
as was the situation with this proposed Btudy,

Thus, an alternative

pilot test was conducted in five East Tennessee school districtsf
these being!

(l) Claiborne County School District, (2) Union County

^Bruce W. Tuckwtn, Conducting Educational Research (New York*
Harcourt-Brace-Jovanovich, Inc., 1972), pp. 196-199.
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School District, (3) Campbell County School District, (4) Anderson
County School District, and (5) Onieda Independent School District.
In these, five school board chairpersons and the five teacher
association presidents were interviewed by the researcher and asked
to respond to a copy of the initial form of the opinionnalre.
Each chairpersons and association president in these five districts
was given a copy of the opinionnalre and a set of instructions.
Each participant was instructed to look for weaknesses in the
opinionnalre and to list suggestions for improvement of the survey
instrument.

These suggestions were discussed in an interview with

the researcher at the conclusion of the pilot test.
Administration of the Oninionnaire
A copy of the opinionnalre was mailed to the 176 Kentucky
school board chairpersons and 176 Kentucky teacher association
presidents on September 2, 1978,

A cover letter accompanied each

opinionnalre to explain the purpose of the study, and to offer an
assurance to each participant that his responses would be treated
confidentially, while the results would be reported only in totals,
thereby disguising any individual responses (Appendix A),
Follow-up Procedures
Ralph H, Jones stated follow-up procedures are necessary to
stimulate a high percentage of returns in most studies that involve
the usage of nailed opinionnalre s,

^Halph H, Jones, Methods and Techniques of Educational Research
(Danville, Illinois* The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc,,
1973), P. 73*
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Identity of non-respondentb became a problem because school
board chairpersons and teaoher association presidents Here assured
in the cover letter, sent with the opinionnalre in the first nailing,
that no attempt would be made to identify then in any fashion.

This

assurance precluded any coding system that would have identified
chairpersons and presidents not responding to the first request.
This problem was solved through a second nailing of the opinionnalre
to all school board chairpersons and teacher association presidents
in Kentucky with a request to complete and return the second copy
of the opinionnalre if they had lest or failed to return the first
copy they had received.

The second nailing took place on September

20, 1978,
On September 28, 1978, a postal card was mailed to all
Kentucky School Board Chairpersons and Kentucky Teacher Association
Presidents to request the return of their opinionnaires if they
had not yet done so,
Treatment of the Data
The plan of this study required consideration of available and
proven techniques for ascertaining statistical significance from
which valid interpretations or implications could be drawn.
Perspective and direction for the study was accomplished through
the statement of Beven research hypotheses.

Testing the hypotheses

for statistical inference was an area of rajor concern in this study.
To accomplish this statistical testing the seven research hypotheses
stated in Chapter I were converted into the seven null hypotheses that
follow*

(l) 1H0 i There was no significant difference in the

expressed attitudes of Kentucky school hoard chairpersons and
Kentucky teacher association presidents in regard to sixty-eight
items of collective negotiations,

(2) 2H0* There was no significant

difference in the expressed attitudes of Kentucky school hoard
chairpersons from county school districts and the expressed attitudes
of school hoard chairpersons from city school districts in regard
to sixty-eight selected items of collective negotiations,
(3) 3H0* There was no significant difference in the expressed
attitudes of Kentucky school hoard chairpersons from county school
districts and the expressed attitudes of teacher association
presidents from county school districts in regard to sixty-eight
selected items of collective negotiations.

Qt) *+H0t There was no

significant difference in the expressed attitudes of Kentucky
school hoard chairpersons from county school districts and the
expressed attitudes of teacher association presidents from city
school districts in regard to sixty-eight selected items of collective
negotiations,

(5 ) 5H0: There was no significant difference in the

expressed attitudes of Kentucky school hoard chairpersons from
city school districts and the expressed attitudes of teacher
association presidents from county school districts in regard to
sixty-eight selected items of collective negotiations.

(6) 6H0i

There was no significant difference in the expressed attitudes of
Kentucky school hoard chairpersons from city school districts and
teacher association presidents from city school districts in regard to
sixty-eight selected items of collective negotiations,

(7) 7H0t

There was no significant difference in the expressed attitudes of
teacher association presidents from city school districts and the

expressed attitudes of teacher association presidents from Kentucky
county school districts in regard to Bixty-eight selected items of
collective negotiations.

The conversion to the null form of the

hypothesis was undertaken because it represented a statistical
proposition used to state that there was no relationship between
variables,

U bb of the null form of the hypothesis was a concise way

to express the testing of obtained data against chance expectations.^
The t-test was utilized to statistically test the hypotheses
of no difference between the means.

The purpose of this statistical

testing was to discover any significant differences between the
expressed attitudes of Kentucky school board chairpersons and
Kentucky teacher association presidents in regard to negotiable and
non-negotlable items in a collective negotiations process.

The

following t-test formula was applied to the resultant means*
-fc - -

— El

V ffa.--l)S.* 4- fTU-nS** )(| . 1

where*

V

TU+nT-2
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T

TU

X i" mean of 1st group
Xt" mean of 2nd group
1\»» number of respondents in 1st group
TU" number of respondents in 2nd group
St- standard deviation of 1st group
/j.
Si“ standard deviation of 2nd group

^Fred N, Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research (3rd ad.,
Hew York* Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc,, 1973), pp. 202-203.
It
W. James Popham and Kenneth A, Sirotnlk, Educational Statistics
Use and Interpretation (New York* Harper and Row Publishers, Inc.,
1973), PP. 139-140.

A t-value of at leaBt 1,98 vas needed to reject the null
hypothesis and to ascertain that there was a significant difference
between the means of the two groups,

A t-value of less than 1,96

called for the acceptance of the null and thus, the acceptance
that there was no significant difference between the means of the
two tested groups,

A significance level of P

for the rejection of the null hypotheses.

,05 was the basis

Analysis of the data

was accomplished through the Computer Services Division of East
Tennessee State University,

Chapter IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Introduction
The problem of this study was to identify and analyze those
items In educational negotiations that were viewed by Kentuoky
school board chairpersons and Kentucky teacher association presidents
as negotiable or viewed as non-negotiable and, therefore, not
subject to a negotiations process.

To facilitate thiB objective, an

opinionnaire, divided into three sections, was developed and
distributed to 176 Kentucky school board chairpersons and 176
Kentucky teacher association presidents,

The 1?6 school board

chairpersons and the 176 teacher association presidents represented
the total population of chairpersons and presidents In the state,
thus every school board chairperson and teacher association president
in Kentucky had the opportunity to make his or her views on
negotiations known in the composition of this study.

The analysis

and results of each section are discussed In the order of their
appearance on the opinionnaire,
Response to the Opinionnaire
Graph I presents data concerning the percentage of opinionnaire
returns by the groups chosen for inclusion in this study.

Of the

352 opinionnaires mailed to school board chairpersons and teacher
association presidents 205 were returned.
60

This represented a return

of 58.2 percent of the total population.

When the return was

broken down into county school hoard chairpersons, city school
hoard chairpersons, county teacher association presidents, and
city teacher association presidents little difference in response
was apparent.

Thirty-two of the possible fifty-six city school

hoard chairpersons responded for a return of 57.1 percent.

Of the

120 county school board chairpersons surveyed, sixty-four responded
for a return of 53.3 percent.

Of the fifty-aix city teacher

association presidents to whom opinionnaires were nailed, thirtyfive responded for a return of 62.5 percent.

Seventy-four of a

possible 120 county teacher association presidents returned
their opinionnaire for a response of 6 1 .7 percent.
Data from the Opinionnaire
The data were treated in the order of presentation in three
sections of the opinionnaire.

Periodic reference to the copy of

the opinionnaire, located in Appendix B, will facilitate a
greater understanding of the information presented.
Presentation of Data for Section I
Table 1 presents data concerning the first item in Section X
of the opinionnaire.

The firBt item on the opinionnaire asked for

the respondents, both chairpersons and presidents, to indicate if
the majority of their teachers were members of the American Federation
of Teachers, National Education Association, or held membership in
neither of theBe teaoher organizations.

This item was included

with the purpose of discovering any differences that might be

Graph 1
Percent of Population Responding to Opinionnaire
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prevalent between teacher association presidents belonging to the
National Education Association and those belonging to the American
Federation of Teachers.

The same information wsb requested from

chairpersons with the purpose of discovering what, if any, differences
were in evidence between chairpersons who Berved in districts
where the majority of teachers were members of the National
Education Association and those from districts where the majority
of their teachers were members of the American Federation of
TeacherB.

No differences were perceived for association presidents

since no respondent expressed the fact that the majority of teachers
in their district held membership in the American Federation of
Teachers.

Only three school board chairpersons expressed American

Federation of Teachers membership for teachers in their district.
One hundred teaoher association presidents stated that the majority of
the teachers in their district were members of the National
Education Association and this represented 91.7 percent of the
association presidents responding to the opinionnaire.

Nine

presidents stated that the majority of the teachers they represented
did not hold membership in either the National Education Association
or the American Federation of Teachers.

These nine association

presidents represented 8,3 percent of the total respondents.
Sixty-two Bchool board chairpersons stated that the majority of
their teachers belonged to the National Education Association which
represented 64-,6 percent of the school board chairpersons responding
to the opinionnaire.

Thirty-one Bchool board chairpersons stated

that the majority of their teachers belonged to no teacher

m
association.

These thirty-one school "board chairpersons represented

32.3 percent of all respondents.

Three chairpersons, which

represented 3 .1 percent of all respondents, stated that the majority
of the teachers in their districts were members of the American
Federation of Teachers,
Table 2 presents data concerning the second item of the
opinionnaire which requested the respondent to identify the age
interval in which his present age occurred,

ThiB information was

recorded by frequency, cumulative frequency, and percent of each
referent group appearing in each age interval.

When age intervals

for the total teacher association presidents were totaled and
percentages were calculated, it was discovered that 8 8 .9 percent of
the respondents fell within the age interval of 20 to *+9 years of
age.

When the total presidents responses were broken into city

and county association presidents it was discovered that 94.6
percent of the county presidents fell within the 20 to 49 age
interval and 7 7 .1 percent of the city presidents fell within this
Bame age range.

Regardless of what other conclusions might be

drawn from this statistic, one is obligated to observe that the
opinions of these respondents will affect educational policy
making within the Kentucky educational community for yearB to come,
Kentucky school board chairpersons, when taken as a total
group, demonstrated that the majority of respondents fell within the
age range 40 to 59 which represented a percentage of 68.7.

When

broken into county and city chairpersons, it was discovered that
6 5 .6 percent of the county chairpersons fell within the 40 to 59
age interval, while 7 5 .1 percent of the city chairpersons fell

T able 1
Teacher Organization Membership as Viewed by Board Chairpersons
and Teacher Association Presidents

Percent of Total Respondents

Frequency
Presidents

Chairpersons

Presidents

F

F

%

%

American Federation of Teachers

3

0

3.1

0 .0

National Education Association

62

100

6if.6

91.7

Neither

31

9

32.3

8.3

Total

96

109

1 00 .0

1 00.0

Respondents

Chairpersons

66
within the **0 to 59 age range*

This would suggest, while not to

the degree as teacher association presidents, that these chairpersons
may well influence school policy in Kentucky for many years.
Graph 2 sumnariees the percent of male and female respondents
in each referent group.

The number of male respondents in the total

chairpersons group was 96*9 percent, while 3*1 percent were female.
When the chairpersons were broken into the two groups of county
and city chairpersons, it was discovered that 95*3 percent of the
county chairpersons were males, while *1.7 percent were females.
There were no female respondents in the city chairperson group
indicating,that 100.0 percent of the city chairperson respondents
were males.

In regard to the teacher association presidents, 50.5

percent of the total were males, while **9.5 percent were females.
Broken into county and city teacher association presidents, the
count showed that **7*3 percent of the county presidents were males
while 52.7 percent were females,

City association president

respondents were 57*1 percent males, with **2.9 percent being females.
Table 3 displays data in regard to the school district siae
of responding chairpersons which was related to item four on the
opinionnaire.

The data revealed that the majority of responding

chairpersons, 83,3 percent, represented school districts with a
student enrollment between 501 and 5»000 students.

When the data

was divided into county and city school chairpersons it was revealed
that 81,3 percent of the county chairpersons represented districts
within this range, while 87,6 percent of the city chairpersons
represented districts that fell within this range.
Table ** presents data concerning the fifth item on the

T able 2

Agq Distribution and Percent for Respondents by Position

Percent of Total Respondents

Frequency and Cumulative Frequency
Age
*

Total
County City
Total
Total
County City
County City
County City
Total
Presi- Presi Presi Chair
Chair- Chair Resi Presi- Presi
Chair
Chair Chair
persons persons persons dents
dents dents
persons persons persons dents dents dents
F

CF

F

CF

F

CF

CF

F

CF

%

%

%

%

%

%

20-29

0

96

0

64

0

32 31 109 25 74

6

35

0.0

0.0

0.0

28.4

33.8

17.1

30-39

10

96

7

64

3

32 42

78 31 49 11 29

10.4

10.9

9.4

38.5

41.9

31.4

40-49

25

86 15

57 10

29 24

36 14 18 10 18

2 6 .0

23.4

31.3

22.0

18.9

28.6

50-59

41

6l 27

42

14

19

6

12 0

4

6

8

42.7

42,2

43.8

5.5

0.0

17.1

60-

20

20 15

15

5

5

6

6 4

4

2

2

20.8

23.4

15.6

5.5

5.*

5.7

Total

96

64

-

32

- 109

- 74

-

35

- 100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0 100,0

100.0

-

F

CF

F

Graph 2
Sex Distribution and Percent for Respondents "by Position
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T able 3

District Size Distribution and Percent for Respondents by Position

Frequency and Cumulative Frequency
District
Size

Total
County
Chairpersons Chairpersons

Percent of Total Respondents

City
Chairpersons

Total
County
City
Chairpersons Chairpersons Chairpersons

F

CF

F

CF

F

CF

%

%

%

7

96

3

64

4

32

7,3

4.7

12.5

Q\
1

15

89

0

61

15

28

15.6

0

46.9

901 - 2,000

25

74

14

61

11

13

2 6.0

21.9

34.4

2,000 - 5,000

4o

49

38

47

2

2

41.7

59.4

6.3

5,001 - 8,000

5

9

5

9

0

0

5.2

7.8

0 .0

8,001 - 15,000

1

4

1

4

0

0

1 .0

1.6

0 .0

15,000 - over

3

3

3

3

0

0

3.1

4.7

0 .0

96

-

61*

-

32

-

100.0

100.0

100.0

150 - 500
g

ft

Total

0\
vO

opinionnaire which requested the teacher association respondent to
identify the experience interval which represented his or her
teaching experience.

When the experience intervals for all

teacher association presidents were totaled and percentages
calculated, the majority fell within an experience range of 2 to 20
years with 91*7 percent falling within this range.

The range which

represented the greatest response was 6 to 10 years experience which
saw Mf.O percent of the total listing this as their experience
interval.

Some differences were noted when the total data for

teacher association presidents were divided into county teacher
association presidents and oity teacher association presidents.
County teacher association presidents indicated that 5^,1 percent
of their group had an experience range between 6 to 10 years, while
only 22.9 percent of the city teacher association presidents
listed this range.

County teacher association presidents listed

only 8.1 percent of their group as having an experience range of
16 to 20 years, while 37.1 percent of the city teachers association
presidents indicated this as their experience range.

City teacher

association presidents also indicated that 11A percent of their
group had an experience range of 21 years and over, while only
6.8 percent of the responding county teacher association presidents
indicated this experience range.

These data would seem to

indicate that on the average city teacher association presidents in
Kentucky were somewhat more experienced as teachers than were
county teacher association presidents.
Table 5 displays data concerning item

b Ix

on the opinionnaire

Table 4 Teaching Experience Distribution and Percent for Respondents

Teaching
Experience
Interval
In Years

Frequency and Cumulative Frequency
Total
County
Presidents Presidents

City
Presidents

Percent of Total Respondents
Total
Presidents

County
Presidents

City
Presidents

%
0 .0

*
0 .0

F

CF

F

CF

F

CF

0

109

0

74

0

35

%
0 ,0

2-5

15 109

11

74

44

35

13.8

14.8

11.4

6 -1 0

48

94

40

63

8

31

44.0

54.1

22.9

11-15

18

46

12

23

6

23

16.5

1 6 .2

17.1

16 — 20

19

28

6

11

13

17

17.4

8 .1

37.1

9

9

5

5

4

4

8.3

6 .8

11.4

109

-

74

-

35

-

1 0 0 .0

100.0

100.0

0 -1

21 - over
Total

which requested each school board chairperson to identify the
experience interval whioh represented his or her school board
experience.

School board chairperson responses indicated that

experience listings fell into each interval, with 7 6 ,1 percent of the
total school board chairpersons indicating an experience range
from 2 to 15 years, with the largest number 3 1 .3 percent indicating
an experience range from 6 to 10 years.

When considering the data

from the vantage point of county and city school board
representation, it was discovered that the largest segment of
county school board chairperson respondents listed their experience
range as falling between 6 to 10 years with

percent expressing

this by their responses to the opinionnaire question.

City

ohairpersons indioated that the largest number of their group,
3 1 ,3 percent, fell in an experience range between 16 and 20 years.
These data suggested that city school board chairpersons in Kentucky
were more experienced as a group than were county school board
chairpersons.
Table 6 shows data concerning item seven on the opinionnaire
which requested school board chairpersons to indicate if the
districts they represented had negotiated contracts between their
school boards and the local teacher associations.

The total

chairperson responses indicated that 9^ ,8 percent of the school
districts represented by these chairpersons did not have a negotiated
contract, while 5 ,2 percent did.
Table 7 displays data concerning item seven on the opinionnaire
which requested teacher association presidents to indicate if the

Table 5
School Board Experience and Percent far Respondents

School Board
Frequency and Cumulative Frequency
Experience
City
County
Interval
Total
Chairpersons Chairpersons
Chairpersons
In Years
F

CF

F

CF

F

CF

0 -1

0

96

0

64

0

2-5

19

96

14

64

H
1
VO

30

77

22

11-15

24

47

16 - 20

12

21 - over

11

Total

96

Percent of Total Respondents
Total.
Chairpersons

County
Chairpersons
%

City
Chairpersons

32

%
0 .0

0 .0

%
0 .0

5

32

19.8

21.9

15.6

50

8

27

31.3

34.4

25.0

18

28

6

19

2 5 .0

28.1

18.8

23

2

10

10

13

12.5

3.1

31.3

11

8

8

3

3

11.5

12.5

9.4

64

-

32

-

100.0

100.0

100 .0

Table 6
Negotiations Status of School Districts Represented By Responding School Board Chairpersons

Percent of Total Responses
Frequency and Cumulative Frequency
Response to item
City
county
Total
County
City
number seven: "Does Total
your school district Chairpersons Chairpersons Chairpersons Chairpersons Chairpersons Chairpersons
presently operate
CF
F
F
CF
CF
%
F
%
under a negotiated
%
contract?”
Yes

5

96

k

€U

1

32

5.2

6.3

3.1

No

91

91

60

60

31

31

9^.8

93.8

96.9

Total

96

-

64-

-

32

100 .0

100 ,0

100 .0

sohool districts they represented had negotiated aontraots between
their local teacher associations and the local sohool boards.
One hundred and five of the teacher association presidents Indicated
that they represented school districts in which there was no
negotiated contract.

This represented a percentage of 9 6 .3

Four, or 3,7 percent, indicated their district did have a negotiated
contract.

When the total association presidents were divided into

county and city teacher association presidents it was found that
70 or 9^*6 percent of the county presidents were from districts
without negotiated contracts, while k or 5.^ percent were.

City

presidents indicated that 35 or the total 100,0 percent were from
school districts without a negotiated contract,
Presentation of Data for Section II
The seven items composing Section IX were included in an
attempt to ascertain the attitude of Kentucky teacher association
presidents and Kentucky school board chairpersons toward negotiations
and representation of teachers.
Data for item eight. Data for item eight are displayed in
Table 8.

ThiB item of the opinionnaire surveyed the respondents

with regard to the following statementt

"The local teacher

association in conjunction with the Kentucky Education Association
and the National Education Association can best acquire the benefits
and/or salaries for school personnel."

When the data for item

eight was subjected to a t-test, there were significant differences
among these groups1

Table 7
Negotiations Status of School Districts Represented By Responding Teacher Association Presidents
Response to item
number seven:
"Does your
school district
operate under a
negotiated
contract?"

Frequency and Cumulative Frequency
Total
Presidents

County
Presidents

City
Presidents

Percent of Total Responses
Total
County
Presidents Presidents

City
Presidents

F

CF

F

CF

F

CF

%

%

%

k-

109

4

Til-

0

35

3.7

5M

0 .0

No

105

105

70

70

35

35

96.3

9^.6

100.0

Total

109

-

7*4-

**

35

-

100,0

100.0

100.0

Yes

1H0i Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for presidents was 3 •174-3 and the mean score for
chairpersons was 1,4063 with a t-value of 1 1 ,9 5
which rejected the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level
of significance,
2H0: County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The county

chairpersons had a mean score of 1 ,3 1 2 5 and county
presidents a mean score of 3*3108 with a t-value of
11,81 which rejected the null hypothesis at the ,05
level of significance,
3HC: County chairpersons versus city presidents,

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1 ,3 1 2 5 and that of
city presidents was 2 ,8 8 5 7 with a t-value of 7 .0 5
which rejected the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score of 1 .5 9 3 8 was computed for city chairpersons and
a mean score of 3 .3 1 0 8 was computed for county presidents
with a t-value of 7.84 which called for the rejection of
the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of significance.
6H0* City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The city

chairpersons had a mean score of 1,5939 Q-nd city
presidents a mean score of 2 ,8 8 5 7 with a computed
t-value of 4.56 which rejected the null hypothesis at
the .0 5 level of significance.
The t-value computed for two hypotheses, in regard to item

78
eight, were not sufficient to reject the null, those "being*
2H0* County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1 .3 1 2 5 and that of
city chairpersons Has 1.5938 with a t-value of 1 ,5 1
which failed to reject the null hypothesis indicating
there Has no significant difference between the two groups
in regard to item eight,
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

This comparison

revealed a mean score of 2 .6 6 5 7 for city presidents and
a mean score of 3.3 1 0 8 for county presidents with a
t-value of -1 ,7^ which failed to reject the null hypothesis
and called for its acceptance indicating no significant
difference was prevalent betneen the two groups in regard
to their attitudes toward the Kentucky Education
Association and the National Education Association.
Data for item nine. Data for item nine are displayed in Table 9.
This item of the opinionnaire surveyed the respondents with regard to
this statement*

"The American Federation of Teachers can best acquire

the benefits and/or salaries for school personnel."

When the data for

item nine were subjected to a t-test, there was a significant difference
in only one comparison, that being the following*
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.
score for county chairpersons

hub

1.1719

The mean

and the mean

score for city chairpersons was 1.^ 375 with a t-value
of 2 ,0 7 which rejected the null hypothesis at the ,0 5
level of significance.

T able 8
t-Test Analysis for Item Eight

Item (8) . . . The local teacher association in conjunction with the Kentucky Education Association
and the National Education Association can best acquire the benefits and/or salaries
for school personnel.
Respondents

Mean

t-value

IHot Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3-17^3
1.4063

n .9 5 *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.3125
1.5938

1.51

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.3125
3.3108

11.81 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.3125
2.8857

7.05 *

5H0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.5938
3.3108

7.84 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.5938
2.8857

4.56 *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.8857
3.3108

Null Hypotheses

* <

-1.74

.05
'O
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The t-values computed for six hypotheses, in regard to item
nine , vere not sufficient to reject the null, those beingt
1H0i Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for presidents was 1,2294- and the mean score
for ohairpersons Has 1.2604- with a t-value of -0.29
which proved insufficient to reject the null hypothesis
at the ,0 5 level of significance.
3H0: County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1 .1 7 1 9 and that of
county presidents was 1 .1 6 2 3 with a t-value of -0.08
which was insufficient to reject the null hypothesis
at the .0 5 level of significance.
4-H0: County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1 .1 7 1 9 and the mean
score for city presidents was 1,3714^ with a t-value of
1 ,1 9 which was insufficient to reject the null hypothesis
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1.4-375 and for county
presidents was 1 ,1 6 2 2 with a t-value of -1 .6 6 which
proved insufficient for the rejection of the null hypothesis
at the .0 5 level of significance.
6hqi City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1.4-375 and that of
city presidents was 1,3714- with a t-value of -0.29 which
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proved too small to reject the null hypothesis at the
.0 5 level of significance,
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city presidents was 1 ,371** and that of county
presidents was 1 ,1 6 2 2 with a t-value of -0 .3 1 which
proved insufficient to reject the null hypothesis at the
,0 5 level of significance.
Data for item ten. Data for item ten are displayed in Table 10,
This item of the opinionnaire surveyed the respondents with regard
to the following statement!

"I support the passage of a state law

which would allow teaching personnel to enter into formal negotiations
with school boards,"

When the data for item ten were subjected to a

t-test, there were Bignifioant differences among the following
groups*
1H0 i Total presidents ver&UB total chairpersons.
score for presidents was 3 *

The mean

and that for chairpersons

was 1 ,3 7 5 0 with a t-value 12,^1 which rejected the null
hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of significance,
3H0i County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score of county chairpersons was 1 ,3 9 0 6 and that of
county presidents was 3,1081 with a t-value of 9 ,1 0
which rejected the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
*+H0t County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1.3 9 0 6 and that of
city presidents was 3 .171** with a t-value of 9,82 which

T ab le 9

t-Test Analysis for Item Nine

Item (9) . , . The American Federation of Teachers can best acquire the benefits and/or salaries for
school personnel.
Respondents

Mean

t-Value

lflo* Total Presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

1.2294
1 .261*

-0,29

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.1719
1.4375

3H0t County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.1719
1.1622

-0.08

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.1719
1.3714

1.19

5H0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.^375
1.1622

-1 .6 6

t&o*

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.4375
1.3714

-0.29

City presidents
County presidents

1.3714
1.1622

1 .1 0

Null Hypotheses

City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

7H0* City presidents vs.
County presidents
*

2 .0? *

<, .05
CD
to

rejected the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
5H0: City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This comparison

indicated the mean score for city chairpersons to he
1,34-38 and that of county presidents as 3,1081 with a
t-value of 7.34- which rejected the null hypothesis at the
,0 5 level of significance,
6hqi City chairpersons versus city presidents.

City chairpersons

demonstrated a mean score of 1.34-38 and city presidents a
mean score of 3 .1714- with a t-value of 9 ,5 0 which rejected
the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of significance.
Two t-values were insufficient to reject the null hypotheses,
those being:
2H0: County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1 .3 9 0 6 and that
of city chairpersons was 1.34-38 with a t-value of -0 .3 1 .
7H0: City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city presidents was 3.1714- and that for county
presidents was 3*1081 with a t-value of -0 ,3 1 .
Data for item eleven. Data for item eleven are displayed in
Table 11,

This item surveyed the respondents with regard to the

following statement:

"1 support the passage of a federal law

which would allow teaching personnel to enter into formal negotiations
with their local school boards,"

When the data for this item were

subjected to a t-test there were significant differences among the
following groups:

lHo*

Total presidents versus total ohalrpersons, The mean

Table 10
t-Test Analysis for Item Ten

Item (10) . . . I support the passage of a state law which would allow teaching personnel to
enter into formal negotiations with school boards.
Mull Hypotheses

Respondents

Mean

t-Value

Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.128**
1.3750

12.41 *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.3906
1.3438

-0.31

County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.3906
3.1081

9.10 *

4Ho * County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.3906
3.1714

9.82 *

5H0* City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.3438
3.1081

7.34 *

6h0i City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.3438
3.171**

9.50 *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.1714
3.1081

IHqj

3Kot

* <

.05

-0.31

score for presidents was 2,95^1 and that of chairpersons
was 1.2813 Hith a t-value of 11.86 vhich rejected the

null hypothesis at the .0 5 level of significance.
3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons Has 1.2969 and that of
county presidents was 3 ,0 0 0 with a t-value of 9 .6 5 which
rejected the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
*fH0: County chairpersons vbtsub olty presidents.

This comparison

indicated a mean score of 1 .2 9 6 9 for county chairpersons
and a mean score of 2 ,8 5 7 1 for oity presidents with a t-value
of 7 ,9 0 which rejected the null hypothesis at the ,0 5
level of significance,
5H0* City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons h s b 0.M+0 and that of county
presidents was 3 ,0 0 0 0 with a t-value of 7 .7 0 which
rejected the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of
significance,

6H0t City chairpersons versus city presidents,

The computed

mean score for city chairpersons hub 1 ,2 5 0 0 and that of
city presidents was 2 ,8 5 7 1 with a t-value of 6.82
which rejected the null hypothesis at the .0 5 level of
significance.
Two t-values were insufficient to reject the following null
hypotheses!

2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated the mean score for county chairpersons
to be 1 .29^9 and that of city chairpersons to be 1,2 5 0 0
with a t-value -0 .3^,
7H0i City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean

Bcore for city presidents was 2,8571 and that of county
presidents was 3 ,0 0 0 0 with a t-value of -0 ,5 6 ,
Data for item twelve. Data for item twelve are displayed in
Table 12,

This item surveyed the respondents with regard to the

following statement1

"The professional harmony between teachers

and administrative personnel is weakened when organized negotiations
are begun,"

The data for the seven null hypotheses formulated for

this item were subjected to a t-teBt which Indicated significance
differences among the following groups t
1H0 : Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for the total presidents was 2 ,0 0 0 0 and that of
the total chairpersons was 2 .9 8 9 6 with a t-value of
-7 .2 1 which rejected the null hypothesis at the ,0 5
level of significance,
3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 2.8281 and the mean
score for county presidents was 1 .878^ with a t-value
-5.67 which rejected the null hypothesis at the .0 5 level
of significance,
UH0t County ohairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 2.8281 and for city
presidents was 2 ,2 5 7 1 with a t-value of -2 .6 5 which

Table 11
t-Test Analysis for lien Eleven

Item (ll) . . . I support the passage of a federal law which would allow teaching personnel to
enter into formal negotiations with their local school hoards.
Position

Mean

t-Value

1H0: Total ptresidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.95^1
1.2813

1 1.86 *

2H0t County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.2969
1.2500

-0.3^

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.2969
3.0000

9.65 *

County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.2969
2.8571

7.90 *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

0 .¥f0
3.0000

7.70 *

6H0i City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.2500
2.8571

6.82 *

7H0: City presidents v b .
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.8571
3.0000

Null Hypotheses

3*0*

*F<,°5

-0.56
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rejected the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
5H0i City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 3*3125 and the mean
score of county presidents was 1,8784- with a t-value
of -7 .5 1 which rejected the null hypothesis at the ,0 5
level of significance,
6H0 t City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

indicated a mean score of 3*3125 for city chairpersons and
a mean Bcore of 2.2571 for city presidents.

The t-value

was -4-,67 which rejected the null hypothesis at the ,05
level of significance.
2H0i County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2,8281 for county
chairpersons and 3*3125 for city chairpersons with a
t-value of 2,80 which rejected the null hypothesis at the
,0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of null
hypothesis seven*
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

This comparison

revealed the mean score for city presidents to be 2.2571
and that of county presidents to be 1.8784- with a t-value of
1 .7 0 which failed to reject the null hypothesis,
Data for item thirteen. Data for item thirteen are displayed in
Table 1 3 , This item surveyed respondents with regard to the following
statement1

"I would favor teachers striking to help secure greater

Table 12
t-Test Analysis for Item Twelve

Item (12) . . , The professional harmony between teachers and administrative personnel Is
weakened when organized negotiations are begun.
Position

Mean

t-Value

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.0000
2.9896

-7.21 *

2H0t County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

2.8281
3.3125

2.80 *

3H0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

2.8281
1.8784

-5.67 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.8281
2.2571

-2.65 *

5H0* City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

3.3125
1.8784

-7 .51 *

6H0t City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

3.3125
2.2571

-4.67 *

7H0* City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.2571
1.8784

1.70

Null Hypotheses

* P < ,05
CD

NO
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salaries, benefits and/or working conditions."

The data for this

item were subjected to a t-test which indicated significant
differences among the following groupst
1H0: Total presidents versus total chairpersons.
revealed a mean

bcotb

of

1.7998 for

This comparison

presidents and a mean

score of 1 .2 2 9 2 for chairpersons with a t-value of *+.30
which rejected the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level
of significance.
3H0J County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison Indicated a mean score of 1 ,2 5 0 0 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 1 .9 5 9 5 for county
presidents with a t-value of *+.*+1 which rejected the null
hypothesis at the .0 5 level of significance.
5H0i City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

of city chairpersons was 1.1875 a«d that of county
presidents was 1 .9 5 9 5 with a t-value of 3.*+9 which
rejected the null hypothesis at the .0 5 level of
significance,
7HC: City presidents versus county presidents.

This comparison

revealed a mean score of l.hOOO for city presidents and one
of 1 .9 5 9 5 for county presidents with a t-value -2 ,3*+
which rejected the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses!

2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons. The mean
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score for county chairpersons was 1 .2 5 0 0 and that of
city chairpersons was 1 .1 8 7 5 with a t-value of -0 ,6 8
which failed to reject the null hypothesis indicating
there was no significant difference between these two
groups,
4H0* County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1 ,2 5 0 0 and that of
city presidents was 1,4000 with a t-value of 1 ,0 1 which
failed to reject the null hypothesis indicating no
significant difference was prevalent between these two
groups.
6h0i City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

Bcore for city chairpersons was 1.1875 and that of
city presidents was 1,4000 with a t-value of 1 ,0 9
which failed to reject the null hypothesis and suggested
there was no significant difference between these two
groups.
Data for item fourteen. Data for item fourteen are displayed
in Table 14,

This item surveyed respondents with regard to the

following statement*

“Harmony between taxpayers and school personnel

is weakened when organized negotiations are begun,"

The data for

this statement were subjected to a t-test which indicated significant
differences among the following groups*
1H0 * Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2,1284 for the
presidents and 2 .8 3 3 3 for the chairpersons with a t-value

Table 13
t-Test Analysis for Item Thirteen

Item (13) . . . X would favor teachers striking to help secure greater salaries, benefits
______________ and/or working conditions._________________________________________
Position

Mean

1H0* Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

1.7798
1 .2E9Z

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.2500
1.1875

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.2500
1.9595

4.41 *

County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.2500
1.4000

1 .0 1

5H0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.1875
1.9595

3.49 *

6hg: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.1875
1,4000

1.09

7H0s City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

1.4000
1.9595

-2.34 *

Null Hypotheses

* P <.05

t-Value
4.30 *
-0.68
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■4-.29 which rejected the null hypothesis at the .0 5 level
of significance.
3H0i County chairpersons versus county presidents,

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 2,7188 and that of county
presidents was 2 ,09^ with a t-value -3 .0^ which rejected
the null hypothesis at the .0 5 level of significance,
*+H0: County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2 ,7 1 8 8 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2 .2 0 0 0 for city presidents
with a t-value of -1.98 whioh rejected the null hypothesis
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
5H0i City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 3-0625 and that of county
presidents was 2 ,09^6 with a t-value of -4.15 which
rejected the null hypothesis at the .0 5 level of
significance.
6Hqi City ohairpersonB versus city presidents.

The mean

Bcore for city chairpersons was 3-0625 and that of city
presidents was 2 ,2 0 0 0 with a t-value -3 .1 9 which rejected
the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not large enough to reject the following null
hypotheses:
2HC : County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2.7 1 8 8 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 3-0625 for city chairpersons
with a t-value of 1.27 which failed to reject the null

hypothesis and Indicated there was no significant difference
"between the two groups in regard to item fourteen.
7H0i City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city presidents was 2.2000 and that of county
presidents was 2,0g*f6 with a t-value of 0 A 7 which failed
to reject the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of
significance, which indicated there was no significant
difference between these two groups in regard to item
fourteen.
Presentation of Data for Section III
This section allowed school board chairpersons and teacher
association presidents to respond to items presently being negotiated
in various Bchool districts in the United States,

These responses

indicated whether the porticijantB held these items to be negotiable
or non-negotiable in a bargaining process.

This section included

sixty-one items to be considered by the respondents,
Data for item fifteen. Data for item fifteen are displayed in
Table 15.

This item surveyed respondents in regard to their

attitude toward the negotiability of in-service training for teaching
personnel,

The seven null hypotheses formulated for this item

were subjected to a t-test which indicated significant differences
among the following groups 1
1H0 i

Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for presidents was 3.0092 and that of chairpersons
was 1 .7 5 0 0 with a t-value of Q A 7 which rejected the
null hypothesis at the .0 5 level of significance.

Tame 14
t-Test Analysis for Item Fourteen

Item (1*0 . * • Harmony between taxpayers and school personnel is weakened when organized
negotiations axe begun,___________________________________________
Fosition

Mean

t-Value

1HC: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.128**
2.8333

-4.29 *

2H0t County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

2.7188
3.0625

1.27

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

2.7188
2.09**6

-3 .0*1-*

County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.7188
2.2000

-1.98 *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

3.0625
2 .09*16

■4.15 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

3.0625
2.2000

-3.19 *

City presidents
County presidents

2.2000
2 .09*16

0.47

Null Hypotheses

5Ho*

7Ho*
* P

City presidents vs.
County presidents

<.05

3Hq: County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The county

chairpersons had a nean score of 1 ,8 7 5 and. the county
presidents a mean score of 2 ,9 7 3 0 with a t-value of 5,81
which was sufficient to reject the null hypothesis at the
,0 5 level of significance,
4H0i County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The nean

score for county chairpersons was 1 .8 7 5 0 and city presidents
was 3*0857 with a computed t-value of 5*68 rejecting the
null hypothesis at the .0 5 level of significance,
5Ho*

City chairpersons versus county presidents.

City

chairpersons had a mean score of 1 ,5 0 0 0 and the county
presidents had a mean score of 2,9730,

The t-value for

the comparison was 6 ,3 3 which rejected the null hypothesis
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
6HDt City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for oity chairpersons was 1 ,5 0 0 0 and that of city
presidents was 3,0 8 5 7 with a t-value 6,82 which rejected
the null ttypothesls at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses.
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison Indicated a mean score of 1 ,8 7 5 0 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 1 ,5 0 0 0 for the city
chairpersons with a computed t-value of -1,64- which was
not sufficient to reject the null hypothesis at the .0 5
level of significance.
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7Ho*

City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city presidents Mas 3.0857 and that of county
presidents was 2.9730 with a t-value of 0 ,5 2 which
failed to reject the null hypothesis at the .0 5 level of
significance,
Data for item sixteen. Data for item sixteen are displayed
in Table 16,

This item surveyed respondents with regard to

their attitudes toward the negotiability of the selection and
scheduling of extension classes for school personnel.

The data

for the respondents were subjected to a t-test to either accept or
reject the seven null hypotheses formulated for this item.
Results of the t-test indicated significant differences among the
following groupst
lHot

Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1.2621 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1.1141 for the chairpersons
with a computed t-value of 6.74 which rejected the null
hypothesis at the .0 5 level of significance.
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison demonstrated the mean score of county chairpersons
to be 1 .7 1 8 8 and that of city chairpersons to be 1 .1 8 7 5
with a t-value of -2 .2 5 whioh rejected the null hypothesis
at the .0 5 level of significance indicating a significant
difference was prevalent between the two groups in
regard to item sixteen.
3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

Table 15
t-Test Analysis for Item Fifteen
Item (15) . . . Negotiability of in-service training for teaching personnel
t-Value

Position

Kean

lH0i Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.0092
1.7500

2Hgt

County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1,8750
1.5000

3Ho*

County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.8750
2.9730

5.81 *

kOot

County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.8750
3.0857

5.68 *

5H0* City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.5000
2.9730

6.33*

6Hc: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.5000
3.0857

6,82 *

7H0* City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.0857
2.9730

O.52

Null Hypotheses

*

8A7 *
-l.ft

.05
$

comparison showed the mean score of county chairpersons
to be 1.7188 and that of county presidents as 2.6 6 2 2
with a t-value of 4,66 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
4H0t County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

indicated the mean score of county chairpersons to be
1 .7 1 8 8 and that of city presidents as 2.6857 with a tvalue of 4.03 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the .0 5 level of significance,
5H0i City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 .1 8 7 5 for city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2 .6 6 2 2 for county presidents
with a t-value of 5 .6 7 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the .0 5 level of significance.
6H0t City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1 ,1 8 7 5 a*id that of city
presidents was 2 ,6 8 5 7 with a t-value of 5.14 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
.0 5 level of significance.
The t-value computed was not sufficient for the rejection of
null hypothesis seven.
7H0: City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city presidents was 2 ,6 8 5 7 and that of county
presidents was 2,6 6 2 2 with a t-value of 0 ,0 9 which failed
to reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
that no significant difference was prevalent between

county and city teacher association presidents In
regard to Item sixteen.
Data for Item seventeen. Data for item seventeen are displayed
in Table 17,

This item surveyed respondents with regiard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of teacher certification
requirements.

The data for the respondents were subjected to a

t-test to either accept or reject the seven null hypotheses
formulated for this item.

Results of the t-test indicated significant

differences among the following groups*
1H0* Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2 ,5 2 2 9 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1 ,6 2 5 0 for the chairpersons
with a t-value of 5*39 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
3H0 * County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was l,6*+06 and that of
county presidents was 2 ,6*+86 with a t-value of *+.92
which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the ,0 5 level of significance,
*+H0: County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison Indicated a mean score of 1 .6*106 for the county
chairpersons and one of 2 ,2 5 7 1 for city presidents with a
t-value of 2 ,6 2 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
5H0: City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This comparison

showed the mean score of city chairpersons to be 1,5938 and

Table 16
t-Test Analysis for Item Sixteen

Item (16) . . . Negotiability of selection and scheduling of extension classes

t-Value

Position

Mean

lH0t Total presidents
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.6697
1.114*

6.74- *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.7188
1.1875

-2.25 *

3H0 1 County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
Comity presidents

1.7188
2.6622

4-.66 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.7188
2.6857

4.03 *

5H0t City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.1875
2.6622

5.67 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.1875
2.6857

5.1** *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.6857
2,6622

0.09

Null Hypotheses
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that of county presidents as 2,6486 with a t-value of 3.99
which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
.0 5 level of significance.
6H0i City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

revealed a mean score of 1 ,5 9 3 8 for the city chairpersons
and a mean Bcore of 2.2571 for the city presidents with a
t-value of 2 ,3 3 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the .0 5 level of significance.
The t-value computed was not sufficient for the rejection
of the following null hypotheses i
2H0 » County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score of county chairpersons was 1,6406 and that of the
city chairpersons was 1 .5 9 3 8 with a t-value of -0 .2 3
which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating county and city chairpersons were
in basic agreement in their responses to item seventeen,
7Ho*

City presidents versus county presidents.

This comparison

revealed a mean score of 2.2 5 7 1 for city presidents and a
mean score of 2,6*186 for the county presidents with a
t-value of -1,40 which failed to reject the null hypothesis
of no difference indicating that the two groups were in
basic agreement in regard to item seventeen.
Data for item eighteen. Data for item eighteen are displayed
in Table 18.

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of evaluation criteria for
teacher evaluation.

The data for the respondents were subjected

Table 17
t-Test Analysis for Item Seventeen

Item (I?) . . . Negotiability of teacher certification requirements

Null Hypotheses

Position

Mean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.5229
1.6250

2H0j County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.6*K)4
1.5938

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1 .6^06
2.6486

4.92 *

4Ho * County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.64o6
2.2571

2 .6 2 *

5I0* City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.5938
2 .6^86

3.99 *

6h0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.5938
2.2571

2.33 *

7H0t City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.2571
2 .6 ^ 6

*P <.05

t-Value
5.39 *
-0.23

-1.40
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to a t-test to eight accept or reject the seven null hypotheses
formulated for this item.

Results of the t-test indicated a significant

difference among the following groups:
1H0: Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This comparison

indicated the mean score of presidents to be 3 .3119, while
that of chairpersons was 1 .7 7 0 8 with a t-value of 1 1 ,3 7
which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance.
3H0 * County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score of county chairpersons was 1,7344- and that of
county presidents was 3.2703 with a t-value of 8 .7 7
which rejeoted the null hypothesis of no difference
at the .0 5 level of significance,
4H0* County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The county

chairpersons had a mean score of 1,7344- and city presidents
a mean score of 3.4000 with a t-value of 7 ,7 7 which
rejeoted the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance,
5H0: City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This comparison

demonstrated the mean score for city chairpersons to be
1.8438 and that of county presidents as 3 .2 7 0 3 with a
t-value of 7 .3 0 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the .0 5 level of significance,
6H0: City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean score

for city chairpersons was 1,8438 and that of oity
presidents was 3.4000 with a t-value of 7 ,5 1 which

rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the following
null hypothesesi
2H0: County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The county

chairpersons demonstrated a mean score of 1,7344 and city
chairpersons a mean score of 1,8438 with a t-value 0,45
which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating the two groups were in "basic
agreement in regard to item eighteen.
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

This comparison

indicated the mean score for city presidents to "be 3.4000
and that of county presidents to he 3.2 7 0 3 with a t-value
of 0 .7 8 which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating that the two groups of presidents
were in "basic agreement in their attitude toward item
eighteen.
Data for item nineteen. Data for item nineteen are displayed
in Table 19,

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of the content of rating scales
and measuring devices for teacher evaluation.

The data for

respondents were subjected to a t-test to either accept or rejeot the
seven null hypotheses formulated for thiB item.

Results of the

t-test indicated a significant difference among the following groups:
lH0t Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 3.2018 for the

Table 18
t-Test Analysis for Item Eighteen

Item (18) . * . Negotiability of evaluation criteria for teacher evaluation

Position

Mean

t-Value

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.3119
1.7708

11.37 *

2H0s County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.73^
1.81*38

0.1*5

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.73^
3.2703

8.77 *

County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.73^
3 .1*000

7.77 *

5H0 i City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.81*38
3.2703

7.30 *

6h0i City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.81*38
3 .1*000

7.51 *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.4000
3.2703

0.78

Null Hypotheses

l*H0 t

* v < .05

presidents and a mean score of 1 ,6 5 6 3 for the chairpersons
with a t-value of 1 0 ,5 8 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
3Ho*

County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1 ,6 8 7 5 and that of
county presidents was 3*2703 with a t-value of 9 ,1 9
which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance,
*tH0: County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The county

chairpersons had a mean score of 1,6875 and city presidents
a mean score of 3,0 5 7 1 with a t-value of 5*72 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance,
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1 ,5 9 3 8 and that of
county presidents was 3*2703 with a t-value of 8 ,3 2 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance,
6H0i City chairpersons versus city presidents,

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1 ,5 9 3 8 and that of city
presidents was 3*0571 with a t-value of 5 *3^ which rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
The t-value wob not sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypothesest

2H0i County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1,6875 and that of
city chairpersons was 1.5938 with a t-value of -0,38 which
failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating the two groups were in basic agreement in
regard to their attitudes toward item nineteen.
7H0* City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean

score of city presidents was 3.0571 and that of county
presidents was 3 ,2 7 0 3 with a t-value of -1 ,0 7 which
failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating the two groups were in basic agreement in
regard to their attitudes toward item nineteen.
Data for item twenty. Data for item twenty are displayed in
Table 20,

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of transfer of teachers within the
school system.

The data for respondents were subjected to a t-test

to either accept or reject the seven null hypotheses formulated
for this item,

Results of the t-teBt indicated a significant

difference among the following groups i
lHot

Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This comparison

Indicated a mean score of 3.0183 for the presidents and
1 .6 1 4 6 for the chairpersons with a t-value of 9 .6 6 which
rejeoted the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance,
3H0: County chalrperBonB versus county presidents.

The mean

score was 1 ,5 6 2 5 for county chairpersons and the mean
score for county presidents was 3*0811 with a t-value

Table 19
t-Test Analysis for Item Nineteen

Item (19) , . . Negotiability of content of rating scales and measuring devices for teacher
evaluation_________________________________________________________
Position

Mean

t-V&lue

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.2018
I.6563

10.58

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.6875
1.5938

-0.38

3H0j County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.6875
3.2703

9,19 *

4H0j County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.6875
3.0571

5.72 *

5H0t City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.5938
3.2703

8.32 *

6h 0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.5938
3.0571

5.3^ *

7H0s City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.0571
3.2703

Null Hypotheses

*P2S,o5

-1.07
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of 8 .5 5 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
4H0 i

County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison showed a mean score of 1 ,5 6 2 5 for county
chairpersons and 2,8 8 5 7 for city presidents with a t-value
of 6 ,3 5 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The city

chairpersons had. a mean score of 1 ,7 1 8 8 and the county
presidents a mean score of 3,0811 with a t-value of 5 .9 5
which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the ,0 5 level of significance.
6H0i City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score was 1 ,7 1 8 8 for city chairpersons and 2 ,8 8 5 7 for
city presidents Kith a t-value of *f,6 0 which rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level of
significance,
The t-value computed was not sufficient for the rejection of
the following null hypothesest
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was I .5 6 2 5 and that of
city chairpersons was 1,7188 with a t-value of 0,77 which
failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference and
lndioated the two groups were in "basic agreement in their
attitudes toward item twenty,
7H0* City presidents versus county presidents.

This comparison

Ill
indicated the mean Bcore of city presidents to he 2,8857
and that of county presidents as 3*0811 with a t-value of
-0,85 which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating that the two groups of presidents
were in basic agreement in regard to their attitudes
toward item twenty.
Data for item twenty-one. Data for item twenty-one are displayed
in Table 21,

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of the promotion of teaching
personnel.

The data for respondents were subjected to a t-test to

either accept or reject the seven null hypotheses formulated for
this item.

Hesuits of the t-test Indicated a significant difference

among the following groups t
1H0i Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This comparison

revealed a mean score of 2,8165 for the presidents and one
of 1.7813 for the chairpersons with a t-value of 6,82
which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
.0 5 level of significance,
3H0t County chairpersons versuB county presidents.

The mean

score for the county chairpersons was 1,8750 and that of
the county presidents was 2,9 7 3 0 with a t-value of 6 ,3 6
which rejeoted the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance,
4h 0* County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score of county chairpersons was 1.8750 and that of
city presidents was 2,4857 with a t-value of 2.6l which

Table 20
t-Test Analysis for Item Twenty

Item (20) . . . Negotiability of transfer of teachers within the school system
Position

Mean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.0183
1.6M

9.66 *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.5625
1.7188

0.77

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.5625
3.0811

8.55*

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.5625
2.8857

6.35*

5i0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.7188
3.0811

5.95 *

6H0i City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.7188
2.8857

*f.6o *

7H0: City presidents vs.
Countv presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.8857 .
3.0811

Null Hypotheses

t-Value

-0.85

rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
.0 5 level of significance.
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated the mean score of city chairpersons
to he 1.5938 and the mean score of county presidents
as 2.973° with a t-value 6.29 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level of
significance.
6h 0 j

City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of city chairpersons
to be 1.5938 and that of city presidents as 2.4057
with a t-value 3*06 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses*
2H0* County chairpersons versus city ohairpersons.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1,875° for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 1.5938 for the
city chairpersons with a t-value -1,54 which failed
to reject the null hypothesis of no difference and
indicated the two groups were in basic agreement in
their attitudes toward item twenty-one,
THot

City presidents versus county presidents.
score for city presidents was 2.4857

The mean
that of county

presidents was 2.973° with a t-value of -1 ,9 1 which
failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference

Ilk
indicating the two groups Here in teste agreement in
their attitudes toward item twenty-one.

Data for item twenty-two. Data for item twenty-two are displayed
in Tahle 22,

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of academic freedom for teaching
personnel.

The data for respondents were subjected to a t-test

to either accept or reject the seven null hypotheses formulated for
this item.

Results of the t-test indicated a significant difference

among the following groupsi
Mo:

Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score of presidents was 2.6789 and that of chairpersons
was 1 .7 3 9 6 with a t-value of *f.98 which rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the ,05 level of
significance.
3H0: County chairpersons versus county presidents.

A mean

score of 1 ,6 5 6 3 £0* county chairpersons and a mean score
of 2,6 7 5 7 for the county presidents with a t-value of
36 rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance,
*+Hoj

County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score of county chairpersons was 1 .6 5 6 3 and that of eity
presidents was 2.6857 with a t-value of 3*59 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance,

5H0: City chairpersons versus county presidents. This
comparison showed the mean score of city chairpersons

Table 21
t-Test Analysis for Item Twenty-one

Item (21) . . . Negotiability of promotion of teaching personnel
t-Value

Position

Mean

1H0i Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.8165
1.7813

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.8750
1.5938

3H0t County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.8750
2.9730

6.3 6 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.8750
2.4857

2 .6 1 *

Null Hypotheses

6.82 *

-1.54

54>*

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.5938
2.9730

6.29 *

6H„:

City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.5938
2.4857

3 .0 6 *

City presidents
County presidents

2.4857
2.9730

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

* P <.05

-1.91
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to be I .9063 and that of county presidents as 2.6757
with a t-value of 2,71 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
6H0i City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

showed the naan score of city chairpersons to be 1 ,9 0 6 3 and
that of city presidents as 2 .6 8 5 7 with a t-value of Z A Z
which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the .0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypothesest
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison produced a mean score of 1 ,6 5 6 3 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of I .9063 for city chairpersons
with a t-value of O .9 9 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference and indicated the two groups
were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward item
twenty-two,
7H0* City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city presidents was 2.6857 and that of county
presidents was 2 .6 7 5 7 with a t-value of 0 .0 3 which failed
to reject the null hypothesis of no difference and indicated
the two groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes
toward item twenty-two.
Data for item twenty-three. Data for item twenty-three are
displayed in Table 2 3 . This item surveyed respondents with regard
to their attitudes toward the negotiability of the firing of

Table 22
t-Test Analysis for Item Twenty-two

Item (22) . . . Negotiability of academic freedom of teaching personnel
Position

Kean

IH0i Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.6789
1.7396

4.98 *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

I.6563
1.9063

0.99

3H0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

I.6563
2.6757

4.36 *

4H0t County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.6563
2.6757

3.59*

5H0J City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.9063
2.6757

2.71 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.9063
2.6857

2.42 *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.6857
2.6757

0.03

Null Hypotheses

* P^.O5

t-Value
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non-tenured personnel.

The data, gathered from respondents Here

subjected to a t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses
formulated for this item should he accepted or rejected.

Results

of the t-test indicated significant differences among the following
groups*
lH0t Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score of presidents was 2,7339 and that of chairpersons
was 1 ,5 5 2 1 with a t-value of 7,78 which rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of county chairpersons
to he 1.5938 and that of county presidents aB 2 .932*+ with a
t-value of 7.90 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
4H0 » County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score of county chairpersons was 1.5938 and that of city
presidents was 2,3143 with a t-value of 3,23 which
rejeoted the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance,
5H0* City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This comparison

showed the mean score of city chairpersons to he 1.4688 and
that of county presidents to he 2.9324 with a t-value of
6,42 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the ,0 5 level of significance.
6H0 r City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean score
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of city chairpersons Has 1.4688 and that of city presidents
was 2,3143 with a t-value of 2 .8 5 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean

score of city presidents proved to he 2.3143 with that of
county presidents heing 2,9324 with a t-value of -2 .3 5 which
rejected the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of significance
indicating that the county presidents favored the
negotiation of this item to a larger extent than did city
presidents.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejeotion of null
hypothesis two,
2H0: County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison shoved the mean score of county chairpersons
to he 1 ,5 9 3 8 and that of city chairpersons as 1,4688
with a t-value of -0 ,7 7 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference and indicated the two groups
were in hasic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item twenty-three.
Data for item twenty-four. Data for item twenty-four are
displayed in Table 24,

This item surveyed respondents with regard to

their attitudes toward the negotiability of the employment of
teachers.
t-test

The data gathered from respondents were subjected to a

to determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated for this

item should be accepted or rejected,

Results of the t-test indicated

significant differences among the following groups t

Table 23
t-Test Analysis for Item Twenty-three

Item (23) . . . Negotiability of the firing of non-tenured personnel
Hull- Hypotheses

t-Value

Position

Mean

1H0* Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.7339
1.5521

2H0j County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.5938
1.4688

3Hn: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.5938
2.9324

7.90 *

4H0i County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.5938
2.3143

3.23 *

7.78 *

-0.77

5lo*

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.4688
2.9324

6.42 *

6H01

City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.4688
2.3143

2.85 *

City presidents
County presidents

2.3143
2,9324

-2.35 *

7H0t City presidents vs.
County presidents
*

.0 5
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1H0 i Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This comparison

indicated the mean score of total presidents to he 2 ,^ 037 with
that of the total chairpersons "being 1,7 7 0 8 and a t-value
of 3 ,9 7 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
3H0t County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score of county chairpersons was 1.8281 and that of
county presidents was 2,5 8 1 1 with a t-value of 4,00
which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the ,0 5 level of significance,
5H0 t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of city chairpersons
to he 1 ,6 5 6 3 and that of county presidents as 2,5811
with a t-value of 3*72 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
7H0* City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean

score of city presidents was 2,0286 and that of county
presidents was 2 ,5 8 1 1 with a t-value of -2 ,0 0 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
.0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypothesest
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison showed the mean score for county chairpersons
to he 1.8281 and the mean score of city chairpersons
as 1 .6 5 6 3 with a t-value of -0 .9 9 which failed to reject
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the null hypothesis of no difference indicating the two
groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward
the negotiability of item twenty-four.
4H0t County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1,8281 and that of city
presidents was 2.0286 with a t-value of 0,89 which failed
to reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
the two groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes
toward the negotiability of item twenty-four,
6H0* City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

revealed a mean score of 1 ,6 5 6 3 for city chairpersonsand
a mean score of 2,0286 for the city presidents with a
t-value of 1,29 which failed to reject the null hypothesis
of no difference indicating the two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability of
item twenty-four.
Data for item twenty-five. Data for item twenty-five are
displayed in Table 2 5 . This item surveyed respondents with regard
to the negotiability of the dismissal of teachers.
gatheredfrom respondents

The data

were subjected to a t-test to determine if

the seven null hypotheses formulated for this item should be
accepted or rejected.

Desuits of the t-test indicated significant

differences among the following groupst
lH0t Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for presidents was 2 .7523, while that of chairpersons
was 1,8021 with a t-value of 6,00 which rejected the null

Table 24
t-Test Analysis for Item Twenty-four

Item (24) . . . Negotiability of the employment of teachers
t-Value

Position

Mean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2,4037
1.7708

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.8281
1.6563

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.8281
2.5811

4.00 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.8281
2.0286

0.89

5H0 : City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.6563
2,5811

3.72 *

6Ho*

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.6563
2.0286

1.29

City presidents
County presidents

2.0286
2.5811

-2.00 *

Null Hypotheses

City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

* P <.05

3.97 *
-0.99

hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

for county chairpersons was 1,7813 and that of county
presidents was 2 ,7 5 6 8 with a t-value of 4.96 which rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level
of significance,
4h 0: County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1,7813 and that of
city presidents was 2,74-29 with a t-value of 4.47
which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated the mean score of city chairpersons
to be 1,84-38 and that of county presidents as 2 ,7 5 6 8 with
a t-value of 3*50 which rejected the null hypothesis of
no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
6H0i City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

indicated the mean score of city chairpersons to be
1.84-38 and that of city presidents as 2,74-29 with a
t-value of 3,34 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the .0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the following
null hypothesest
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1,7813 and that of city
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chairpersons was 1.8438 with a t-value of 0.31 which
failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating the two groups were in basic agreement in their
attitudes toward the negotiability of item twenty-five.
7H0 j

City presidents versus county presidents.

This comparison

showed that the mean score of city presidents was 2,7429.
while that of county presidents was 2.7568 with a t-value
of -0 .0 5 which failed to reject the null hypothesis of
no difference indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item twenty-five.
Data for item twenty-six. Data for item twenty-six are displayed
in Table 26,

This item surveyed respondents with regard to the

negotiability of curriculum planning, evaluation, and revisions.
The data gathered from respondents were subjected to a t-test to
determine if the Beven null hypotheses formulated for thiB item
should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated

significant differences among the following groups:
1H0 : Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

Bcore for presidents was 3*2661 and that of chairpersons
was 2.0 5 2 1 with a t-value 8.45 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level of
significance,
3H0i County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated the mean score of county chairpersons
to be 2 .1 2 5 0 and that of county presidents as 3*2432
with a t-value of 6 ,0 7 which rejected the null hypothesis

Table 25
t-Test Analysis for Item Twenty-five

Item (25) • . . Negotiability of the dismissal of teachers
Position

Mean

1H0i Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.7523
1.0021

6 .0 0 *

2H0i County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.7813
1.8^38

0 .3 1

3H0i County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.7813
2.7568

i*.96 *

4H0* County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.7813
2.7^29

1*.1*7 *

5 *0 : City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.01*38
2.7568

3.50 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.8^38
2.7te9

3 .31* *

7H0t City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.71*29
2.7568

Null Hypotheses

* P < .05

t-Value

-0.05
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of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
*fH0t County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 2 ,1 2 5 0 and that of
city presidents was 3 ,'51;*3 with a t-value of 5 ,0 3 vhich
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance,
5H0 : City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for oity chairpersons was 1,9063 and that of county
presidents was 3•2^32 with a t-value of 6,78 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance.
6Hqj City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean score

of city chairpersons was 1 ,9 0 6 3 and the mean score for
city presidents was 3 .31^3 with a t-value of 6 ,3 0 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance.
The t-value did not prove sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses1
2H0i County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 2.1 2 5 0 and that of city
chairpersons was 1 ,9 0 6 3 with a t-value of -0 ,8 6 which
failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
and indicated the two groups were in basic agreement in
their attitudes toward the negotiability of item
twenty-six,

7H0i City presidents versuB county presidents.

The mean score
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for city presidents was 3 .31^3 and that of county presidents
was 3.2432 with a t-value of 0 ,3 9 which failed to reject
the null hypothesis of no difference and indicated the two
groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward
the negotiability of item twenty-six.
Data for item twenty-Beven, Data for item twenty-seven are
displayed in Table 2?,

ThiB item surveyed respondents with regard to

the negotiability of the selection and purchase of instructional
materials, equipment, and supplies.

The data gathered from

respondents were subjected to a t-test to determine if the seven
null hypotheses formulated for this item Bhould be accepted or
rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated significant differences

among the following groups:
2H0: Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for presidents was 3*2018 and for the chairpersons
was 2.0104 with a t-value of 7 .8 9 which rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
3H0: County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score of county chairpersons was 2.0469 and that of county
presidents was 3 .202? with a t-value of 6 ,1 5 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance,
4Ho*

County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean score

county chairpersons was 2,0469 and that of city presidents
was 3*2000 with a t-value 4.49 which rejected the null

Table 26
t-Test Analysis far Item Tventy-six

Item (26) . . , Negotiability of curriculum planning, evaluation, and revisions
Null Hypotheses

Position

Mean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.2661
2.0521

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

2.1250
1.9063

3HoJ

County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

2.1250
3.2432

6,07 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.1250
3.3143

5.03

5Ho*

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.9063
3.2432

6.78 *

6H0t City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.9063
3.3143

6 ,3 0 *

7Ho*

City presidents
County presidents

3.31^3
3.2432

0.39

City presidents vs.
County presidents

* P<.05

t-Value
8.45 *
-0.86

hypothesis at the .0 5 level of significance.
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This comparison

indicated a mean score of 1 .9 3 7 5 for city chairpersons and
a mean score of 3 .202? for county presidents with a t-value
of 6 ,3 6 which rejected the null hypothesis at the .0 5
level of significance,
6Ho*

City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1 .9 3 7 5 and for the city
presidents was 3*2000 with a t-value of 4-.92 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
.0 5 level of significance.
The t-value did not prove sufficient for the rejection of the
following hypotheses:
2H0: County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The county

chairpersons had a mean score of 2.0469 and the city
chairpersons had a mean score of 1 ,9 3 7 5 with a t-value
of -0,4-3 which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating the two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitude toward the negotiability of
item twenty-seven,
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city presidents was 3,2000 and for county
presidents was 3*2027 with a t-value of -0 .0 1 which failed
to reject the null hypothesis of no difference and indicated
the two groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes
toward the negotiability of item twenty-seven.

Table 27
t-Test Analysis for Item Twenty-seven

Item (27) . . . Negotiability of selection and purchase of instructional materials,
___________ equipment and supplies______________________________________
t-Value

Position

Kean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.2018
2.0104

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

2.0469
1.9375

County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

2.0469
3.2027

6 .1 5 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.0469
3.2000

4.49 *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.9375
3.2027

6 .3 6 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.9375
3.2000

4.92 *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.2000
3 .202?

Null Hypotheses

3»c*

5»o:

* P^.O5

7.89 *
-0.43

-0.01
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Data for Item twenty-eight. Data for item twenty-eight are
displayed in Table 28.

This item surveyed respondents with regard

to the negotiability of rules and regulations relating to the
requisition, distribution, and use of instructional materials,
equipment, and supplies.

The data gathered from respondents were

subjected to a t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses
formulated for ihiB item should be accepted or rejected.

HeBults

of the t-test indicated significant differences among the following
groupsi
1H0i Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for presidents was 2.8716 and that of chairpersons
was 1.9583 with a t-value of 5*5^ which rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level of
significance.
3Ho*

County chairpersonsversus county presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 2.000 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2.8649 for county
presidents with a t-value of 4.11 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the ,05 level of significance,
4H0 t

County chairpersonsversus city presidents.

The mean for

county chairpersons was 2.0000 and the mean score for city
presidents was 2,8857 with a t-value of 3*73 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the .05
level of Blgnifioance,
5H0t

City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean score

for city chairpersons was 1,8750 and for county presidents

was 2,8649 with a t-value of 3,79 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
6Hq j

City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons waB 1 ,8 7 5 0 and that of city
presidents was 2,8857 with a t-value of 3*85 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance.
The t-value did not prove sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses:
2H0i County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

Bcore for county chairpersons was 2 ,0 0 0 0 and that of
city chairpersons was 1 ,8 7 5 0 with a t-value of -0 ,5 3
which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference and indicated the two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item twenty-eight,
7H0 : City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2,8857 for city
presidents and one of 2,8649 for county presidents with
a t-value of 0,08 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference and indicated the two groups
were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item twenty-eight.
Data for item twenty-nine. Data for item twenty-nine are

Table 28
t-Test Analysis for Item Twenty-eight

Item (28) . . . Negotiability of rules and regulations relating to the requisition, distribution
and use of instructional i&terlals, equipment, and supplies
Null Hypotheses

Position

Mean

1H0 i Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.8716
1.9583

2H0* County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

2.0000
1.8750

-0.53

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

2,0000
2.86^9

M l

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.0000
2.8857

3.73 *

5H0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.8750
2.86^9

3.79 *

City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.8750
2.8857

3.85 *

City presidents
County presidents

2.8857
2.86^9

0.08

6Hot

7H0s City presidents vs.
County presidents
* * < . 05

t-Value
5.5^ *

*

displayed in Table 29.

This item surveyed respondents with regard

to the negotiability of student discipline procedures.

The data

gathered from respondents were subjected to a t-test to determine if
the seven null hypotheses formulated for this item should be
accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated significant

differences among the following groupst
1H0: Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison showed the mean of presidents to be 3.0092
and that of chairpersons to be 2 ,0^17 with a t-value of
5.72 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the .0 5 level of significance,
3HQt County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2,1250 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,8919 for county
presidents with a t-value of 3 ,6 1 that rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
^H0s County chairpersons versus city presidents. The mean
score for county chairpersons was 2.1250 and that of
city presidents was 3*2571 with a t-value of ^ .9 7 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance.
“1

5H0i City chairpersons versus county presidents. This comparison
Bhowed the mean score of city chairpersons to be 1.8750
and that of county presidents to be 2,8919 with a t-value
3 .6 7 that rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
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the .0 5 level of significance,
6h0j City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

disclosed a mean score of 1.8750 for city chairpersons and
one of 3 ,2^71 for city presidents with a t-value of 5 .03
sufficient for the rejection of the null hypothesis of
no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The t-value did not prove sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses1
2H0: County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 2,1250 and that of
city chairpersons was 1,8750 with a t-value of -0 ,98
which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating the two groups were in basic agreement in their
attitudes toward the negotiability of item twenty-nine.
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

This comparison

showed the mean score of city presidents to be 3,2571 and
that of county presidents as 2.8919 with a t-value of
1.45 which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
differencef thus indicating basic agreement in the attitudes
of the two groups toward the negotiability of item
twenty-nine,
Data for item thirty. Data for item thirty are displayed in
Table 30.

This item surveyed respondents in regard to the negotiability

of student rules and regulations.

The data gathered from respondents

were subjected to a t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses
formulated for this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of

Table 29
t-Teat Analysis for Item Twenty-nine

Item (29) • . . Negotiability of student discipline procedures
Null Hypotheses

Position

Mean

Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.0092
2.0^17

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

2.1250
1.8750

3H0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

2.1250
2.8919

3.61 *

^H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.1250
3.2571

^.97 *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.8750
2.8919

3.67 *

6H0! City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.8750
3.2571

5.03 *

7H0* City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.2571
2.8919

1.^5

IHqj

5«o*

* P<.05

t-Value
5.72 *
-0.98
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the t-test indicated significant differences among the following
groups*
1H0* Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for presidents was 2 .9*+50 and for the chairpersons
was 1 ,9063 with a t-value of 6 ,0 7 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents,

ThiB

comparison showed the mean score for county chairpersons
to be 1 .9 3 7 5 and that of county presidents to be 2 ,851** with
a t-value of **,28 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
4H0 i County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

Bcore for county chairpersons was 1.9375 and that of city
presidents was 3.1**29 with a t-value of 5 .0 3 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,05
level of significance,
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This comparison

showed the mean score of city chairpersons to be 1 .8**38
and that of county presidents to be 2 ,851*+ with a t-value
of 3 .6 7 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the .05 level of significance,
6H0i City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean score

for city chairpersons was 1 ,8*+38 and that of city
presidents was 3 .1*+29 with a t-value of **.55 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,05
level of significance.

The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the following
null hypothesesi
2Hoi

County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1.9 3 7 5 and that of city
chairpersons was 1,84-30 with a t-value of -0 ,36 and failed
to reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
the two groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes
toward the negotiability of item thirty,
7H0: City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean

score of city presidents was 3 *1^29 and that of county
presidents was 2 .851^ with a t-value of 1 ,1 5 which failed
to reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
that the two groups were in basic agreement in their
attitudes toward the negotiability of item thirty.
Data for item thirty-one. Data for item thirty-one are displayed
in Table 31.

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of the formulation of the Btudent
handbook.

The data gathered from respondents were subjected to a

t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated for thiB
item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-teBt indicated

significant differences among the following groups1
1H0i Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This comparison

indicated the mean score of presidents to be 3.0000 and
that of chairpersons as 1,9063 with a t-value of 6 .8 5 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,05
level of significance.

Table 30
t-Test Analysis for Item Thirty

Item (30) . , . Negotiability of student rule3 and regulations
t-Value

Position

Mean

lH0t Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.9**50
1.9063

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.9375
1.8*08

County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.9375
2.851**

**.28 *

*ffl0i County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.9375
3.1**29

5.03 *

5K0 * City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.8*08
2.851**

3.67 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.8*08
3.1**29

**.55 *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.1**29
2.851**

1.15

Null Hypotheses

3Ho*

* P <.05

6.07 *
-0.36

3Ho*

County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of county chairpersons
to be 1,9531 and that of county presidents to he
2.851*+ with a t-value of *+.2? which rejeoted the null
hypothesis of no difference at the ,05 level of
significance,
*+H0i County chairpersons versus city presidents. This
comparison showed the mean score of county chairpersons
to he 1,9531 and that of city presidents as 3 «31*+3 with a
t-value 6,18 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
5Ho*

City chairpersons versus county presidents. The mean
score for city chairpersons was 1,8125 and that of county
presidents was 2,851*+ with a t-value *+.06 which rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,05 level of
significance,

6Hq : City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

showed a mean score of 1.8125 for city chairpersons and one
of 3«31*+3 for city presidents with a t-value of 6,8*+ which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,05
level of significance,
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean score

for city presidents was 3 .31*+3 and that of county
presidents was 2,851*+ with a t-value of 2,07 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,05
level of significance.
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The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of null
hypothesis two.
2H0i County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison showed a mean score of 1,9531 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 1,8125 for city chairpersons
with a t-value of -0,55 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating the two groups were
in "basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item thirty-one.
Data for item thirty-two. Data for item thirty-two are displayed
in Table 32.

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of the expulsion of students.

The

data gathered from respondents were subjected to a t-test to determine
if the seven null hypothesis formulated for this item should be
accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated significant

differences among the following groupsi
1H0 i Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score of the presidents was 2.8257 and for the chairpersons
was 1,7292 with a t-value 6,46 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
3H0: County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of county chairpersons to
be 1,8281 and that of county presidents as 2,7973 with a
t-value of 4,67 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.

Table 31
t-Test Analysis for Item Thirty-one

Item (3l) . « . negotiability of the formulation of the student handbook
Position

Mean

!H0t Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.0000
1.9063

2H0t County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.9531
1.8125

County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.9531
2.8514

4.27 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.9531
3.3143

6.18 *

5Hd: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.8125
2.8514

4.06 *

6h0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.8125
3.3143

6.84 *

7H0t City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.3143
2.8514

2.07 *

Hull Hypotheses

3Ho*

* P ^ .0 5

t-Value
6.85 *

-0.55
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4H0t County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score of county chairpersons was 1,8281 and that of city
presidents was 2,8857 with a t-value 4.21 which rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
5HC* City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This comparison

Indicated a mean score of 1 ,5 3 1 3 for city chairpersons and a
mean score of 2,7973 for county presidents with a t-value
of

86 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference

at the .0 5 level of significance,
6H0: City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1.5313 and that of city
presidents

wsb

2,8857 with a t-value of 4.57 which rejected

the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
The t-value did not prove sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses*
2H0* County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1,8281 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 1 .5 3 1 3 for city chairpersons
with a t-value of -1 .2 6 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating the two groups were
in "basic agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item thirty-two,
7H0 t City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean score for

city presidents waB 2,8857 and that of county presidents
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was 2.7973 with a t-value 0 ,3 3 which flailed to reject
the null hypothesis of no difference indicating the two
group® WBre in basic agreement in their attitudes
toward the negotiability of item thirty-two.
Data for item thirty-three. Data for item thirty-three axe
displayed in Table 33. This item surveyed respondents with regard
to their attitudes toward the negotiability of dreBS codes for
students.

The data gathered from respondents were subjected to a

t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated for this
item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated

significant differences among the following groupsj
1HC: Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This comparison

showed the mean score of presidents to be 2,4037 and that
of chairpersons aB 1,9788 with a t-value of 2.36 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
.0 3 level of significance,
4H0* County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1,9375 and that of
city presidents

wsb

2.5714 with a t-value of 2,47 which

rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,05
level of significance.
The t-value was not stifficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses*
2H0* County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison Bhowed a mean score of 1.9375 for county
chairpersons and one of 2,0313 for city chairpersons with

Table 32
t-Test Analysis for Item Thirty-tvo

Item (32) . . . Negotiability of the expulsion of students
Null Hypotheses

Position

Mean

t-Value
6.46 *

lHos

Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.8247
1.7292

2Ho*

County Chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.8281
1.5313

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.8281
2.7973

4 .6 7 *

i}H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.8281
2.8857

4.21 *

5H0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.5313
2.7973

4.B6 *

6H0t City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.5313
2.8857

4.57 *

7H0t City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.8857
2.7973

0.33

* P<.05

-1 .2 6

a t-value of 0,39 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating the two groups were
in basic agreement in their attitudes toward the negotia
bility of item thirty-three,
3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1,9375 and that of
county presidents was 2.32**3 with a t-value of l,6*f
which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating these two groups were in basic agreement in
their attitudes toward the negotiability of item
thirty-three,
5H0 s

City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of city chairpersons
to be 2.0313 and that of county presidents as 2 .32*13
with a t-value of 0.98 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating the two groups
were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item thirty-three,
6Ho * City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score of city chairpersons was 2,0312 and that of city
presidents was 2,571** with a t-value of 1,86 which
failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating the two groups were in basic agreement in
their attitudes toward the negotiability of item
thirty-three.
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

This
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comparison Bhowed the mean score of city presidents to
he 2.5714 and that of county presidents as 2,324-3 with
a t-value of 0,82 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating the two groups
were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item thirty-three.
Data for Item thirty-four. Data for item thirty-four are
displayed in Table 34,

This item surveyed respondents with regard

to their attitudes toward the negotiability of the school
vacation schedule.

The data gathered from respondents were subjected

to a t-test to determine if the Beven null hypotheses formulated
for this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test

indicated significant differences among the following groups*
1H0* Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score of presidents was 2,9725 and thB mean score for
the chairpersons was 2,0417 with a t-value 6.08 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,05
level of significance,
3H0: County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed a mean score of 2,2031 for county
chairpersons and one of 3.0541 for county presidents
with a t-value of 4,95 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the .0 5 level of significance,
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score of county chairpersons was 2.2031 and that of
city chairpersons was 1.7188 with a t-value of -2.18

Table 33
t-Test Analysis for Item Thirty-three

Item (33) . . . Negotiability of dress codes for students
t-Value

Null Hypotheses

Position

Mean

Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2,**037
1.9688

2.36 *

ZH0i County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.9375
2.0313

0.39

3H0s County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.9375
2.32^3

1.6**

**H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.9375
2.571**

2.**7 *

5Io:

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

2.0313
2.32**3

0.98

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

2.0313
2.571**

1.86

7H0* City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.571**
2.32**3

0,82

1H0 i

* P <£*05

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,05 level of significance.
4H0* County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of county chairpersons
to be 2,2031 and that of city presidents as 2.8000 with
a t-value of 2.64 which rejected the null hypothesis of
no difference at the ,05 level of significance,
5H0* City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of city chairpersons
to be 1,7188 and that of county presidents as 3,0541
with a t-value of 5*77 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the .05 level of significance.
6H0i City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score of city chairpersons wsb 1,7188 and that of city
presidents was 2,8000 with a t-value of 3.60 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the

.05 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of null
hypothesis seven,
7H0 t City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed a mean score of 2,8000 for city presidents
with a t-value of -1,09 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating these two groups were
in basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item thirty-four.
Data for item thirty-five. Data for item thirty-five are

Tatle 3^
t-Test Analysis fra: Item Thirty-four

Item (3^) . . . Negotiability of the school vacation schedule
Null Hypotheses

Position

Mean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.9725
2,0^17

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

2.2031
1.7188

-2.18

3H0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

2.2031
3.05M

M 5

AH0i County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.2031
2.8000

2.6^ *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.7188
3.05^1

5.77 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.7188
2.8000

3.60 *

7H0s City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.8000
3.05^1

5Ho*

t-Value
6.08 *

*

-1.09

*v<,05

S
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displayed in Table 35*

This item surveyed respondents with regard

to their attitudes toward the negotiability of the assignnent of
non-teaching teacher duties.

The data gathered from respondents

were subjected to a t-test to deteraine if the seven null hypotheses
formulated for this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of

the t-test indicated significant differences among the following groupst
lH0t Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score of the presidents was 3 •1927 and that of chair
persons was 1 .8 7 5 0 with a t-value of 9.18 which rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level
of significance.
3H0t County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of county chairpersons
to be 2 .0 3 1 3 and that of the county presidents as 3*2162
with a t-value of 7 .2 6 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 3 level of significance.
^Ho*

County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2.0 3 1 3 for county
chairpersons and one of 3 *1^29 for city presidents with
a t-value of 4,96 which rejected the null hypothesis of
no difference at the .0 5 level of significance.
5Hot

City chairpersons versuB county presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1 .5 6 2 3 and that of
county presidents was 3.2162 with a t-value of 8 .0 3
which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the .0 5 level of significance.
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6H0: City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 ,5 6 2 5 for city
chairpersons and one of 3,14-29 for city presidents
with a t-value of 5*68 whioh rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison shoved the mean score of county chairpersons
to be 2 ,0 3 1 3 and that of city chairpersons to he
1,5625 with a t-value of -2,04- which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level of
significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of null
hypothesis seveni
7H0* City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison shoved the mean score of city presidents to
he 3,14-29 and that of county presidents as 3 ,2 1 6 2 with
a t-value of -0 ,3 6 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating these two groups
were in basic agreement In their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item thirty-five.
Data for item thirty-six. Data for item thirty-six are
displayed In Table 3 6 , This item surveyed respondents with regard
to their attitudes toward the negotiability of the number of classes
a teacher is assigned.

The data gathered from respondents were

subjected to a t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses
formulated for this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results

Table 35
t-Test Analysis for Item Thirty-five

Item (35) . • » Negotiability of the assignment of non-teaching teacher duties
t-Value

Position

Kean

1HC: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.1927
1.8750

2H0t County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

2.0313
1.5625

3H0t County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

2.0313
3.2162

7.26 *

4H0i County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.0313
3.1^29

4.96 *

5H0s City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.5625
3.2162

8 .0 3 *

6H0 i City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.5625
3.1^29

5.68 *

VH0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.1^29
3.2162

Null Hypotheses

*

5

9.18 *
-2.Ck

-0.36
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of the t-test indicated significant differences among the following
groupsi
1H0* Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for the presidents was 3*1560 and that of
chairpersons was 1,916? with a t-value of 9,46 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance,
3H0t County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of county chairpersons
to he 2,0469 and that of county presidents as 3*202?
with a t-value of 7,57 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
4HQt County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated the mean score of county chairpersons
to be 2,0469 and that of city presidents as 3,0571 with
a t-value of 5*14- which rejected the null hypothesis of
no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
5H0* City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 ,6 5 6 3 for the
city chairpersons and a mean score of 3,2027 for the
county presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was

7.89 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance.
6H0i City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

indicated a mean score of 1 ,6 5 6 3 for city chairpersons
and a mean score of 3.0571 for city presidents with a t-

value of 5*72 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses*
2H0* County chairpersons versuB city chairpersons.

The mean

score of county chairpersons was 2.0469 and that of
city chairpersons was 1 ,6 5 6 3 with a t-value of -1 ,9 3
which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating the two groups were in "basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item thirty-six,
7H0i City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of oity presidents to
be 3*0571 and that of county presidents as 3,2 0 2 7 with
a t-value of -0 ,7 7 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating the two groups
were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item thirty-Bix.
Data for item thirty-seven. Data for item thirty-seven are
displayed in Table 37.

This item surveyed respondents with regard

to their attitudes toward the negotiability of the length of the
school day.

The data gathered from respondents were subjected to

a t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated for
this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test

indicated significant differences among the following groups*
1H0* Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

Table 36
t-Test Analysis for Item Thirty-six

Item (36) . . . Negotiability of the number of classes a teacher is assigned
t-Value

Position

Mean

1H0! Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.1560
1.9167

2H0* County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

2.(M8
1.6563

3H0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

2.0W9
3.2027

7.57 *

County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.0W9
3.0571

5.1^ *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.6563
3.2027

7.89 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.6563
3.0571

5.72 *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.0571
3.2027

Null Hypotheses

5fe*

* P<.05

9 M *

-1.93

-0.77

score of the presidents was 2 .8 1 6 5 and that of the
chairpersons was 1 .85*t2 with a t-value of 6 ,7 2 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance,
3Hot

County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score of county chairpersons was 1 ,8*1-38 and that of county
presidents was 2 ,7 2 9 7 with a t-value of *t,9 6 which rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
*+H0* County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score of county chairpersons waB 1 ,8*138 and that of
city presidents was 3,0000 with a t-value of 5 ,9 7 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance,
5H0i City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison Bhowed the mean score of city chairpersons
to he 1 ,8 7 5 0 and that of county presidents as 2,7 2 9 7 with
a t-value of 3 .6*f which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the .0 5 level of significance,
6H0t City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of city chairpersons
to he 1 ,8 7 5 0 and that of city presidents as 3 •0000 with
a t-value of 4,73 which rejected the null hypothesis of
no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses*

2H0: County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison shoved the mean score of county
chairpersons to he 1 ,8^38 and the mean score of city
chairpersons to be 1 .8 7 5 0 with a t-value of 0 ,1 6 which
failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
showing indication that the two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability of
item thirty-seven.
THoi

City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated the mean score of city presidents
as 3 ,0 0 0 0 and that of county presidents as 2 .7 2 9 7 with
a t-value of 1 ,1 6 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating the two groups
were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item thirty-Beven,
Data for item thirty-eight. Data for item thirty-eight are
displayed in Table 38.

This item surveyed respondents with regard

to their attitudes toward the negotiability of released time for
teacher organisation duties.

The data gathered from respondents

were subjected to a t-teBt to determine if the seven null
hypotheses formulated for this item Bhould be accepted or rejected.
Results of the t-test indicated significant differences among the
following groups:
1H0: Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison showed the mean score of the presidents to be
3 ,0 5 5 0 and that of the chairpersons as 1.7188 with a

Table 3?
t-Test Analysis for Item Thirty-seven

Item (37) • . . Negotiability of the length of the school day
Null Hypotheses

Position

Mean

1H©* Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.8165
1.8542

6.72 *

2Ho:

County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.84-38
1.8750

0,16

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.8438
2.7297

4.96 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.8438
3.0000

5.97 *

5H0** City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.8750
2.7297

3.64- *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.8750
3.0000

4.73 *

7H0t City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.0000
2.7297

1 ,1 6

* P <.05

t-Value

t-value of 9 .7^ which rejected the null hypothesis of
no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score of county chairpersons was 1,8281 and that of
county presidents waB 3*0135 with a t-value 6 ,8^ which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
.0 5 level of significance.
4h 0 i

County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated the mean score of county chairpersons
as 1,8281 and that of city presidents as 3,1^29.

The

t-value waB 6 .8^ which rejected the null hypothesis at
the .0 5 level of significance,
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1 .5 0 0 0 0 and for the
county presidents was 3*0135 with a t-value 6 .9 9 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the .05
level of significance.
6H0 i

City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

Bcore for city chairpersons was 1 ,5 0 0 0 and that of city
presidents was 3 *1^29 with a t-value of 7 .^ 9 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
.0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient to reject the following
null hypotheses!

2H0i County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison showed a mean score of 1,8281 for county
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chairpersons and a mean score of 1 ,5 0 0 0 for city
chairpersons with a t-value of -1.45 which failed to
reject the mill hypothesis of no difference indicating
the two groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes
toward the negotiability of item thirty-eight,
7Ho*

City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city presidents was 3,1429 and the mean score
for county presidents was 3 •0135 with a t-value of 0 ,6 9 which
failed to rejeot the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating the two groups were in basic agreement in their
attitudes toward the negotiability of item thirty-eight.
Data for item thirty-nine. Data for item thirty-nine are
displayed in Table 39.

This item surveyed respondents with regard

to their attitudes toward the negotiability of release time for
teacher preparation.

The data gathered from respondents were

subjected to a t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses
formulated for this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results

of the t-test indicated significant differences among the following
groupst
1H0* Total presidents versuB total chairpersons.

The mean

score for presidents was 3*2202 and the mean score
for the chairpersons was 1 .9 1 6 7 with a t-value of 9 ,8 9
which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the .0 5 level of significance,

3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of county chairpersons

Table 38
t-Test Analysis for Item Thirty-eight

Item (38) . . . Negotiability of released time for teacher organisation duties
t-Value

Position

Mean

lH0t Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.0550
1.7188

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.8281
1.5000

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.8281
3.0135

6,8*f *

*ffi0x County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.8281
3.1^29

6,7^ *

5I0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.5000
3.0135

6.99 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.5000
3.1^29

7 M *

7Ho*

City presidents
County presidents

3.1^29
3.0135

0 .6 9

Null Hypotheses

City presidents vs.
County presidents

<.05

9.7^ *
-1 M

to

2 ,0 3 1 3 and that of the city chairpersons as

3 .31^3 with a t-value of 6 .5 8 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison produced a computed mean score of 1,6875 for
city chairpersons and a mean score of 3,1757 for county
presidents with a t-value of 7.*KL which rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
6h0: City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1 ,6 8 7 5 and that of
the city presidents was 3 ,31^3 with a t-value of 7 ,8 7
whioh rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient to reject the following null
hypothesest
2H0 j County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The

computed mean score for the county chairpersons was
2.0 3 1 3 and the mean score of oity chairpersons was
1.6875*

The t-value for this comparison was -1,^9

which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item thirty-nine,

7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean
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score for city presidents vas 3.3143 and that of county
presidents was 3.1757 with a t-value of 0,83 which
failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating the two groups were in "basic agreement
in their attitudes toward the negotiability of item
thirty-nine,
Data for item forty. Data for item forty are displayed in
Table 40,

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of the length of the teacher
lunch period.

The data gathered from respondents were subjected

to a t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated
for this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test

indicated significant differences among the following groupsi
1H0* Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for presidents was 2 .7 6 1 5 and for the chairpersons
was 1 ,8 2 2 9 with a t-value of 6 .3 3 which rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level of
significance,
3He* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of county chairpersons
to be I.9O63 and that of county presidents as 2.8108 with
a t-value of 5 .0 3 which rejected the null hypothesis of
no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
4H0t County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1,9 0 6 3 and that of
the city presidents was 2.6571 with a t-value of 3,40

Table 39
t-Test Analysis for Item Thirty-nine

Item (39) . . . Negotiability of released time for teacher preparation
t-Value

Position

Mean

3HC* Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.2202
1.9167

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

2.0313
1.6875

County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

2.0313
3.1757

6 .8^ *

County chairpersons vs*
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.0313
3.31^3

6,58 *

5H0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.6875
3.1757

7.*H *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.6875
3.31^3

7.87 *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.31^3
3.1757

0.83

Null Hypotheses

3V

* P £ .05

9.89 *
-1.^9

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the .0 5 level of significance,
5H0* City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated the mean score of city chairpersons
to he 1 .6 5 6 3 and that of county presidents as 2.8108 with
a t-value of 5 » H which rejected the null hypothesis of
no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
6H0i City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of city chairpersons
to be I .6563 and that of city presidents as 2,6571
with a t-value of 3,81 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient to reject the following null
hypotheses1
2H0i County chairpersons versus oity chairpersons.
bcotb

The mean

for county chairpersons was 1 ,9 0 6 3 and that of

city chairpersons was 1 ,6 5 6 3 with a t-value of 1 ,1 5
which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating the two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item forty.
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of city presidents to
be 2 ,6 5 7 1 and that of county presidents as 2,8108 with
a t-value of -0 ,6 8 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference Indicating the two groups
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were in "basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item forty*
Data for item forty-one* Data for item forty-one are displayed
in Table 4l.

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of teacher class size.

The

data gathered from respondents were subjected to a t-test to determine
if the seven null hypotheses formulated for this item should be
accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated significant

differences among the following groups*
lH0t Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated there was disagreement between the
two groups.

The mean score for the presidents was

3 .073*+ and for chairpersons was 1,9 2 7 1 with a t-value
of 8 ,3 8 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the .0 5 level of significance,
3H0i County chairpersons versus oounty presidents.

This

comparison demonstrated there was disagreement between
these two groups.

The mean Bcore for county chairpersons

was 1 ,9 6 8 8 and for county presidents was 3 .0 6 7 6 with a
t-value of 6 .3 3 which rejected the null hypothesis of
no difference at the .05 level of significance,
5H0t City ohairpersonB versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1 ,8^38 and that of
county presidents was 3.0 6 7 6 with a t-value of 5 ,7 6 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance.

Table 40
t-Test Analysis for Item Forty

Item (40) , . . Negotiability of the length of the teacher lunch period
t-Value

Position

Kean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.7615
1.8229

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.9063
I .6563

3H0i County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.9063
2.8108

5.03*

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.9063
2.6571

3.40 *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.6563
2.8108

5. H *

6H0r City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.6563
2.6571

3.81 *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.6571
2.8108

Null Hypotheses

5Ho*

6.33 *
-1.15

-0.68

* P<.05
o\

vO
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6hoi City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1.84-38 and that of city
presidents was 3*0857 with a t-value of 5*63 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypothesisi
ZH0j County ohairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1.9 6 8 8 and that of
city chairpersons was 1.84-38 with a t-value of -O.6 3
which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating the two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item forty-one.
7H0 t City presidents versus county presidents.
score for city presidents was

The mean

3*0857 and that of county

presidents was 3*0676 with a t-value of 0 ,0 9 which
failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating the two groups were in tasic agreement in
their attitudes toward the negotiability of item fortyone.
Data for item forty-two. Data for item forty-two are displayed
in Table 4-2, This item surveyed respondents with regard to their
attitudes toward the negotiability of teacher salaries.

The data

gathered from respondents were subjected to a t-test to determine
if the seven null hypotheses formulated for this item should be

Table

t-Test Analysis for Item Forty-one

Item (*H) • . . Negotiability of teacher class size
Null Hypotheses

Position

Mean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.073^
1.9271

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.9688
1,8^38

County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.9688
3.0676

6.33 *

*H0t County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.9688
3.0857

5.56 *

t-Value
8.38 *
-O.63

Wo*

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.8^38
3.0676

5.76 *

6Hg s

City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.8^38
3.0857

5.63 *

City presidents
County presidents

3.0857
3.0676

0.09

7H0s City presidents vs.
County presidents

* P^.O5
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accepted or rejected*

Results of the t-test Indicated significant

differences among the following groupst
lH0 x Total presidents versus total chairpersons*

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 3.*+037 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1 .8 7 5 0 for chairpersons.
The t-value was 13*12 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the .0 5 level of significance,
3H0 i County chairpersons versus county presidents.
computed mean

bcots

for county ohalrpersons was 1.8906

and that of county presidents waB 3.351*+*
t-value

wsb

The

The computed

9.6*f which proved sufficient to reject the

null hypothesis of no difference at the ,05 level of
significance.
*+Hq i

County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score for county chairpersons
to "be 1,8906 and that of city presidents as 3*51*+3.

The

t-value for this comparison was 9*29 which proved
sufficient to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
5H0 : City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1 .8*+38 and the mean score
of county presidents was 3*351*+.

The computed t-value

for this comparison was 8 .5 0 which was sufficient to
reject the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance,
6H0i City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

indicated the mean score of city chairpersons to be
1.8^38 and that of city presidents as 3.51^3.

The

computed t-value for this comparison was 9 ,5 9 whioh
proved sufficient to reject the null hypothesis at the
.0 5 level of significance.
The t-value did not prove sufficient to reject the following
null hypothesesx
2H0 t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1 .8 9 0 6 and the mean
score for city chairpersons was l.EW-38.

The computed

t-value for this comparison was -0,2k which proved
insufficient to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating the two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item forty-two.
7H0* City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score for city presidents to
be 3 »51*+3 and that of county presidents as 3 .351*+ with
a computed t-value of 1 ,0 5 which proved insufficient to
reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
the two groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes
toward the negotiability of item forty-two.
Data for item forty-three. Data for item forty-three are
displayed in Table *+3. This item surveyed respondents with regard to
their attitudes toward the negotiability of personal leave for
teaching personnel.

The data gathered from respondents were subjected

Table 42
t-Test Analysis for Item Forty-two

Item (42) . . . negotiability of teacher salaries
Position

Mean

t-Value

1H0* Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.4037
1.8750

13.12 *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.8906
1.8438

-0.24

3H0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.8906
3.3514

9.64 *

County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.8906
3.5143

9.29 *

5H0 r City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.8438
3.3514

8.50 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.8438
3.5143

9.59 *

7H0* City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.5143
3.3514

1.05

Hull Hypotheses

4Hg s

*F

<.05

to a t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated
for this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-teBt

indicated significant differences among the following groups:
1H0* Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score of the presidents was 3,3670 and the mean score
for the chairpersons vas 2,04-17,

The computed t-value

for this comparison was 1 1 ,3 6 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
3H0t County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison Indicated that county chairpersons had a
mean score of 2,0781 with the mean score of county
presidents being 3,2703.

The computed t-value for this

comparison was 8 ,2 6 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
4Hq: County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 2,0781 and for oity
presidents was 3•5714,

The t-value for this comparison

was 8,4-1 which was sufficient to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
5H0 i City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated the mean score of oity chairpersons
to be 1 ,9 6 8 8 and that of county presidents as 3*2703 with
a t-value of 7*52 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.

6H0* City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The computed

mean score of city chairpersons was 1.9 6 8 8 and that of
city presidents was 3.571^4-.

The t-value computed for

this comparison was 8.20 which proved sufficient to
reject the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance.
7HQt City presidents versus county presidents,

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 3.571*4- for the city
presidents and a mean score of 3.2703 for the county
presidents.

The t-value computed for this comparison

was 2.08 which proved sufficient to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The t-value computed for null hypothesis two was not sufficient
for its rejection.
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 2.0781 and for city
cliairpersons was 1 ,9688, with a computed t-value of
-0 ,5 3 fra? thiB comparison.

The t-value was insufficient for

the rejection of the null hypothesis of no difference
which indicated these two groups were in basic agreement
in their attitudes toward the negotiability of item
forty-three.
Data for item forty-four. Data for item forty-four are displayed
in Table *4*4-. This item surveyed respondents with regard to their
attitudes toward the negotiability of sick leave for teaching
personnel.

The data gathered from respondents were subjected to a

Table ^3
t-Test Analysis for Item Forty-three

Item (*+3) * • * Negotiability of personal leave for teaching personnel
Null Hypotheses

Position

Mean

t-Value

1H0* Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.3670
2.0^17

11.36 *

2HC: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

2.0781
1.9688

-0.53

3H0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

2.0781
3.2703

8 .2 6 *

County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.0781
3.571**

8.**1 *

City chairpersons
County presidents

vb.

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.9688
3.2703

7.52 *

6h0* City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.9688
3.571**

8 .2 0 *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.571**
3.2703

2.08 *

5*o«

* P < .05

t-test to ascertain if the seven null hypotheses formulated for this
item should he accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-teBt

indicated significant differences among the following groups i
1H0i Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score of the presidents was 3 .2^7 7 , and that of the
chairpersons was 1 .9375* The t-value computed for this
comparison was 1 0 ,5 5 which proved sufficient to reject
the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level
of significance.
3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1.9 2 1 9 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 3*2027 for the county
presidents.

The computed t-value for this comparison

was 8 .0^ which was sufficient for the rejection of the
null hypotheBlB of no difference at the ,05 level of
significance,
*fH0* County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons, in this comparison,
was 1.9219 and that of city presidents was 3 ,3^29 with
a computed t-value of 7*08 which proved sufficient for
the rejection of the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
5H0i City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1,9 6 8 8 for the city
chairpersons and one of 3.2027 for county presidents.

The

t-value computed for this comparison was 7 .0 6 which proved

sufficient to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
at the .0 5 level of significance.
6H0t City chairpersons versus city presidents*

This comparison

showed the mean score of city chairpersons to he 1 .9 6 8 8
and that of city presidents as 3.3^29.

The computed

t-value for this comparison was 7 .0 9 which proved
sufficient for the rejection of the null hypothesis at
the *05 level of significance.
The t-values computed were not sufficient for the rejection
of the following null hypotheses!
2H0: County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated the mean score of county chairpersons
to he 1,9219 while the mean score of city chairpersons
was I.9688. The t-value for this comparison was 0.20 which
proved insufficient for the rejection of the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating these groups were
in basic agreement in their attitudes toward the negotia
bility of item forty-four,
7Ho*

City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean score

for oity presidents was 3 .3^2 9 , while the mean score for
county presidents was 3.202?.

The t-value for this

comparison was O.9 6 which proved insufficient for the
rejeotion of the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating that these two groups were in basic agreement
in their attitudes toward the negotiability of item
forty-four.

Table 44

t-Test Analysis for Item Forty-four

Item (44) . . . Negotiability of sick leave for teaching personnel
Position

Mean

t-Value

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.24-77
1.9375

10.55 *

2H0i County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.9219
1.9688

0.20

3H0t County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.9219
3.2027

8.04 *

4Hq i

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.9219
3.3^29

7.08 *

5H0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.9688
3.2027

7 .06 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.9688
3.3429

7.09 *

7H0t City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.3429
3.2027

0.96

Null Hypotheses

County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

* *<.05
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Data for item forty-five. Data fop item forty-five are
displayed In Table **5« This Item surveyed respondents with regard
to their attitudes toward the negotiability of the employment of
administrative personnel.

The data gathered from respondents

were subjected to a t-test to ascertain if the seven null hypotheses
formulated for this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results

of the t-test indioated significant differences among the following
groupst
lH0t Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score of the presidents was 2 .39^5 and that of the
chairpersons was 1.6oh2,

The t-value for this comparison

was 5.18 which proved sufficient for the rejection of
the null hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level
of significance.
3H0: County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 .5 3 1 3 for the
county chairpersons and one of 2,2703 for the oounty
presidents.

The computed t-value for this comparison

was 3 .8 7 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
*+H0i County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 ,5 3 1 3 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2.6571 for the
city presidents.

The computed t-value for this

comparison was 6 ,3 1 which was sufficient for the
rejection of the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
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6H0 i

City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1 .7 5 0 0 for city
chairpersons and one of 2.6 5 7 1 for the city presidents.
The t-value computed for this comparison Has 3.68,
sufficient for the rejection of the null hypothesis of
no difference at the .0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses!
2H0i County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

From thiB

comparison a mean score of 1.5313 was computed for
county chairpersons and a mean Bcore of 1.7500 for city
chairpersons.

The t-value for this comparison waB I .36

insufficient for the rejection of the null hypothesis of
no difference which indicated the two groups were in
■basic agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item forty-five,
5H0 i City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1,7500 for the oity
chairpersons and one of 2,2 7 0 3 for the county presidents.
The t-value for this comparison was 1.9^ which proved
insufficient for the rejection of the null hypothesis
of no difference indicating the two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item forty-five.

7H0! City presidents versus county presidents. This comparison
indicated a mean score of 2.6571 for city presidents and
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one of 2.2703 for the county presidents.

The computed

t-value for thiB comparison was 1.44- which did not
prove sufficient for the rejection of the null hypothesis
of no difference, thereby indicating these two groups
were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item forty-five.
Data for item forty-six. Data for item forty-six are displayed
in Table 46,

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of the dismissal of administrative
personnel.

The data gathered from respondents were subjected to a

t-test to ascertain if the seven null hypotheses formulated for this
item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated

significant differences among the following groups1
1H0 i Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

ThiB

comparison indicated a mean score of 2 ,3 6 7 0 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1*54-17 for the chairpersons.
The computed t-value was 5*4-3 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level of
significance,
3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1,4844- for county
chairpersons and one of 2.3514 for county presidents.

The

t-value for this comparison was 4,59 which proved
sufficient to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference at the .0 5 level of significance,
4H0t County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The data for

Table 4-5
t-Test Analysis for Item Forty-five

Item (4-5) . * . Negotiability of the employment of administrative personnel
Position

Mean

lH0t Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.39^5
1.6042

5.18 *

2H0i Comity chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

Comity chairpersons
City chairpersons

I.53I3
1.7500

1.36

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
Comity presidents

1.5313
2.2703

3.87 *

4HQt County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.5313
2.6571

6 .3 1 *

5I0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.7500
2.2703

1.94

6H0j

City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.7500
2.6571

3.68 *

THoi

City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.6571
2.2703

1.44

Null Hypotheses

t-Value

* P <.05

£

this comparison indicated the mean score for county
chairpersons Has 1,4044 and for the oity presidents Has
2,1+000.

The t-value for this comparison was 4,62 which

rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the .05
level of significance,
5Ho*

City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated that the mean score for city
chairpersons was 1,6563 and the mean score for county
presidents was 2,3514,

The computed t-value for this

comparison was 2 .7 2 which rejected the null hypothesis of
no difference at the .0 5 level of significance.
6H0! City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

indicated the mean score for city chairpersons waB
1 ,6 5 6 3 with that of city presidents being 2.4000.
The t-value for this comparison was 2,90 which proved
sufficient for the rejection of the null hypothesis of
no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the
following hypotheses*
2H0i County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

A mean Bcore

of 1.4844 was computed for the county chairpersons and 1.6563
for city chairpersons.

The t-value was 1,06 which proved

insufficient for the rejection of the null hypothesis of
no difference Indicating these two groups were in basio agree
ment in their attitudes toward the negotiability of item
forty-Bix,
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7H0* City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2,^000 for the city
presidents and a mean Bcore of 2 .351^ for county presi
dents,

The computed t-value for this comparison Has

0,18 which was insufficient for the rejection of the
null hypothesis of no difference indicating the two
groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward
the negotiability of item forty-six.
Data for item forty-seven. Data for item forty-seven are
displayed in Table 4?,

This item surveyed respondents with regard

to their attitudes toward the negotiability of the transfer of
administrators within the Bchool system.

The data gathered from

respondents were subjected to a t-test to determine if the seven
null hypotheses formulated for this item should be accepted or
rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated significant differences

among the following groups*
IHo*

Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2 .302B for the
presidents and a mean score of 1,5729 for the chair
persons,

The t-value for this comparison was *f,79 which

was sufficient for the rejection of the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance
between the two groups,
2H0 i

County c h a ir p e r s o n s v e r s u s c i t y c h a ir p e r s o n s .

Through

this comparison it was shown that the county chairpersons
had a mean score of 1,^375 and the city chairpersons a

Table 46
t-Test Analysis for Item Forty-six

Item (46) , . . Negotiability of the dismissal of administrative personnel

Mean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.3670
1.5417

5.43 *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.4844
1.6563

1 .0 6

3H0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.4844
2.3514

4.59 *

4H0 j County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.4844
2.4000

4,62 *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.6563
2.3514

2.72 *

6h0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

I.6563
2.4000

2.90 *

7H0i

City presidents
County presidents

2.4000
2.3514

0.18

M

Position

o
Bs

Null Hypotheses

City presidents vs.
County presidents

t-Value

mean score of 1,8^38.

The computed t-value for this

comparison was 2 ,^ 3 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
3H0t County chairpersons versus county presidents.

From this

comparison It was concluded that the county chairpersons
had a mean score of 1 .^ 375 and the county presidents a
mean score of 2,2973*

The t-value for this comparison

was 4,52 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
4Ho*

County chairpersons versus city presidents,

ThiB

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 ,^ 375 for the county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2 ,31^3 Tor the city
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was ^.6l

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the ,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-values were not sufficient for the rejection
of the following null hypotheses:
5H0* City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for oity chairpersons was 1.8438 end the mean score
for county presidents was 2.2973*

The t-value for this

comparison was 1 .7^ which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating these two groups
were in "basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item forty-seven,
6Hq1

City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean score

for oity chairpersons was 1,8438 and the mean score for
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the city presidents was 2,3143 with a t-value of 1 ,8 8
which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating there was no haslo disagreement between the
two groups in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item forty-seven.
7H0* City presidents versus county presidents.

This comparison

indicated a mean score of 2,3143 for the city presidents
and a mean score of 2 ,2 9 7 3 for the county presidents with
a t-value of 0 ,0 6 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference, thus indicating these two
groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward
the negotiability of Item forty-seven.
Data for item forty-eight. Data for item forty-eight are
displayed in Table 48.

This item surveyed respondents with regard

to their attitudes toward the negotiability of the formulation of
the school calendar.

The data gathered from respondents were

subjected to a t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses
formulated for this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results

of the t-test indicated significant differences among the following
groupst
lH0t Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated the mean score of the presidents
to be 3 ,1 8 3 3 and that of the chairpersons as 2 .I563 with
a t-value of 7*49 which rejeoted the null hypothesis of
no difference at the ,0 3 level of significance,
2Hq i

County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

Tfcble 47
t-Test Analysis for Item Forty-seven

Item (4?) . . . Negotiability of the transfer of administrators within the school system
Null Hypotheses

Position

Kean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.3028
1.5729

4.79 *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.4375
1.84-38

2.43 *

3HC: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.4-375
2.2973

4.52 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.^375
2.3143

4.61 *

5H0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.8438
2.2973

1.74

6H0i City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.8438
2.3143

1 .8 8

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.3143
2.2973

0 .0 6

* P < .05

t-Value

comparison revealed that the county chairpersons had a
mean score of 2.3 2 8 1 and the oity chairpersons a mean
score of 1.8125*

The t-value for this comparison was

-2 ,3 9 which proved sufficient for the rejection of the
null hypothesis at the .0 5 level of significance.
3H0t County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated the mean score of county chairpersons
to he 2.3281 and that of county presidents as 3.2838
with a computed t-value of 6 ,1 9 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
4Hd: County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated that the mean score of county
presidents was 2,3 2 8 1 and that of city presidents was
2.9714.

The computed t-value for this comparison was

2 .9 7 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the .0 5 level of significance*
5Ho:

City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 .8 1 2 5 for city
chairpersons and a mean score of 3.2 8 3 8 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 7.74

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the ,0 5 level of significance.
6H0i City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

disclosed a mean score of 1 ,8 1 2 5 for the city chairpersons
and a mean score of 2,9714 for the city presidents.

The
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computed t-value for this comparison was 4-.39 which
rejected the null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
The computed t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of
null hypothesis seven.
7Hot

City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 2.9714 for city
presidents and a mean score of 3*2838 for the county
presidents.

The computed t-value for this comparison

was -1 ,6 2 which failed to reject the null hypothesis
of no difference which indicated these two groups were
in basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item forty-eight.
Data for item forty-nine. Data for item forty-nine are displayed
in Table 49,

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of sabbatical leaves for teaching
personnel.

The data gathered from respondents were subjected to a

t-teBt to determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated for thiB
item Bhould be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-teBt indicated

significant differences among the following groups*
1H0* Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated the mean score of the total presidents
to be 2,9 2 6 6 and that of the total chairpersons as
1.4479,

The t-value for this comparison was 9,21 which

rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance.

Table 48
t-Test Analysis far Item Forty-eight

Item (48) . . . Negotiability °f the farmilation of the school calendar
Position

Mean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.1835
2.1563

7.49 *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

2.3281
1.8125

-2.39 *

County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

2.3281
3.2838

6.19 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.3281
2.9714

2.97 *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.8125
3.2838

7.74 *

6H0; City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.8125
2.9714

4,39 *

7H0* City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.9714
3.2838

Hull Hypotheses

3Hox

*

7 <.05

t-Value

-1 .6 2

3H0r County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1.3438 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,878*1 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 7,33

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
4Hq : County chairpersons versus city presidents,

ThlB

comparison indicated that the mean score of county
chairpersons was 1,3438 with that of the city presidents
being 3*0286,

The t-value for this comparison

wsb

7,11

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the ,0 5 level of significance,
5Hoi

City chairpersons versuB county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of I .6563 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,8784- for the county
presidents with a t-value of 4 ,9 6 which proved sufficient
for the rejection of the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
6Hd* City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

disclosed a mean score of 1,6563 for the oity chairpersons
and a mean score of 3*0286 for the city presidents.

The

computed t-value for this comparison was 5*83 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value was insufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses*
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2H0i County chairpersons versus oity chairpersons.

This

comparison Indicated a mean score of 1 ,3^38 for the
county chalxperBonB and a mean score of I .6563 f°r ^ e
city chairpersons.

The computed t-value for thiB

comparison was 1 .2 5 which proved Insufficient for the
rejection of the null hypothesis giving indication
these two groups were in haslc agreement in their
attitude toward the negotiability of item fortynine,
THoi

City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 3*0286 for the
city presidents and a mean score of 3 *1^29 for the
county presidents.

The computed t-value for this

comparison was 0 .6^ which proved insufficient for the
rejection of the null hypothesis indicating these two
groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward
the negotiability of item forty-nine.
Data for item fifty. Data for item fifty are displayed in
Table 5°*

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of a hospitalization program
for teaching personnel.

The data gathered from respondents were

subjected to a t-test to determine If the seven null hypotheses
formulated for this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of

the t-test indicated significant differences among the following
groupst

lH0t Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

Table **9
t-Test Analysis for Item Party-nine

Item (^9) . . . Negotiability of sabbatical leaves for teaching personnel
Null Hypotheses

Position

Mean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.9266
1M79

9.21 *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.3**38
1.6563

1.25

3H0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.3**38
2.878**

7.33 *

**H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.3**38
3.0286

7.11 *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.6563
2 .878**

4.96 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.6563
3.0286

5.83 *

7H0s City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.0286
2.878**

0 .6**

5&o*

t-Value

* P ^.05
H*

&

comparison indicated a mean Bcore of 3 ,0 9 1 7 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1 .85^2 for the chairpersons.
The t-value for this comparison was 8.08 which rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
3H0t County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 ,7 5 0 0 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 3,0676 for the
county presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was

6 ,7 7 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
4H0: County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 ,7 5 0 0 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 3 ,1^29 for the
city presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was

5 .6 7 which proved sufficient for the rejection of the
null hypothesis at the .0 5 level of significance,
5H0 * City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 2 .0 6 2 5 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 3*0676 for "the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was ^ ,6 5 which

rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5
level of significance.
6H0* City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

indicated the mean of oity ohairpersons to he 2 .0 6 2 5 and that
of city presidents as 3 .1^2 9 , The t-value for this
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comparison was 4 M 5 which rejected the null hypothesis of
no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value

wsb

insufficient for the rejection of the

following null hypotheses!
2H0» County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated that the county chairpersons had a
mean score of 1,85^2,

The t-value for this comparison

was 1 ,2 2 which failed to reject the null hypothesis of
no difference and indicated the two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item fifty,
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated the mean score of city presidents
to be 3 *1^29 and that of county presidents as 3,0 6 7 6
with a t-value of 0 ,3 6 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference, thus indicating these two
groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward
the negotiability of item fifty.
Data for item fifty-one. Data for item fifty-one are displayed in
Table 5 1 , This item surveyed respondents with regard to their
attitudes toward the negotiability of the content of summer school
programs.

The data gathered from respondents were subjected to a

t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated for this
item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test

Indicated significant differences among the following groups t
1H0i Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

Table 50
t-Test Analysis for Item Fifty

Item (50) . . . Negotiability of a hospitalization program for teaching personnel
t-Value

Position

Mean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.0917
1.8542

8.08 *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.7500
2.0625

1 ,2 2

3H0i County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.7500
3.0676

6.77 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.7500
3.1429

5.67 *

5H0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

2.0625
3.0676

4.65 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

2.0625
3-1429

^ 5 *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.1^29
3.0676

0.36

Null Hypotheses

* P<.05

comparison indicated the mean for presidents to be
2,6789 and that of the chairpersons as 1,562,

The t-value

of this comparison Has 6 ,3 6 vhich proved sufficient for
the rejection of the null hypothesis of no difference at
the ,0 5 level of significance,
3H0: County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated the mean score of county chairpersons
to be 1,6875 and that of county presidents as 2,6081,

The

t-value for this comparison was 4,17 which rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
4H0*

County chairpersons versus citypresidents.

This

comparison indicated that the county chairpersons had a
mean score of 1.6875 and the oity presidents a mean
score of 2,8286 with the computed t-value for the comparison
being 4,54 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
5H0t

City chairpersons versus countypresidents.

This

comparison indicated the mean score for city chairpersons
to be 1 ,3 1 2 5 and the mean score of county presidents as
2.6081,

The t-value for this comparison was 4,70 which

rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,05
level of significance.
6H0 f City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

indicated the mean score for oity chairpersons to be 1 ,3 1 2 5
and that of city presidents as 2,8286,

The t-value for
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this comparison was 5*33 which proved sufficient for the
rejection of the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value was insufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses*
2H0* County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated that the county chairpersons had a
mean score of 1 .6 8 7 5 and that the mean score for city
chairpersons was 1.3125.

The t-value for this comparison

was -1.46 which was insufficient for the rejection of the
null hypothesis of no difference indicating these two
groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward
the negotiability of item fifty-one.
7H0* City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed the mean score of oity presidents to
be 2,6 0 8 1 with a t-value of 0 ,8 2 which proved insufficient
for the rejection of the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating these two groups were in basic agreement in their
attitudes toward the negotiability of item fifty-one.
Data for item fifty-two.

Data for item fifty-two are displayed

in Table 5 2 , This item surveyed respondents with regard to their
attitudes toward the negotiability of annuity programs.

The data

gathered from respondents were subjected to a t-test to determine
If the seven null hypotheses formulated for this item should be
accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated significant

differences among the following groups*

Table 51
t-Test Analysis for Item Fifty-one

Item (51) . , . Negotiability of the content of summer school programs
Position

Mean

1H0* Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.6789
1.5625

2H0i County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.6875
1.3125

3H0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.6875
2,6081

4.17 *

4H0t County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.6875
2.8286

4.54 *

5H0* City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.3125
2.6081

4.70 *

6h 0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.3125
2.8286

5.33 *

7H0* City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.8286
2.6081

0,82

Null Hypotheses

t-Value
6.36 *
-1 M

lH0t Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated & mean Bcore of 2.5730 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1.7604 for the chairpersons.
The t-value computed for this comparison was 4,47 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
.05 level of significance,
3H0i County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indioated a mean score of I .7656 for the county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,6 7 5 7 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 4,12 which

rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5
level of significance,
4H0* County chairpersons verBUB city presidents.

This

comparison indicated the mean Bcore of county chairpersons
was I .7656 and that of oity presidents as 2.3714,

The

t-value for this comparison was 2,18 which rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
5H0: City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated the city chairpersons had a mean
score of 1 .750° and that the county presidents had a mean
score of 2.6757*

The t-value for this comparison was

3 .3 8 which proved sufficient for the rejection of the
null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value was insufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses!

2H0 i County chairpersons versus city chairpersons,

ThiB

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 ,7 6 5 6 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 1,75°° fo* the
city chairpersons.

The t-value for this comparison was

-0 ,0 6 which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item fifty-two,
6H0i City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1 ,7 5 0 0 for the city
chairpersons and one of 2.371** for the city presidents.
The computed t-value for this comparison was 1,90
which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating these two groups were In basic agreement in
their attitudes toward the negotiability of item fifty-two,
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean Bcore of 2,371** for city
presidents and a mean score of 2,6 7 5 7 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for thlB comparison was -1,06

which proved insufficient for the rejection of the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating these two groups
were in had e agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item fifty-two.
Data for item fifty-three. Data for item fifty-three are
displayed in Table 5 3 , This item surveyed respondents with regard
to their attitudes toward the negotiability of the development of a

Table 52
t-Test Analysis for Item Fifty-two

Item (52) . . . Negotiability of annuity programs
t-Value

Position

Mean

1H0j Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.5780
1.760**

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.7656

3H0: County chairpersons
County presidents

vb.

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.7656
2.6757

**.12 *

**H0i County chairpersons vs,
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.7656
2.371**

2.18 *

5H0t City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.7500
2.6757

3.38 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.7500
2.371**

1.90

7H0i City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.371**
2.6757

-1 .0 6

Null Hypotheses

* P < .05

**.**7 *
-0 .06

1.7500
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code of teacher ethics*

The data gathered from respondents were sub

jected to a t-test to determine If the seven null hypotheses
formulated for this Item should he accepted or rejected.

Results

of the t-test indicated significant differences among the following
groupsi
1H0: Total presidents versus total chairpersons. This
comparison indicated a mean score of 2.9083 for the
presidents and a mean score of 2 ,1^58 for the chairpersons
with a t-value of *+.77 which was sufficient to reject the
null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
3H0i County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean Bcore of 2,1563 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,878^ for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 3*59 which

rejeoted the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance,
4Hq i

County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2,1 5 6 3 for the county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2 ,971^ for the city
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 3 .6 8

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the ,0 5 level of significance,
5H0* City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean Bcore of 2,1250 for oity
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,878^ for county presidents

with a t-value of 2.89 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
6Hdj City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison showed the city chairpersons to have a mean
score of 2 .1 2 5 0 and the city presidents with a mean score
of 2.971*+• The t-value for this comparison was 3,19
which was sufficient for the rejection of the null
hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value was insufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses*
2H0* County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2 ,1 5 6 3 for county
chairpersons and one of 2,1 2 5 0 for city chairpersons.
The t-value for this comparison was -0,14- which failed
to reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
these two groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes
toward the negotiability of item fifty-three,
7H0* City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2 .971*+ for city
presidents and a mean score of 2 .878*+ for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 0.37 which

failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating theBe two groups were in hasio agreement in
their attitudes toward the negotiability of item
fifty-three.
Data for item fifty-four. Data for item fifty-four are displayed

Table 53
t-Test Analysis for Item Fifty-three

Item (53) . . . Negotiability of the development of a code of teacher ethics
t-Value

Null Hypotheses

Position

Mean

Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.9083
2.1*f58

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

2.1563
2.1250

3H0i County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

2.1563
2.878k

3.59 *

kHct County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.1563
2.97lk

3.68 *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

2.1250
2,878k

2.89 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

2.1250
2.971k

3.19 *

7H0* City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2,971k
2.878k

0.37

IHos

5Ho*

k.77 *
-0 .1k

* P<.05
208
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in Table 5^*

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of grievance procedures.

The

data gathered from respondents were subjected to a t-test to
determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated for this item
should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test Indicated

significant differences among the following groups *
1H0: Total presidents versuB total chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 3,3203 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1,9688 for the chairpersons.
The t-value for this comparison was 9,68 which rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
3H0i County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 2 ,0 3 1 3 for the county
chairpersons and a mean score of 3*351^ for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 8,07

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the ,0 5 level of significance,
4H0t County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2,0313 for the county
chairpersons and a mean score of 3.2857 for the oity
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 5*85

which rejeoted the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
5Ho*

City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1.8^38 for the city
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chairpersons and one of 3.3514 for the county presidents
with a t-value of 7 .1 6 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
6h o* City chairpersons versus oity presidents.

This

comparison indicated the mean score of city chairpersons
to be 1,8438 and that of oity presidents as 3.2857 with a
computed t-value of 5*34 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
The computed t-value was insufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses*
2H0* County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2 .0 3 1 3 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 1.8438 for the
city chairpersons.

The t-value of -0,80, computed for this

comparison, failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item fifty-four,
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city presidents was found to be 3*2857 with
that of county presidents being 3*3514.

The t-value for

this comparison was -0,34 which fhiled to reject the null
hypothesis indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item fifty-four.

Table &
t-Test Analysis for Item Fifty-four

Item (5*0 . . . Negotiability of grievance procedures
Position

Mean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.3303
1.9688

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

2.0313
1.8*38

-0.80

3H0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

2.0313
3.351*

8.07

County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.0313
3.2857

5.85 *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.8*38
3.351*

7.16 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.8*38
3.2857

5.3* *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.2857
3.3514

Null Hypotheses

5Ho*

t-Value
9.68 *

-0.3*
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Data for Item fifty-five. Data for Item fifty-five are displayed
in Table 55.

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of record keeping procedures.

The

data gathered from respondents were subjected to a t-test to
determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated for this item
should be accepted or rejected.

Desuits of the t-test indicated

significant differences among the following groups i
XH0i Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for the presidents was 2,7890 and the mean
Bcore for the chairpersons was 1,8229.
for this comparison was

The t-value

which rejected the null

hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
3H0: County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score for county
chairpersons to be 1.9375 and that of county presidents
as 2,82^3 with a t-value of 5.0^ which rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level of
significance,
^H0i County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1.9375 for the county
chairpersons and a mean Bcore of 2.71^3 for the city
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 3.66 which

rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance,
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1.5938 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2.8243 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 5*19

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the .0 5 level of significance.
6H0i City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

indicated a mean scare of 1.5938 for the city chairpersons
and a mean score of 2.7143 for the city presidents.
The t-value for this comparison was 4,01 which rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level
of significance.
The computed t-value was not sufficient for the rejeotion of
the following null hypotheses:
2H0: County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison showed the county chairpersons as having a
mean score of 1.9375 and the city chairpersons as having
a mean Bcore of 1.5938*

The t-value for this comparison

was -1,75 which failed to reject the null hypothesis
indicating these two groups were in "basic agreement in
their attitudes toward the negotiability of item fiftyfive,
7H0: City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2.7143 for the
city presidents and a mean Bcore of 2,8243 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was -0,45

which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no

difference indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item fifty-five.
Data for item fifty-six. Data for item fifty-six are displayed
in Table 5 6 . This item surveyed respondents with regard to their
attitudes toward the negotiability of priorities for budget
allocations.

The data gathered from respondents were subjected

to a t-test to determine if the seven null hypothesis formulated
for this item should be accepted or rejected,

Results of the t-test

indicated significant differences among the following groups:
2Hq: Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 2 ,9 2 6 6 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1,7083 for the chairpersons.
The t-value for this comparison was 7.98 which rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level
of significance,
3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The

comparison showed the mean Bcore for county chairpersons
to be 1 .7 6 5 6 and the mean score of the county presidents
as 2 .9 7 3 0 with a t-value of 6,49 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
4Hq: County chairpersons versuB city presidents.

This

comparison indioated a mean score of 1,7 6 5 6 for the
county chairpersons and a mean Bcore of 2,8286 for the
city presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was

Table 55
t-Test Analysis for Item Fifty-five

Item (55) . . . Negotiability of record keeping procedures
t-Value

Position

Hean

lH0t Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.7890
1.8229

2H0i County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.9375
1.5938

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.9375
2.82*6

5.0*f *

*fH0i County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.9375
2.71*6

3.66 *

5H0 1 City chairpersons vs,
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.5938
2.82*6

5.19 *

6h q: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.5938
2.71*6

^.01 *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.71*6
2.82*6

Null Hypotheses

6A5 *
-1.75

-0.*t5

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the .0 5 level of significance.
5H0i City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1.5938 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2 ,9 7 3 0 for the county
presidents with a t-value of 6,08 which rejeoted the
null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
6H0t City chairpersons versus oity presidents.

This comparison

indicated a mean score of 1,5938 for the city chairpersons
and a mean score of 2,8286 for the city presidents.

The

t-value for this comparison hub *K59 which rejected the
null hypothesis of no significance at the .0 5 level of
significance,
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses*
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of I .7656 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 1.5938 for city
chairpersons.

The t-value for this comparison was -0,75

which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability of
item fifty-six,
7H0* City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 2.8286 for the city
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presidents and a mean score of 2.9 7 3 0 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was -0 ,6 3

which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating these two groups were in basic agree
ment in their attitudes toward the negotiability of item
fifty-six.
Data for item fifty-seven. Data for item fifty-seven are
displayed in Table 57*

This item surveyed respondents with regard

to their attitudes toward the negotiability of teacher pensions,
retirement programs, and teacher sick pay.

The data gathered from

respondents were subjeoted to a t-test to determine if the seven
null hypotheses formulated for this item should be accepted or
rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated significant differences

among the following groups t
1H0* Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 3*1927 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1,6 9 7 9 for the chairpersons.
The t-value for this comparison was 10.14 which rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level
of significance,
3H0t County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison Indicated a mean score of I .7656 for the county
chairpersons and a mean score of 3,2027 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 8.14

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
.0 5 level of significance.

Table 56

t-Test Analysis for Item Fifty-six

Item (56) . . . Negotiability of priorities for budget allocations
t-Value

Position

Mean

1H0* Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.9266
1.7083

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.7656
1.5938

3H0t County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.7656
2.9730

6A 9 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.7656
2.8286

**.5** *

5H0t City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.5938
2.9730

6,08 *

6Hq: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1-5938
2.8286

**.59 *

7H0i City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.8286
2.9730

Null Hypotheses

* P<.05

7.98 *

-0.75

-O.6 3
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4h q j

Comity chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 1 ,7656 for the county
chairpersons and a mean score of 3.1714- for the city
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 5,48 which

rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance,
5H0: City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was I .5 6 2 5 and that of
county chairpersons was 3 ,2 0 2 7 with a t-value of 8 .8 5
which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
6Hc : City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1 ,5 6 2 5 and the mean
score for the city presidents was 3,1714,

The t-value

for this comparison was 5»97 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypothesest
2H0* County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1 ,7656 and that of
city chairpersons was 1 ,5 6 2 5 with a t-value of -0 ,7 9
which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating these two groups were in hasio
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item fifty-Beven.
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7H0 » City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 3*171*+ for city
presidents and a mean score of 3*2027 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was -0,17 which

failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating these two groups were in "basic agreement in their
attitudes toward the negotiability of item fifty-seven.
Data for item fifty-eight. Data for item fifty-eight are
displayed in Table 58.

This item surveyed respondents with regard to

their attitudes toward the negotiability of new school construction.
The data gathered from respondents were subjected to a t-test to
determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated for this item
should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated

significant differences among the following groupst
1H0 : Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2.3303 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1.6875 lor the chairpersons.
The t-value for this comparison was 3*89 which rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level
of significance,
3HQ t County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of l,6*f06 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2,2703 lor the
county presidents.

The t-value for thiB comparison

was 3*11 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the .0 5 level of significance.
4h 0 i

County chairpersons versus oity presidents.

This

Table 57

t-Test Analysis for Item Fifty-seven

Item (57) . . . Negotiability of teacher pensions, retirement programs, and teacher sick jay
Null Hypotheses

*

Position

Mean

t-Value

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.1927
1.6979

10.1** *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.7656
1.5625

-0.79

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.7656
3.2027

8.1** *

*ffl0t County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.7656
3.171**

5«**8 *

5H0* City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.5625
3.2027

8.85 *

6H0* City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.5625
3.171**

5.97 *

7H0i City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.171**
3.2027

-0.17

* P<.05
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comparison disclosed a mean score of 1 .6*106 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2.^571 for city
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison y &b 3.80 which

rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance.
6H0 j

City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 .7 8 1 3 for city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2.*1571 for the city
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 2.35 which

rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance.
The t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses1
2H0 t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1.6406 and that of
the city chairpersons was 1,7813.

The t-value for this

comparison was 0 .7 5 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating these two groups
were in hasic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item fifty-eight,
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 ,7 8 1 3 for oity
chairpersons and a mean score of 2 .2 7 0 3 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 1 ,7 6 which

failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating these two groups were In basic agreement in
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their attitudes toward the negotiability of item
fifty-eight,
7H0* City presidents versus county presidents.

This comparison

indicated a mean score of 2.^571 for city presidents and
a mean score of 2,2703 for the county presidents.

The

t-value for this comparison was 0 ,6 5 which failed to
reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
these two groups were in basic agreement in their
attitudes toward the negotiability of item fifty-eigjit.
Data for item fifty-nine. Data for item fifty-nine are displayed
in Table 59*

This item surveyed respondents with regard to the

negotiability of procedures for remodeling existing Bchool structures.
The data gathered from respondents were subjected to a t-test to
determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated for this item
should be accepted or rejected,

Results of the t-test indicated

significant differences among the following groupst
1H0! Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for the presidents was 2,3853 and that of the
chairpersons was 1,7813 with a t-value of 3,73 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance,
3H0t County chairpersons verBUB county presidents.

The mean

Bcore for county chairpersons was 1,7969 and that of
the county presidents was 2 .351^ with a t-value of 2,70
which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the ,0 5 level of significance.

Table 58
t-Test Analysis for Item Fifty-eight

Item (58) . * . Negotiability of new school construction
Null Hypotheses
1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Position

Mean

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.3303
1.6875

3.89 *

t-Value

2Ho:

County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1 t6ko6
1.7813

0.75

3Ho*

County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.6406
2,2703

3.11 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.6406
2.4571

3.80 *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.7813
2.2703

1.76

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.7813
2.4571

2.35*

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.4571
2.2703

0 .6 5

5&o*

* P <.05
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4H0t County chairpersons versuB city presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1 .7 9 6 9 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2.4571 for the
city presidents*

The t-value far this comparison was

2.24- which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
6H0* City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1 .7 5 0 0 and the mean
score for city presidents was 2,4571,

The t-value

for this comparison was 2.70 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
The computed t-value was insufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses*
2H0j County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The

mean score for county chairpersons was was 1 ,7 9 6 9 and
the mean score for city chairpersons was 1.7500 with
a computed t-value of -0.26 which failed to reject the
null hypothesis of no difference indicating the two
groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes
toward the negotiability of item fifty-nine,
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

This comparison

indicated a mean score of 2,4-571 for the city presidents
and a mean score of 2,3514 for city chairpersons.

The

t-value for this comparison was 0,37 which failed to
reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating

these two groups were in basic agreement in their
attitudes toward the negotiability of item fifty-nine.
Data for item sixty. Data for item sixty are displayed in
Table 60,

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of additions to older school
structures.
t-test

The data gathered from respondents were subjected to a

to determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated for this

item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-teBt

indicated significant differences among the following groupst
lH0t Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for total presidents was 2 ,339** and that of the
chairpersons was 1.6875.

The t-value for this comparison

uaB 4,03 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
3H0t County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1 ,6 5 6 3 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2 ,32*0 for county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 3,29 which

rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance.
**H0: County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

indicated a mean score of 1 ,6 5 6 3 for county chairpersons
and a mean score of 2,371** for city presidents.

The

t-value for this comparison was 3.28 which rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level of
significance.

Table 59

t-Test Analysis for Item Fifty-nine

Iten (59) • . . negotiability of procedures for remodeling existing school structures
Position

Mean

lH0t Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.3853
1.7813

2H0* County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.7969
1.7500

3H0i County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.7969
2.3514

2.70 *

4H0; County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.7969
2.4571

3.02 *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.7500
2.3514

2.24 *

6H0 i City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.7500
2.4571

2.70 *

7H0* City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.4-571
2.3514

0.37

Null Hypotheses

5^0*

*

5

t-Value
3.73 *
-0 .2 6

5Hc t City chairporsonB versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 ,7 5 0 0 for city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,3243 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 2.15

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the ,0 5 level of significance,
6H0 i

City chairpersons versuB city presidents.

This

comparison indicated that oity chairpersons had a mean
score of 1,75°0 and that the city presidents had a mean
score of 2,3714.

The t-value for this comparison was

2 .3 2 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value was insufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypotheses*
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1 ,6 5 6 3 for the county
chairpersons and a mean score of 1 ,7 5 0 0 for the city
chairpersons.

The t-value for this comparison was 0,53

which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference Indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item sixty,
7H0i City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2,3714 for the city
presidents and a mean score of 2,3243 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 0,l6
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which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating these two groups were in "basic agreement in
their attitudes toward the negotiability of item sixty.
Data for item sixty-one. Data for item sixty-one are displayed
in Table 6l,

This item surveyed respondents with regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of school referendum proposals.
The data gathered from respondents were subjected to a t-test to
determine if the seven null hypothesis formulated for this item
should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated

significant differences among the following groups*
1H0* Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 2,2^77 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1 ,6 9 7 9 for the chairpersons.
The t-value for this comparison was 3*02 which rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1*6719 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2,2568 for the
county presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was

2.55 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
JfH0t County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1.6719 fox' the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2,2286 for the
city presidents.

The t-value was 2,27 which rejected

Table 60
t-Test Analysis for Item Sixty

Item (60) . . . Negotiability of additions to older school structures
t-Value

Position

Mean

3H0* Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.3394
1.6875

4.03 *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.6563
1.7500

0.53

3»0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

I.6563
2.3243

3.29 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.6563
2.371^

3.28 *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.7500
2,3243

2 .1 5 *

6Hq: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.7500
2.3714

2.32 *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.3714
2.3243

0.16

Null Hypotheses

5*o*

* P<.05

the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level
of significance.
The computed t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of the
following null hypothesesi
2Hq i

County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1.6719 and that of
oity chairpersons was 1,7500,

The t-value for this

comparison was 0.54, insufficient for the rejection of
the null hypothesis of no difference indicating these
two groups were in haBlc agreement in their attitudes
toward the negotiability of item sixty-one.
5H0* City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1 .7 5 0 0 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,2568 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 1,68

which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability of
item sixty-one.
6hqi City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

dlsolosed a mean score of 1,7 5 0 0 for the city chairpersons
and mean score of 2.2286 for the city presidents.
The t-value was 1,59 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating these two groups
were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item sixty-one.
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7H0* City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 2,2286 for the
city presidents and a mean score of 2,2568 for the
county presidents.

The t-value for this comparison

was -0 ,0 9 which failed to reject the null hypothesis
of no difference indicating these two groups were in
basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item sixty-one.
Data for item sixty-two. Data for item sixty-two are displayed
in Table 62.

This item surveyed respondents with regard to the

negotiability of payroll deduction procedures.

The data gathered

from respondents were subjected to a t-test to determine if the
seven null hypothesis formulated for this item should be accepted
or rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated significant differences

among the following groups*
1H0* Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for the presidents was 2,981? and that of the chair
persons was 2,1875,

The t-value was 5,11 which rejected

the null hypothesis of no difference at the *05 level of
significance,
3H0t County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 2 .1 5 6 3 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 3*1081 for the
county presidents.

The t-value was 5*12 which rejected

the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.

Table 6l
t-Test Analysis far Item Sixty-one

Item (6l) , . , Negotiability of school referendum proposals
t-Value

Position

Mean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.2^77
1.6979

3.02 *

2H0* County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.6719
1.7500

0.3^

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.6719
2.2568

2.55 *

*fH0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.6719
2.2286

2.27 *

5H0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.7500
2.2568

1 .6 8

6H0 : City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.7500
2.2286

1.59

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.2286
2.2568

-0.09

Null Hypotheses

* P*<.05

*+H0! County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for county ohairpersons was 2 ,1 5 6 3 and that of the
city presidents was 2.71^3.

The t-valuefor this comparison

was 2 ,2 5 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
5Hot

City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The

comparison revealed a mean Bcore of 2 ,2 5 0 0 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 3.1081 for the county
presidents.

The t-value was 3*92 which rejected the null

hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
The computed t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of
the following null hypothesesi
2H0i County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The

comparison disclosed a mean score of 2 ,1 5 6 3 for the county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2 ,2 5 0 0 for the city
chairpersons.

The t-value for this comparison was O A l which

failed to reject the null hypothesis of no difference
indicating these two groups were in basic agreement in
their attitudes toward the negotiability of item sixty-two,
6H0j City chairpersons versus oity presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2 .2 5 0 0 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2 ,71^3 for the city
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 1 ,6 6 which

failed to reject the null hypotheses of no difference
indicating these two groups were in basic agreement in
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their attitudes toward the negotiability of item sixty-two*
7H0t City presidents versuB county presidents.

This comparison

revealed a mean score of 2.71^3 for the city presidents
and a mean Bcore of 3*1081 for the county presidents.
The t-value for this comparison was -1.68 which failed
to reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
these two groups were in basic agreement in their
attitudes toward the negotiability of item sixty-two.
Data for item Bixty-three, Data for item sixty-three are
displayed in Table 6 3 , This item surveyed respondents with regard
Q

to the negotiability of the school philosophy and objectives.

The

data gathered from respondents were subjected to a t-test to
determine If the Beven null hypotheses formulated for this
comparison should be accepted or rejeoted.

Results of the t-test

indicated significant differences among the following groups 1
1H0i Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 3*0092 for the
total presidents and a mean score of 2,0313 for the
total chairpersons.

The t-value was 6,59 which rejected

the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level
of significance,
3H0 t County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score of county chairpersons was 1.9219 and that of county
presidents was 3*0811*

The t-value was 6 ,3 0 which rejected

the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.

Table 62
t-Test Analysis far Item Sixty-two

Item (62) , . . Negotiability of payroll deductions procedures
t-Value

Position

Mean

!H0t Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.9817
2.1875

5.U *

2H0t County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

2.1563
2.2500

0>1

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

2.1563
3.1081

5.12 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

2.1563
2.71*0

2.25 *

5H0t City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

2.2500
3.1081

3.92 *

6H0s City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

2.2500
2.71*0

1 .6 6

7H0: City presidents vs.
Countv presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.71*0
3.1081

-1 .6 8

Null Hypotheses

* P<.05

4H0i County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 1.9219 for the county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,8571 for the city
presidents.

The computed t-value for this comparison

hub *f.!2 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2.2500 for the
city chairpersons and a mean score of 3.0811 for the
county presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was

3.79 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
6H0t City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 2.2500 for the oity
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,8571 for the city
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 2.^6

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the .0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of
the following null hypotheses*
2Hot

County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison revealed & mean score of 1.9219 for the county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2 ,2 5 0 0 far the city
chairpersons.

The t-value was 1.^5 which failed to

rejeot the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
these two groups were in basic agreement in their

attitudes toward the negotiability of item sixty-three,
7H0i City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 2.8571 for the city
presidents and a mean score of 3*0811 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was -1,02

which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item sixty-three.
Data for item sixty-four. Data for item sixty-four are
displayed in Table 6k.

This item surveyed respondents with regard

to their attitudes toward the negotiability of the teacher grading
system.

The data gathered from respondents were subjected to a

t-test to determine if the Beven null hypotheses formulated for
this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test

indicated significant differences among the following groups*
lH0t Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2,95^1 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1,8021 for the
chairpersons.

The t-value

wsb

7.06 which rejected the

null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
3H0i County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 1.6^06 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2 ,932^ for county
presidents.

The t-value was 6.19 which rejected the null

Table 63
t-Test Analysis for Item Sixty-three

Item (63) . . . negotiability of the school philosophy and objectives
Position

Mean

1H0: Total presidents vs*
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.0092
2.0312

6.59 *

2H0t County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.9219
2.2500

1.^5

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.9219
3.0811

6 .3 0 *

4Hc: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.9219
2.8571

k.12 *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

2.2500
3.0811

3.79 *

6H0* City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

2.2500
2.8571

2.**6 +

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.8571
3.0811

Hull Hypotheses

5Ho*
•

* P ^.05

t-Value

-1 .0 2

hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
4H0: County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison Indicated a mean score of 1.64o6 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 3,0 0 0 0 for the city
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 5*53

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the ,0 5 level of significance,
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for the city chairpersons was 2 ,1 2 5 0 and that
of the county presidents was 2.9324.

The t-value was

3 .3 1 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
6Hq: City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

disclosed a mean score of 2,1 2 5 0 for the city chairpersons
and a mean score of 3.0000 for the city presidents.

The

t-value was 3*51 which rejected the null hypothesis of
no difference at the .05 level of significance.
The computed t-value was not sufficient to reject the following
null hypotheseBt
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The

comparison indicated a mean score of 1,6406 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2 ,1 2 5 0 for the
city chairpersons with a t-value of 1 ,8 3 whioh failed
to reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
these two groups were in basic agreement in their

2*KL
attitudes toward the negotiability of item sixty-four.
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

This comparison

indicated a mean score of 3*0000 for the oity presidents
and a mean score of 2 ,932** for the county presidents.
The t-value was 0.30 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating these two groups
were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item sixty-four.
Data for Item sixty-five. Data for item sixty-five are
displayed in Table 6 5 . This item surveyed respondents with regard
to their attitudes toward the negotiability of methods used to
report student progress to parents.

The data gathered from

respondents were subjected to a t-test to determine if the Beven
null hypotheses formulated for this item should be accepted or
rejected.

Results of the t-teBt indicated significant differences

among the following groups:
1H0: Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score of the presidents was 3 .0367 and that of the chair
persons was 1,6771*

The t-value was 8 ,2 3 which rejected

the null hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level of
significance,
3H0: County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

Bcore for county chairpersons was 1 ,5 6 2 5 and for county
presidents was 2 .9865. The t-value was 6 .7 3 which rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level of
significance.

T&ble 64
t-Test Analysis for Item Sixty-four

Item (64-) . . . Negotiability of the teachers grading system
t-Value

Position

Mean

1H0* Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.9541
1.8021

7 .0 6 *

2H0 1 County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.6406
2.1250

1.83

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.6406
2.9324

6.19

4H0t County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.6406
3,0000

5.53 *

5I0* City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

2.1250
2.932**

3.31 *

6H0t City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

2.1250
3.0000

3.51 *

7Hct City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.0000
2.9324

O.30

Mull Hypotheses

* F < .05

2^3
4H0t County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The

• comparison revealed a mean score of 1 ,5 6 2 5 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 3.1^29 for city
presidents.

The t-value was 6,09 which rejected the

null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
5Ho*

City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1,9063 for the city
chairpersons and revealed a mean score of 2 ,9 8 6 5 for the
county presidents.

The t-value was 4.5^ which rejected

the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level
of significance,
6H0 : City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1,9063 for the
city chairpersons and a mean score of 3 •1^29 for the
city presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of
the following null hypothesest
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 ,5 6 2 5 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 1,9063 for the
city chairpersons.

The t-value was 1.25 which failed

to reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
these two groups were in "basic agreement in their

2¥t
attitudes toward the negotiability of item sixty-five.
7H0i City presidents versus county presidents.

This comparison

indicated a mean Bcore of 3 ,1^-29 for the city presidents
and a mean score of 2,9865 for the county presidents.
The t-value was 0 ,6 9 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating these two groups
were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item sixty-five.
Data for item sixty-six. Data for item sixty-six are displayed
in Table 6 6 . This item surveyed respondents with regard to their
attitudes toward the negotiability of travel allowance for school
business.

The data gathered from respondents were subjected to a

t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated for
this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test

indicated significant differences among the following groups:
1H0: Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 2 ,981? for the
presidents and a mean score of 1.6 9 7 9 for the
chairpersons with a t-value of 8 ,6 5 which rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level of
significance.
3H0t County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1.7 8 1 3 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 3 *09W

for county

presidents with a t-value 7,89 which rejected the null
hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level of significance.

Table 65
t-Test Analysis for Item Sixty-five

Item (65) , , . Negotiability of methods used to report student progress to parents
t-Value

Position

Mean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.0367
1.6771

8.23 *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.5625
1.9063

1.25

3H0* Comity chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.5625
2.9865

6.73 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.5625
3.1429

6 .0 9 *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.9063
2.9865

4.54*

6H0* City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

I.9063
3.1429

4,84 *

7H0i City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.1429
2.9865

O.69

Hull Hypotheses

5*o*

* P^.O5
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4Hq: County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The

comparison indicated a mean score of 1,7813 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2,7429 for the
city presidents.

The t-value for thiB comparison was

3 ,8 7 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
5H0 j City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1 .5 3 1 3 and the mean
score for county presidents was 3,0946 with a t-value
of 8,02 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
6h0i City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1,5313 and that of
city presidents waB 2,7429.

The t-value for this

comparison was 4,11 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value was not sufficient for the rejection
of the following null hypotheses:
2H0: County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1,7813 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 1 ,5 3 1 3 for the
city chairpersons.

The t-value was -1,11 which failed

to reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
these two groups were in basic agreement in their
attitudes toward the negotiability of item sixty-six.
7Hq: City presidents versus county presidents,

This comparison

2k?
indicated a mean score of 2 .7^29 for city presidents
and a mean score of 3,09^6 for county presidents.

The

t-value was -1 .6 0 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating the two groups
were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item sixty-six.
Data for item sixty-seven. Data for item sixty-seven are
displayed in Table 6 7 , This item surveyed respondents with regard
to their attitudes toward the negotiability of attendance at
professional meetings.

The data gathered from respondents were

subjected to a t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses
formulated for this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results

of the t-test indicated significant differences among the
following groups*
1H0* Total preBidentb versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for the presidents was 3,0917 and for the
chairpersons was 1.9^79, with a t-value of 8,08 which
rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance,
3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1,8750 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 3,1081 for the
county presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was

7,02 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance,

^H0t County chairpersons versus city presidents. The comparison

Tattle 66

t-Test Analysis for Item Sixty-six

Iten (66) . . . Negotiability of travel allowance for school "business
t-Value

Position

Mean

1H0i Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.9817
1.6979

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.7813
1.5313

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.7813
3.0946

7.89 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.7813
2.7^29

3.87 *

5H0x City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.5313
3.0946

8 .0 2 *

6H0t City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.5313
2.7429

4.11 *

7H0t City presidents vs.
Countv -presidents

City presidents
County -presidents

2.7429
3.0946

Null Hypotheses

* f <.05

8 .6 5 *
-1 .1 1

-1 .6 0

revealed a mean score 1.8750 for the county chairpersons
and a mean score of 3.0571 for the olty presidents.

The

t-value for this comparison was 5.12 which rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
5H0 t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This comparison

disclosed a mean Bcore of 2.0938 for city chairpersons
and one of 3*1081 for the county presidents.

The t-value

was 5,16 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
6H0: City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 2,0938 and the mean
score for city presidents was 3,0571 with a t-value of
01 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value was not sufficient for the rejection
of the following null hypothesest
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1.8750 for county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,0938 for the city
chairpersons, with a t-value of 0,96 which failed to
reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
the two groups were in hasio agreement in their attitudes
toward the negotiability of item sixty-seven.
7H0i City presidents versus county presidents.

The comparison

indloated a mean score of 3,0571 for the city presidents
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and a mean score of 3,1081 for the county presidents.
The t-value was -0,25 which failed to reject the null
hypotheses of no difference which indicated the two
groups were in "basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item sixty-seven.
Data for item sixty-eight. Data for item sixty-eight are
displayed in Table 68.

This item surveyed respondents with regard

to their attitudes toward the negotiability of the number of faculty
meetings per year.

The data gathered from respondents were subjected

to a t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated
for this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of the t-test

indicated significant differences among the following groupst
1H0« Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for the presidents was 2.5780 and the mean score
for the chairpersons was 1.6875.

The t-value for this

comparison was 5*33 which rejected the null hypothesis of
no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
3H0 * County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean Bcore of 1.5781 for the
county presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was

6,^2 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance.
**H0t County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1*5781 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2,171^ for the
city presidents.

The t-value was 2.27 which rejected

Tame 67
t-Test Analysis for Item Sixty-seven

Item (67) , , . Negotiability of attendance at professional meetings
t-Value

Position

Mean

1H0* Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3.0917
1.9^79

8.08 *

2H0t Comity chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.8750
2.0938

0.96

3H0i County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.8750
3.1081

7.02 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.8750
3.0571

5.12 *

5H0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

2.0938
3.1081

5.16 *

6H0 j City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

2.0938
3.0571

4-.01 *

7H0* City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

3.0571
3.1081

Null Hypotheses

* P^.05

-0 .2 5

the null hypothesis of no difference at the .0 5 level
of significance,
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 1 ,9 0 6 3 for the
city chairpersons and a mean score of 2,7703 for the city
presidents.

The t-value was J,68 which rejected the

null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
7Hq j

City presidents versus county presidents.

This comparison

indicated a mean score of 2.1?l4 for the city presidents
and a mean Bcore of 2,7703 for the county presidents.
The t-value was -2,30 which 1 ejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value was not sufficient for the rejection of
the following null hypotheses*
2H0* County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1,5781 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 1 ,9 0 6 3 for the
city chairpersons.

The t-value was 1.42 which failed

to reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
thebs two groups were in basic agreement in their
attitudes toward the negotiability of item sixty-eight,
6h0* City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of I .9063 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,1714- for the city
presidents.

The t-value was 0,81 which failed to reject
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the null hypothesis of no difference indicating theBe
two groups were In basic agreement in their attitudes
toward the negotiability of item sixty-eight.
Data for item sixty-nine. Data for item sixty-nine are
displayed in Table 6 9 , This item surveyed respondents with regard
to their attitudes toward the negotiability of the length of
faculty meetings.

The data gathered from respondents were subjected

to a t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses formulated
for this item should be accepted or rejected.

Desuits of the

t-test indicated significant differences among the following groups:
!H0t Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The

comparison Indicated a mean score of 2.^+495 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1,6 7 7 1 for the chairpersons.
The t-value was 4,40 which rejected the null hypothesis of
no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
3H0 : County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 ,5 6 2 5 f w the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2,5811 for the
county presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was

4,97 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
4H0t County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 1 ,5 6 2 5 for the county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,1714 for the city
presidents.

The t-value was 2.24 which rejected the null

hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.

Table 68
t-Test Analysis for Item Sixty-eight

Item (68) . . . Negotiability of the number of faculty meetings per year
t-Value

Position

Kean

1H0i Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.5780
1.6875

5.33*

2H0i County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.5781
1.9063

1.42

3H0: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.5781
2.7703

6.42 *

too:

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.5781
2.1714

2.27 *

5H0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1,9063
2.7703

3.68 *

6Hq: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.9063
2,1714

0.81

7Ho:

City presidents
County presidents

2.1714
2.7703

-2 .3 0

Null Hypotheses

County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City presidents vs.
County presidents

* P< . 0 5

5H0| City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The

comparison revealed a mean soore of 1,9 0 6 3 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,3811 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 2,65

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the ,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value did not prove sufficient for the
rejection of the following null hypotheses*
2H0* County chairpersons versus oity chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 ,5 6 2 5 for the county
chairpersons and a mean score of 1 ,9 0 6 3 for the oity
chairpersons.

The t-value was l.**l which failed to

reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
the two groups were in basic agreement in their attitudes
toward the negotiability of item sixty-nine.
6H0* City chairpersons versus city presidents.

The comparison

revealed a mean score of I .9063 for the city chairpersons
and a mean score of 2,171** for the city presidents.

The

t-value was 0,81 which failed to reject the null
hypothesis of no difference indicating the two groups
were in basic agreement in their attitudes toward the
negotiability of item sixty-nine,
7H0i City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 2 .171** for oity
presidents and a mean score of 2,5811 for the county
presidents.

The t-value was -l.**8 which failed to reject

the null hypothesis of no difference indicating the
two groups were in "basic agreement in their attitudes
toward the negotiability of item sixty-nine.
Data for item seventy. Data for item seventy are displayed
in Table 70,

This item surveyed respondents Kith regard to their

attitudes toward the negotiability of procedures to deal with
negotiations impasse.

The data gathered from respondents were

subjected to a t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses
formulated for this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results

the t-test indicated significant differences among the following
groups1
lH0t Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 3,0642 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1.4375 for the
chairpersons.

The t-value was 10.77 which rejected the

null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
2H0* County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean Bcore of 1.2813 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 1 .7 5 0 0 for the
city chairpersons. The t-value was 2.18 which rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level
of significance,
3H0i County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison showed the mean score of county chairpersons
to be 1,2813 and that of county presidents as 3 .1351 ,

Table 69
t-Test Analysis far Item Sixty-nine

Iten (69) . . , Negotiability of the length of faculty meetings
Position

Mean

1H0s Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.^95
1.6771

4.40 *

2Hq*

County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.5625
1.9063

1,41

3H0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.5625
2.5811

4.97 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.5625
2.171*+

2.24 *

5H0t City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.9063
2.5811

2 .6 5 *

6H0* City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1,9063
2.171*+

0.81

7H0r City presidents vs.
Countv nresidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.1714
2.5811

-1.48

Hull Hypotheses

* P<.05

t-Value

The t-value was 10,29 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
4H0t County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 ,2 8 1 3 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2 .9143 for the
city presidents.

The t-value was 7.2*1 which rejected the

null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
5Hd i
u

City chairpersons versus county presidents.
t

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 1 ,7 5 0 0 for the
city chairpersons and a mean score of 2 .914-3 for the
county presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was

6 ,1 3 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance.
6Hot

City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This comparison

revealed a mean score of 1 ,7 5 0 0 for the city chairpersons
and a mean score of 2,914-3 for the city presidents.

The

t-value for this comparison was 4,22 which proved
sufficient for the rejection of the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value did not prove sufficient for the rejection
of null hypothesis seven,
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

This comparison

revealed a mean score of 2,9143 for the city presidents
and a mean score of 3,1351 for the county presidents.
t-value for this comparison was -0,95 which failed to

The

reject the null hypothesis of no difference indicating
these two groups were in basic agreement in their
attitudes toward the negotiability of item seventy.
Data for item seventy-one. Data for item seventy-one are
displayed in Table 71*

This item surveyed respondents with regard

to their attitudes toward the negotiability of financial reimburse
ment for additional college work.

The data gathered from

respondents were subjected to a t-test to determine if the seven
null hypotheses formulated to this item should be accepted or
rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated significant differences

among the following groups:
1H0: Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for the presidents was 2.7706 and the mean score
of the chairpersons was 1,7500*

The t-value for this

comparison was 6,11 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
3H0i County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean scorn of 1.7168 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2.7973 for the
county presidents.

The t-value for the comparison was

5*64' which proved sufficient for the rejection of the
null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
4h c* County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1,7188 for the
county chairpersons and a mean Bcore of 2,7143 for the

Table 70
t-Test Analysis for Item Seventy

Item (70) , . . Negotiability of procedures to deal with negotiations impasse
Null Hypotheses

Position

Mean

t-Value

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

3 .06*f2
1.^375

10.77 *

2Hot

County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.2813
1.7500

2.18 *

3H0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.2813
3.1351

10.29 *

*+H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.2813
2.91*0

7.2*t- *

City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.7500
3.1351

6 .1 3 *

6H0t City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.7500
2.91*0

*f.32 *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.91^3
3.1351

5&o*

* P <.05

-0.95

city presidents.

The t-value was if,00 which rejected the

null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance,
5Hct City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The

comparison revealed a mean score of 1,8125 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,7973 for the county
presidents.

The t-value was 3,84 which rejected the

null hypothesis at the ,0 5 level of significance,
6h 0 i

City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1,8125 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,71*+3 for the city
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 2.7*+ which

rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance.
The computed t-value did not prove sufficient for the
rejection of the following null hypotheBest
2H0t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The

comparison indicated a mean score of .1,7188 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 1,8125 for the
city chairpersons.

The t-value for this comparison

was 0,4-5 which failed to reject the null hypothesis of
no difference indicating these two groups were in "basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item seventy-one.

7H0i City presidents versus county presidents. This
comparison indicated a mean score of 2.7143 for the city
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presidents and a mean score of 2,7973 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was -0,30

which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference Indicating these two groups were in ‘basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item seventy-one.
Data for item seventy-two. Data for item seventy-two are
displayed in Table 72.

This item surveyed respondents with regard

to their attitudes toward the negotiability of life insurance
for teaching personnel.

The data gathered from respondents were

subjected to a t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses
formulated for this item should be aocepted or rejected,

Results

of the t-test indicated significant differences among the
following groups*
1H0* Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The

comparison indicated a mean score of 2.8165 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1.7708 for the
chairpersons with a t-value of 6 ,2 6 which rejected the
null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level of
significance.
3H0 * County chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for county chairpersons was 1.6719 and the mean
score for the county presidents was 2,9189,

The t-value

was 6,22 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the ,0 5 level of significance.
JfHo* County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

Table 71
■t-Test Analysis for Itea Seventy-one

Item (?l) . . . negotiability of financial reimbursement for additional college work
Position

Kean

1H0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.7706
1.7500

6.11 *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.7188
1.8125

0 .45

3H0t County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.7188
2.7973

5.6**-*

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.7188
2.7143

4.00 *

5H0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.8125
2.7973

3.84 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
Cltr uresidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.8125
2.71*6

2.74 *

7Hot

City presidents
County presidents

2.71*6
2.7973

Null Hypotheses

City presidents vs.
County presidents

t-Value

-0.30

comparison indicated a mean score of 1,6719 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2 ,6 0 0 0 for the
city presidents.

The t-value was 3,57 which rejected

the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level
of significance,
5Hot

City chairpersons versus county presidents.

The mean

score for city chairpersons was 1 ,9 6 8 8 and that of county
presidents was 2.9189*

The t-value was 3,92 which

rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5
level of significance,
6H 0 i

City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 1 ,9 6 8 8 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2 ,6 0 0 0 for the city
presidents with a computed t-value of 2,11 whioh rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level
of significance.
The computed t-value did not prove sufficient for the
rejection of the following null hypotheses!
2H0i County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

The

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1,6719 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 1 ,9 6 8 8 for the
city chairpersons;

The t-value for this comparison was

1,17 which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item seventy-two.
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7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 2 ,6 0 0 0 for the
city presidents and a mean score of 2 ,9 1 8 9 for the
county presidents.

The t-value for this comparison

was -1 ,2 9 which flailed to reject the null hypothesis of
no difference indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitude toward the negotiability
of item seventy-two.
Data for item seventy-three. Data for item seventy-three
are displayed in Table 73,

ThiB item surveyed respondents with

regard to their attitudes toward the negotiability of professional
liability insurance for school personnel.

The data gathered from

respondents were subjected to a t-test to determine if the seven
null hypotheses formulated for this item should be accepted or
rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated significant differences

among the following groups i
1H0i Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison revealed a mean scare of 2 ,9 2 6 6 for the
presidents and a mean Bcore of 1,8021 for the chairpersons.
The t-value for this comparison was 6 ,5 8 which rejected
the null hypothesis of no difference at the ,0 5 level
of significance.
3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 .7 1 8 8 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 3.0000 for the
county presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was

Table 72
t-Test Analysis for Item Seventy-two

Item (72) . . • Negotiability of life insurance for teaching personnel
Position

Kean

TK0: Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.8165
1.7708

6.26 *

2H0t County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.6719
1.9688

1.17

3H0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.6719
2.9189

6.2 2 *

4H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.6719
2.6000

3.57 *

5H0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.9688
2.9189

3.92 *

6H0x City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.9688
2.6000

2.11 *

7Ho*

City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.6000
2.9189

*

.05

Null Hypotheses

t-Value

-1.29

6,18 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
4Hd: County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a ne&n score of 1,7188 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2,771^ for the
city presidents, The t-value computed for -thiB
comparison was 3*75 which rejected the null hypothesis of
no difference at the ,0 5 level of significance,
5H0i City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1 ,9 6 8 8 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 3 ,0 0 0 0 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 4,*fl

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance,
6h0* City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1 ,9 6 8 8 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,771^ for the city
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 2,66

whioh rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value proved insufficient for the rejection
of the following null hypotheBesi

2H0* County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1,7188 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 1 ,9 6 8 8 for the
city chairpersons.

The t-value for this comparison was

0.91 which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item Beventy-three,
7H0t City presidents vs. county presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 2,7714 for the city
presidents and a mean score of 3*0000 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was -0,95

which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item seventy-three.
Data for item seventy-four. Data for item seventy-four are
displayed in Table 74,

This Item surveyed respondents with regard

to their attitudes toward the negotiability of workmen's compensation
insurance for teaching personnel.

The data gathered from respondents

were subjected to a t-test to determine if the seven null hypotheses
formulated for this item should be accepted or rejected.

Results of

the t-test indicated significant differences among the following
groupst
lH0t Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

This

comparison indicated a mean Bcore of 2.7248 for the
presidents and a mean score of 1.9375 f w the
chairpersons.

The t-value for this comparison was 4,46

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at the
,0 5 level of significance.

Table 73
t-Test Analysis for Item Seventy-three

Item (73) • • • Negotiability of professional liability insurance for teaching personnel
Position

Mean

1H0* Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.9266
1.8021

6.58 *

2H0* County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.7188
1.9688

0.91

3H0* County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.7188
3.0000

6.18 *

**H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.7188
2.771**

3.75 *

5H0* City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.9688
3.0000

4.4-1 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.9688
2.771**

2 .6 6 *

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.771**
3.0000

Null Hypotheses

* P <.05

t-Value

-0,95

3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1.9219 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2,7162 for the
county presidents.

The t-value for the comparison was

3 ,6 0 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the .0 5 level of significance,
4H0: County chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 1.9219 for the county
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,74-29 for the city
presidents.

The t-value for the comparison was 3,19

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance.
5H0t City chairpersons versus county presidents,

ThlB

comparison indicated a mean score of 1,9688 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2.7162 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 2,70

which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the .0 5 level of significance.
6H0* City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 1 ,9 6 8 8 for the city
chairpersons and a mean
presidents.

bcotb

of 2,74-29 for the city

The t-value for this comparison was 2,61

whioh rejected the null hypothesis of no difference at
the ,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value proved insufficient for the rejection
of the following null hypotheses:
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2H0i County chairpersons versus oity chairpersons,

ThiB

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1.9219 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 1,9 6 8 8 for the
city chairpersons.

The t-value for this comparison

was 0 ,1 9 which failed to reject the null hypothesis of
no difference indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item seventy-four,
7H0 i City presidents ver&UB county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 2,7^29 for the city
presidents and a mean score of 2.7162 for the county
chairpersons.

The t-value for this comparison was 0,10

which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating these two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item seventy-four.
Data for item seventy-five. Data for item seventy-five are
displayed in Table 75 • This item surveyed respondents with regard
to their attitudes toward the negotiability of a tax-sheltered
annuities program for teaching personnel.

The data gathered from

respondents were subjected to a t-test to determine if the seven
null hypotheses formulated for this item should be accepted or
rejected.

Results of the t-test indicated significant differences

among the following groups 1

1H0* Total presidents versus total chairpersons.

The mean

score for the presidents was 2,5596 and the mean score

Table 7*f
t-Test Analysis for Item Seventy-four

Item (7*0 . . . Negotiability of workmen's compensation insurance for teaching personnel
t-Value

Position

Kean

m 0t Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.72*18
1*9375

b.H6 *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.9219
1.9688

0 .19

3H0t County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.9219
2.7162

3.6o *

^H0: County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.9219
2.7^29

3.19*

5H0: City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.9688
2.7162

2 .7 0 *

6Hg: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.9688
2.7^29

2.61 *

7H0s City presidents vs.
Countv presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.7^29
2.7162

0.10

Null Hypotheses

* P ^.05

for the chairpersons was 1.7083.

The t-value for this

comparison was 4,56 which rejected the null hypothesis
of no difference at the .0 5 level of significance.
3H0* County chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison indicated a mean score of 1.5781 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2.5811 for the
county presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was

4.30 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance,
4Hq : County chairpersons versus city presidents.

The

comparison indicated a mean score of 1.5781 for the
county chairpersons and a mean score of 2.51^3 for the
city presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was

3.44 which rejected the null hypothesis of no
difference at the .0 5 level of significance.
5H0: City chairpersons versus county presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 1 ,9 6 8 8 for the
city chairpersons and a mean score of 2.5811 for the
county presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was

2,11 which rejected the null hypothesis of no difference
at the ,0 5 level of significance.
The computed t-value did not prove sufficient for the
rejection of the following null hypotheses»
2H0 t County chairpersons versus city chairpersons.

ThiB

comparison disclosed a mean score of 1,5781 for the
county chairpersons and a mean seore of I.9688 for the
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city chairpersons.

The t-value for this comparison was

1 .5 0 which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating the two groups were in "basic agree
ment in their attitudes toward the negotiability of
item seventy-five,
6H0 i

City chairpersons versus city presidents.

This

comparison revealed a mean score of 1 ,9 6 8 8 for the city
chairpersons and a mean score of 2,514-3 for the city
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was 1.77

which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating the two groups were in "basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of Item seventy-five,
7H0t City presidents versus county presidents.

This

comparison disclosed a mean score of 2.5143 for the city
presidents and a mean score of 2,5811 for the county
presidents.

The t-value for this comparison was -0,23

which failed to reject the null hypothesis of no
difference indicating the two groups were in basic
agreement in their attitudes toward the negotiability
of item seventy-five.

Table 75

t-Teet Analysis for Item Seventy-five

Item (75) • • • Negotiability of a tax-sheltered annuities program for teaching personnel
Null Hypotheses

Position

Mean

lH0t Total presidents vs.
Total chairpersons

Total presidents
Total chairpersons

2.5596
1.7083

4.56 *

2H0: County chairpersons vs.
City chairpersons

County chairpersons
City chairpersons

1.5781
1.9688

1.50

3HC: County chairpersons vs.
County presidents

County chairpersons
County presidents

1.5781
2.5811

l*.30 *

^ 0 * County chairpersons vs.
City presidents

County chairpersons
City presidents

1.5781
2.511*3

3.1(4 *

5Ho*. City chairpersons vs.
County presidents

City chairpersons
County presidents

1.9688
2.5811

2,11 *

6H0: City chairpersons vs.
City presidents

City chairpersons
City presidents

1.9688
2.511*3

1.77

7H0: City presidents vs.
County presidents

City presidents
County presidents

2.511*3
2.5811

-0.23

*

.05

t-Value

Summary

The problem of this study Mas to analyse those items in
educational negotiations that were viewed by Kentucky school board
chairpersons and Kentucky teacher association presidents as negotiable
or non-negotiable and, therefore, not subject to a negotiations
process.

To facilitate this objective, an opinionnalre, divided

Into three sections, was developed and distributed to 176 Kentucky
school board chairpersons and 176 Kentucky teacher association
presidents representing the total population for both groups within
the state.

These chosen populations created the possibility of data

analyses in regard to the following seven group comparisons t
(l) total presidents versus total presidents, (2) county chairpersons
versus city chairpersons, (3 ) county chairpersons versus county
presidents, (4) county chairpersons versus city presidents,
(5) city chairpersons versus county presidents, (6) city chairpersons
versus city presidents and, (7 ) city presidents
presidents.

votsub

county

For perspective and direction a null hypothesis of no

difference was formulated for these seven comparisons with regard to
each of the sixty-eight items found in divisions two and three of the
opinionnalre.

Data from the respondents were subjected to a t-test

to ascertain the need for either the acceptance or rejection of
the expressed null hypotheses,

A t-value of at least 1.98 was

needed for the rejection of the null hypotheses and to ascertain that
there was a significant difference between the means of the two
groups,

A t-value of less than 1.98 called for the acceptance of the
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null hypotheses and the acceptance that there was no significant
difference between the means of the tested groups,

A significance

level of ,0 5 was the basis for the rejection of the null hypotheses.
Data for these comparisons came from 205 respondents who returned
their oplnionnaires.

This return of opinionnaires represented

58,2 percent of the total population.
Data gathered from respondents in regard to the items listed
in section one of the opinionnalre suggested the following!
(1) Desponding teacher association presidents represented
school districts where 91.7 percent of the teachers were members
of the Kentucky Education Association and the National Education
Association,

The school board chairpersons Indicated that 6k,6

percent of the teachers in their school districts held Joint
membership in the Kentucky Education Association and the National
Education Association.
(2 ) Teacher association presidents were primarily younger
representatives with 8 8 .9 percent falling within an age range
between 20 and 4-9 years of age.
(3 ) The majority of Kentucky school board chairpersons fell
within an age range between 40 and 59 years of age.

This represented

6 5 .6 percent of the total respondents for this group,
(k) In regard to sex, it was discovered that 50.5 percent
of the teacher association presidents were males while 49,5
percent of this group were females,
(5)

Ninety-three or 9 6 .9 percent of the school board

respondents were males, while 3 or 3,1 percent were females.
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(6) The majority of school hoard chairpersons represented
school districts with a student enrollment that fell between 301
and 5,000,

This group represents 83.3 percent of the total

respondents,
(7) The majority of teacher association presidents listed
their teaching experience as falling within a range between 2 and
20 years.

Eighty-one indicated this range, which represented 91.7

percent of the total respondents,
(6) The school board chairpersons Indicated that the majority
of their group fell within an experience range between 2 and 15
years.

Seventy-three chairpersons made this response to the

opinionnalre item and thiB represented 7^*1 percent of the total
respondents,
(9) Chairperson responses Indicated that 9^.8 percent of the
school districts represented by these respondents did not have a
negotiated contract, while 5*2 percent did,
(10) One hundred and five teacher association presidents
indicated they represented school districts in which there was no
negotiated contract.

Four or 3*7 percent indicated that their

districts did have a negotiated contract.
The format of this study called for seven comparison for each
sixty-eight items in sections two and three of the opinionnalre.
The mean scores of each comparison were subjected to a t-test for
either acceptance or rejection of the null hypotheses formulated for
each of the items in these two sections.
is represented by the following*

Summary of these comparison
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(1) Data for the comparison of the total presidents and the
total chairpersons indicated the acceptance of only one of sixtyeight null hypotheses formulated for this comparison.

Item nine

represented the only item on which agreement was reached.

Both groups

disagreed with the concept that the American Federation of Teaohers
could best acquire the benefits and salaries desired by the
teachers of Kentucky,
(2) Data for the comparison of county chairpersons and city
chairpersons indicated the acceptance of Bixty of the sixty-eight
null hypotheses formulated for these two groups.

The eight

null hypotheses rejected in this comparison are represented by the
following*

(a) Item nine.

County chairpersons and city chairpersons

were opposed to the American Federation of Teachers representing
Kentucky teachers with the county chairpersons opposing the concept
to a much greater extent than did city chairpersons,
twelve.

(b) Item

Both groups saw professional harmony between teachers and

administrative personnel being weakened once organized negotiations
are begun, but with city chairpersons demonstrating a much higher
mean score for this item than did county chairpersons,
sixteen.

(c) Item

County chairpersons and city chairpersons opposed the

negotiability of the selection and scheduling of extension classes
but with county chairpersons opposing the concept to a much greater
extent than did city chairpersons,

(d) Item thirty-four, Both

groups opposed the negotiability of the school vacation schedule but
where the city chairpersons opposed the concept to a much greater
extent than did county chairpersons,

(e) Item thirty-five.
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Both groups opposed the negotiability of the assignment of non
teaching teacher duties but with city chairpersons opposed to
the concept to a much greater extent than were county chairpersons.
(f) Item forty-seven.

Both groups were opposed to the negotiability

of the transfer of administrators within the school ByBtem with the
city chairpersons opposed to the concept to a much greater extent
than were county chairpersons,

(g) Item forty-eight.

Both groups

were opposed to the negotiability of the formulation of the school
calendar with the county chairpersons opposed to the concept to a
much greater extent than were city chairpersons,

(h) Item seventy.

Both groups opposed the negotiability of procedures to deal with
negotiations impasse but with city chairpersons opposed to the
concept to a much greater extent than were county chairpersons,
(3)

The comparison of the mean scores for county chairpersons

with the mean scores for county presidents revealed that the two
groups reached agreement on only two of sixty-eight items.

Null

hypotheses formulated for items nine and thirty-three were not
rejected.

Both groups opposed the idea of the Amerioan Federation

of Teachers representing Kentuoky teachers and both groups were
opposed to negotiating dresB codes for Kentucky school children.

The

other sixty-six null hypotheses formulated for this comparison were
rejected at the ,0 5 level of significance.
(**) The comparison of county chairpersons and city presidents
called for the rejection of sixty-five of sixty-eight formulated
null hypotheses.

These three exceptions were:

(a) Item nine.

Both groups were opposed to the American Federation of Teachers
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representing Kentucky teachers,

(h) Item thirteen.

Both groups

were opposed to teacher strikes to increase salaries and benefits,
(c) Item twenty-four.

Both groups opposed the negotiability of

the employment of teachers.
(5) City chairpersons versus county presidents represented a
comparison in which sixty-two of sixty-eight null hypotheses
formulated for this comparison were rejected.

Mull hypotheses which

failed to be rejected were for the following items1

(a) Mine, Both

groups opposed the idea of the American Federation of Teachers
representing Kentucky teacherB,

(b) Thirty-three,

Both groups

opposed the idea of negotiating dress codes for Kentucky school
children,

(c) Forty-five,

Both groups opposed the negotiability

of the employment of administrative personnel,

(d) Forty-seven,

Both groups opposed the negotiability of the transfer of administrators
within the school system,

(e) Fifty-eight,

negotiability of new school construction,

Both groups opposed the
(f) Sixty-one,

Both

groups opposed the concept of negotiating school referendum
proposals.
(6) City chairpersons versus city presidents represented a
comparison in which fifty-seven of sixty-eight null hypotheses were
rejected.

The null hypotheses which failed to be rejected were for

the following items 1

(a) Item nine.

Both groups opposed the idea

of the American Federation of Teaohers representing Kentucky teachers,
(b) Item thirteen.

Both groups opposed teacher strikes as a means

of gaining benefits for Kentucky teachers,

(c) Item twenty-four.

Both groups opposed the negotiability of the employment of teachers.

(d) Item thirty-three.

Both groups opposed the negotiability of

dress codes for Kentucky school children,

(e) Item forty-seven.

Both

groups opposed the negotiability of the transfer of administrators
within the school system,

(f) Fifty-two,

Both groups opposed

the negotiability of annuity programs for teachers,

(g) Sixty-one,

Both groups opposed the negotiability of school referendum proposals,
(h) Item sixty-two.

Both groups opposed the negotiability of payroll

deductions procedures,

(i) Item sixty-eight.

Both groups opposed

the negotiability of the number of faculty meetings per year.
(j) Item sixty-nine.

Both groups opposed the negotiability of the

length of faculty meetings,

(k) Item Beventy-five,

Both groups

opposed the negotiability of tax-sheltered annuities for teaching
personnel,
(7)

City presidents versus county presidents represented a

comparison in which sixty-two of sixty-eight null hypotheses
formulated for this comparison were accepted.
were rejected in regard to the following items*

Six null hypotheses
(a) Item thirteen.

Both groups opposed teacher strikes, but with city presidents
showing a lower mean score than county presidents,
twenty-three.

(b) Item

The county presidents favored the negotiability of the

firing of non-tenured personnel and city presidents opposed the
concept,

(e) Item twenty-four.

County presidents favored the

negotiability of the employment of teachers and the city presidents
opposed the concept,

(d) Item thirty-one.

Both groups favored the

negotiability of the formulation of the student handbook but with
the city presidents favoring the negotiability of this item to a much

greater extent than did county presidents,

(e) Item forty-three.

Both groups favored the negotiability of personal leave, tout the
city presidents favored the negotiability of thiB item to a greater
extent than did county presidents,

(f) Item sixty-eight.

County

presidents favored the negotiability of the number of faculty
meetings per year Kith the city presidents opposing this concept.

Chapter

5

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary

The school systems of America, like many other social
institutions of thlB nation, have increased in size and complexity.
ThiB growth pattern may offer partial explanation for the communication
breakdowns that have become a reality among teachers, administrators,
and school boards in many of the school distriots of this nation.
One method employed by teachers in an effort to gain improved
communications has been that of collective negotiations.

Collective

negotiations are spreading rapidly into the school districts of the
United States.

Teachers are denanding and receiving a greater voice in

the structuring and planning of the American school institution.
The educational institutions of this nation will encounter nany
alterations as a result of mounting teacher pressures.

Collective

negotiations will alter the power structure in education.

Groups

and individuals in the educational Institutions will seek to hold
existing power bases or gain new ones and confrontation will become
commonplace in the struggle over the scope of negotiations.

Negotiating

groups of this nation have long struggled over the question of what
items should or should not be negotiated between bargaining parties.
This Investigation was concerned with this struggle to identify
negotiable and non-negotiable items in the bargaining process.
problem of this study was to analyze those items in educational

2B*f
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collective negotiations that were viewed "by Kentucky school hoard
chairpersons and teacher association presidents as negotiable items
suitable for the negotiation process or viewed as non-negotiable items
and, therefore, not subject to the negotiation process.
Findings
Completion of this research called for Kentucky school board
chairpersons and Kentucky teacher association presidents to complete
an opinionnaire composed of the following three divisions *
(l) Status Information, (2) Attitudes Toward Negotiations and
Representation of Teachers and, (3 ) Scope of Negotiable Items.
Division one generated nominal data that proved useful in the
treatment of perceptual differences among the groups.

Divisions

two and three generated data pertaining to the attitudes of the
participants toward negotiations, negotiable itemB, and nonnegotiable items in a negotiations process.

Seven null hypotheses

were formulated for each of the sixty-eight items found in divisions
two and three of the opinionnaire.

The seven null hypotheses were

formulated on the basis of the following seven comparisons!
(l) total presidents versus total chairpersons, (2 ) county
chairpersons versus city chairpersons, (3) county chairpersons
versus county presidents, (if) county chairpersons versus city
presidents, (5 ) city chairpersons versus county presidents,
(6) oity chairpersons versus city presidents and, (?) city presidents
versus county presidents.

The mean scores generated from responses

to items found in divisions two and three were subjected to a t-test
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for either the acceptance or rejection of the null hypotheses at the
.05 level of significance*

Bata generated hy responses to the

seventy-five item opinionnaire indicated the findings that follow i
(1) Responding teacher association presidents indicated that
91.7 percent of the teachers they represented were members of the
Kentucky Education Association and the parent National Education
Association.
(2) Responding Kentucky school board chairpersons indicated
that 64,6 percent of the teachers in their districts were members of
the Kentucky Education Association and the parent National Education
Association.
(3 ) Nine or 8.3 percent of the teacher association presidents indi
cated that the najority of their teachers did not belong to any
teacher group, while thirty-one or 32.3 percent of the school board
chairpersons gave this response.
(4) No teacher association president indicated that the
majority of their teachers belonged to the American Federation of
Teachers, while three or 3*1 percent of the chairpersons indicated
this to be so,
(3)

The majority of Kentucky teaoher association presidents

fell within an age range between twenty to forty-nine years of age
which represented 88,9 percent of the responding presidents.
(6)

Data for the Kentucky school board chairpersons indicated

that the na jority of respondents fell within an age range between
forty to fifty-nine years of age.

This represented 68,7 percent

of all responding school board chairpersons.
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(?) With regard to sax, 96.9 percent of all responding school
hoard chairpersons Here males, 3.1 percent Here females.
(8) The sex breakdown for the teacher association presidents
indicated that 50*5 percent of the respondents Here males, ^9,5
percent Here females.
(9) The data revealed that the majority of responding chairpersons,
83*3 percent, represented school districts with 501 to 5»000 students,
(10) The majority, 91 •7 percent, of the teacher association
presidents had teaching experience that ranged between two and
tnenty years.
(11) Chairperson responses indicated that the tmjority of
their group had school hoard experience that ranged between two and
fifteen years.

Totals indicated that 76 .1 percent of the respondents

had school hoard experience that fell within this range.
(12) The collected data indicated that 9^.8 percent of the
sohool districts represented by the chairpersons did not have a
negotiated contract.
(13) One hundred and five or 9 6 .3 percent of the responding
teacher association presidents indicated their school districts were
not operating under a negotiated contract,
(l*f) Data for the comparison of the total presidents and the
total chairpersons indicated the acceptance of one of sixty-eight null
hypotheses formulated for this comparison.
item agreed upon.

Item nine represented the

Both groups disagreed with the concept that the

American Federation of Teachers could best acquire the benefits
and/or salaries for the teaching personnel of Kentucky.

(15)

Sixty of sixty-eight null hypotheses flailed to he rejected

in the comparison of data for the county chairpersons and the city
chairpersons.

The eight items for which the null hypotheses were

rejected are as follows*
a.

Item nine.

Both groups were opposed to the American

Federation of Teachers representing Kentucky teaching
personnel, with the county chairpersons opposing the
concept to a greater degree than did city chairpersons,
b.

Item twelve.

Both groups envisioned weakened

professional harmony between teachers and administra
tive personnel once negotiations are undertaken,
but with the city chairpersons demonstrating a
higher mean score for this item than did county
chairpersons.
c.

Item sixteen.

Both groups opposed the negotiability

of the selection and scheduling of extension classes,
but with county chairpersons opposing the concept to a
greater extent than did oity chairpersons.
d.

Item thirty-four.

Both group3 opposed the negotiability

of the school vacation schedule with the oity chairpersons
opposing the concept to a greater extent than did
county chairpersons.
e.

Item thirty-five.

Both groups opposed the negotiability of

the assignment of non-teaohing teaching duties with city
chairpersons opposing the concept to a greater extent

than did county chairpersons.
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f.

Item forty-seven.

City chairpersons opposed the

negotiability of the transfer of administrators
within the school Bystem to a greater extent than did
county chairpersons.
g.

Item forty-eight.

County chairpersons opposed the

negotiability of the formulation of the school calendar
to a greater extent than did city chairpersons,
h.

Item seventy.

City chairpersons opposed the negotiability

of procedures to deal with negotiations impasse to a
greater extent than did county chairpersons,
(16) The comparison of the mean score for county chairpersons
with the mean Bcore of the county presidents called for the
rejection of sixty-six of sixty-eight null hypotheses formulated
for this comparison.

Agreement was indicated in two instances in

which the null hypotheses failed to be rejected*
a.

Item nine.

Both groups opposed the concept that the

American Federation of Teachers could best acquire the
benefits and salaries desired by Kentucky school
personnel.
b.

Item thirty-three.

Both groups opposed the negotiability

of dreBS codes for Kentucky school children,
(1 7 ) The comparison of mean scores for county chairpersons
and oity presidents called for the rejection of sixty-five of
sixty-eight formulated hypotheses,

Bata for three items resulted

in failure to reject the null hypotheses and they are represented
by the followingt
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a.

Item nine.

Both groups opposed the concept that the

American Federation of Teachers could best acquire the
benefits and salaries desired by Kentucky teaching
personnel,
b.

Item thirteen.

Both groups opposed the concept

of teacher strikes to gain .teacher benefits,
o. Item twenty-four.

Both groups opposed the negotiability

of the employment of teachers,
(18)

City chairpersons versus county presidents represented

a comparison in which sixty-two of sixty-eight formulated null
hypotheses were rejected.

The data resulted in failure to reject

the null hypotheses with regard to the following items t
a.

Item nine.

Both groups were opposed to the concept

that the American Federation of Teachers could best
acquire the salaries and benefits desired by Kentucky
teachers,
b.

Item thirty-three.

Both groups opposed the negotiability

of a dress code for Kentucky school children,
c. Item forty-five.

The data revealed that both groups

opposed the negotiability of the employment of
administrative personnel,
d. Item forty-seven.

Both groups were opposed to the

negotiability of the transfer of administrators within
the school system.
e. Item fifty-eight.Data indicated that both groups
opposed the negotiability of new school construction.

f,

Item sixty-one. The data revealed that both groups Here
opposed to the negotiability of school referendun pro
posals.

(19)

City chairpersons versus city presidents represented a

comparison in which fifty-seven of sixty-eight formulated null
hypotheses were rejected at the ,0.5 level of significance.

The null

hypotheses which failed to be rejected were those formulated with
regard to the following items1
a.

Item nine,

Both groups were opposed to the concept

that the American Federation of Teachers could best
acquire the salaries and benefits desired by Kentucky
teachers,
b.

Item thirteen.

Both groups opposed the concept of

strikes as a means of gaining benefits for Kentucky
teachers,
c.

Item twenty-four.

Both groups opposed the negotiability

of the employment of teachers,
d.

Item thirty-three.

Both groups opposed the negotiability

of dress codes for Kentucky school children,
e.

Item forty-seven.

Both groups opposed the negotiability

of the transfer of administrators within the school
system.
f . Item fifty-two.

Both groups opposed the negotiability

of annuity programs for school personnel,
g.

Item sixty-one.

Both groups opposed the negotiability

of school referendum proposals.
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h.

Item sixty-two.

Both groups opposed the negotiability

of payroll deduction procedures.
1.

Item sixty-eight. Both groups opposed the negotiability
of the number of faculty meeting per year,

j.

Item sixty-nine.

Both groups opposed the negotiability

of the length of faculty meetings,
k.

Item seventy-five.

Both groups opposed the negotiability

of tax-sheltered annuity programs for teaching personnel,
(20)

City presidents versus county presidents represented a

comparison in which sixty-two of sixty-eight null hypotheses, formulated
for this comparison, failed to be rejected.

The data called .for the

rejection of six null hypotheses with regard to the following items t
a.

Item thirteen.

The two groups disagreed on the use

of teacher Btrikes to gain benefits for Kentucky
teachers.

Both groups looked with disfavor on the

use of strikes, but the city presidents had a lower
mean score for this item than did county presidents,
b.

Item twenty-three.

County presidents favored the

negotiability of the firing of non-tenured personnel,
while city presidents opposed this concept,
o.

Item twenty-four.

County presidents favored the

negotiability of the employment of teachers while city
presidents opposed this concept,
d.

Item thirty-one.

Both groups favored the negotiability

of the formulation of a student handbook with city
presidents favoring the negotiability of this item to a

greater extent than did county presidents.
e,

Item forty-three.

City presidents flavored the negotia

bility of personal leave for teachers to a greater extent
than did county presidents.
f , Item sixty-eight.

The t-test rejected the null hypothesis

formulated for this item and indicated that county
presidents flavored the negotiability of the number of
faculty meetings per year while oity presidents stood in
opposition to this concept.
(21)

The t-test called for the rejection of the null hypotheses

formulated for the comparison of total presidents and total
chairpersons in regard to items twenty-four, thirty-three, forty-five,
forty-six, forty-seven, fifty-eight, fifty-nine, sixty, sixty-one, and
sixty-nine.

But the mean score of presidents failed to reaoh 2 ,5 0

for any of these items so it must be assumed that a great majority
of the presidents did not favor negotiability of the following items:
(l) employment of teachers, (2) dress codes for students, (3) dismissal
of administrative personnel, (if) transfer of administrative personnel,
(5) new school construction, (6) remodeling existing school structures,
(7 ) additions to older school structures, (8) school referendum
proposals, (9) length of faculty meetings, (10) employment of
administrative personnel,
(22)

Kentucky teacher association presidents favored negotiating

certain areas to a greater extent than others.

These preferences,

along with mean scores, are reflected in decendlng order by the
following:

(l) personnel policies, mean score 3.1^23, (2) teacher
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evaluation and supervision criteria, mean score 3 *0123, (3) grading
procedures, nean score 2,9954-, (4-) procedures far curriculum
development, moan score

2,9924* (5) in-service education programs,

mean score 2,8643 (6) scheduling for studentb and teachers, mean score
2 .8506, (7) procedures for developing guidelines for school
discipline, student rules, and regulations, mean score 2 ,8367,
(8) fringe benefits for teachers, mean score 2,84l4, (9) adminis
trative personnel policies, mean score 2,3548, (10) procedures
for school construction and district finance, mean score 2,3249.
(23)

School board chairpersons, while approving no area for

negotiations, did favor some areas more than others.

Order of

preference, along with mean scores, are reflected in decending order by
the followingi

(l) procedures for developing guidelines for school

discipline, student rules and regulations, mean score 1.9105,
(2 ) procedures for curriculum development, nean score 1,8872,
(3) scheduling for students and teachers, mean score 1,8735,
(4) personnel policies, mean score 1,8119, (5) fringe benefits for
teachers, mean score 1 ,7902, (6) procedures for grading, mean score
1 ,7396, (7) procedures for school construction and finance, mean score
1,7136, (8) in-service education programs for teachers, mean score
1 .69 7 9 , (9) procedures for teacher evaluation and supervision, mean
score 1,6840, (10) administrative personnel policies, mean score 1.5729.
Conclusions
The results obtained from the opinionnaire have led to the
following conclusionst
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1,

The American Federation of Teachers has made little progress

in winning members in Kentucky.
2,

Kentucky teachers were loyal to the Kentucky Education

Association and the National Education Association.
3,

The majority of all respondents* ages were "between twenty

and fifty-nine years.

This would appear to have important implications

as these respondents nay shape future educational policy in Kentucky,
4,

Fenales were not deeply involved in Kentucky school "board

policy-naking.
5,

Kentuoky teacher groups should entertain little hope of

Kentucky school "boards voluntarily agreeing to negotiate.
6,

The lack of consensus "between Kentucky school hoard

chairpersons and Kentucky teacher association presidents indicated
a long arduous fight to attain negotiation reality in Kentuoky.
7,

County teachers were more adauent in their desire for

professional negotiations than were city teachers.
8,

County school "boards were slightly more receptive to the

negotiations concept than were city school "boards.
9,

Kentucky teachers did not wish to usurp the mnagement

roles of school hoards and administratorst hut they desired input
in management decisions.
10.

City school hoards and city teacher associations were more

likely to reach negotiation consensus than were county school
hoards and county teacher associations.
11,

Kentucky teachers were united in their desire for the

passage of state and federal negotiation laws.
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12.

Kentucky school boards were in strong opposition to the

passage of any state and federal negotiation laws.
13.

Kentuoky teachers were most vehement in their desire

to bargain on issues pertaining to personnel policies.
1^,

Kentucky Bchool boards were most likely to negotiate

procedures for school discipline, student rules and regulations.
15.

The opposition to all aspects of negotiations, by Kentuoky

school board chairpersons, was a reflection of the school board
dogmatism that led to teacher indignation and inspired the rapid
growth of teacher unionisation In this nation.
Hecommendations
On the basis of the findings and conclusions of this study
the following recommendations seem justified*
1.

That seminars and workshops on the fundamentals of

collective negotiations be held on a regional basis by Kentuoky
institutions of higher learning and local Bchool district
affiliates of the Kentucky Education Association to acquaint
Kentucky educators with the realities of negotiations.
Informed participants from both the private and public sectors of
our economy should be invited to participate in these seminars,
and to interact with members of the boards of education and members
of the Kentucky legislature, in addition to fellow professional
educators.
2.

That all institutions of higher learning charged with the

responsibility of preparing teaohers and administrators for Kentucky
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schools should include in their academic programs a course of study
to educate and assist school personnel in dealing with the
collective negotiations process,
3.

That a concerted effort be made by superintendents and

principals to solicit the opinions of their teachers before making
those decisions which affect the welfare and working conditions of
the districts* teachers.

This communication can prevent the open

conflict that can develop between teachers and administration when
no forum is available for the resolution of problems.

Without

this communication channel, polarisation of the involved parties
is likely.
That a bill be passed by the Kentucky legislature and
signed into law by the governor of Kentucky authorising teachers to
negotiate with their local school boards.

This bill should

establish legal procedures for such Items as recognition of bargaining
units, the scope of negotiable items, a grievance procedure, a
method of mediation and concilllation and rules of arbitration for
final ooncluslon of disputes,
5,

That any legislation passed by the legislature of Kentucky

pertaining to the collective activity of public employees in general
be drafted to set apart education as a unique profession.
6,

That school board members should avail themselves of the

opportunity to attend and become involved in the Kentucky
Association of School Boards workshops being conducted throughout
the state on the subject of collective negotiations,
7,

That a study should be undertaken to replicate this research

with a sampling of Kentuoky school board Bombers, teachers, and
superintendents of schools,
8*

That a study should be undertaken to replicate this

research with a sampling of Kentuoky teachers, principals and school
supervisors*
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EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
JOHNSON CITY, TENNESSEE 376OI

Dear Colleaguet
I am a doctoral candidate at East Tennessee State University. I
have selected the topic Attitudes Toward Negotiable Items In The
Professional Negotiations Process As Expressed By Kentucky School
Board Chairpersons and Teacher Association Presidents for my
dissertation.
This study vill attempt to discover what agreement or disagreement
is prevalent between school board chairpersons and teacher association
presidents in regard to items they deem appropriate for discussion
in the professional negotiations process between sohool boards and
teaoher associations.
The completion of the study requires you to respond to the enclosed
opinionnaire, Nill you take a few minutes of your busy day and complete
the enclosed form by checking the items and return in the enclosed
stamped envelope.
Your responses will be reported in totals only and we can assure you
that the information you provide will be kept strictly confidential
and you will be identified in no way in the study.
When the study is completed, we will be happy to send you a copy
of our findings if requested.
Please allow us to thank you in advance for your aid in the
attainment of information that will prove helpful to teachers and
school board members in Kentucky,
Sincerely yourB,
William A. Bell, Jr.
Doctoral Candidate
Dr, J. Howard Bowers
Doctoral Advisory Committee Chairman
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OPINIONNAIRE
ATTITUDES TOWARD NEGOTIABLE ITEMS IN PROFESSIONAL
NEGOTIATIONS AS EXPRESSED BY KENTUCKY SCHOOL
BOARD CHAIRIERSONS AND TEACHER
ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTS
I*

Status Information*
Please indicate your response to each statement in this Bection
by placing a check ( ) in the appropriate space. It is extremely
important that each Item be marked.
1.

The mjority of teachers in your district hold membership ini
American Federation of Teachers
National Education Association
Hold membership in neither

2.

Your age falls with this rangei

3.

Your sex is

4.

District enrollment during the 1977-78 school year
(To be answered only by board chairpersons)

fa) 150-500
[hi
;e)
fa)
e)
f)
;g)
5*

male
female

a)
b>
c)
d)
e)

20-29
30-39
**o-49
50-59
60-over

R

,

501-900 .
901 -2000
2001-5000
5001-8000
8001-15,000
15,000 - .

Number of years experience as teacher
(To be answered by teacher association president only)
0 - 1 year
2 - 5 years
6 - 1 0 years

11 - 15 years
16 - 20 years
21 years or over
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6,

Number of years experience on school board t
(To be answered by school board chairperson)
0 - 1 year
2 - 5 years
6 - 1 0 years

7.

()
(J
()

(d) 11 - 15 years
(e) 16 - 20 years
(f ) 21 years or over

Does your school district presently operate under a
negotiated contract?
Yob

No
II. Attitude Toward Negotiation and Representation of Teachers
For section II please circle the letter or letters on the left
of each statement that indicates how you feel about each
statement. You will note that "SA" represents strongly agree,
"A” represents agree* ”U" indicates you are undecided about the
issue discussed in a statement* "D" indicates you disagree with
a statement* and "SD'f Indicates you are strongly in disagreement
with the statement.
SA-A-U-D-SD

8,

The local teacher association in conjunction
with the Kentucky Education Association and
the National Education Association can best
acquire the benefits and/or salaries for
school personnel.

SA-A-U-D-SD

9,

The American Federation of Teachers can
best acquire the benefits and/or salaries
for school personnel,

SA-A-U-D-SD

10. I support the passage of a state law which
would allow teaching personnel to enter into
formal negotiations with school boards.

SA-A-U-D-SD

11, I support the passage of a federal law which
would allow teaching personnel to enter
into formal negotiations with their local
school boards.

SA-A-U-D-SD

12, The professional harmony between teachers
and administrative personnel is weakened
when organised negotiations are begun.

SA-A-U-D-SD

13, I would favor teachers striking to help secure
greater salaries, benefits and/or working
conditions.
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SA - A - U - D - S D

III.

14,

Harmony between taxpayers and school
personnel is weakened when organised
negotiations are begun.

Scope of Negotiable Items
Please place a circle around the letter or letters which best
describe your attitude toward the negotiability of each listed
item.
SA
A
U
*D
SD

-

Strongly agree such an item should be negotiated
Agree such an item should be negotiated
Undecided about the negotiability of the listed item
Disagree that the listed item should be negotiated
Strongly disagree listed item should be negotiated

SA - A - U - D - S D

15. In-service training for teaching personnel

SA - A - U - D - S D

l6. Selection and scheduling of extension classes

SA - A - U - D - S D

17. Teacher certification requirements

SA - A - U - D - S D

18. Evaluation criteria for teacher evaluation

SA - A - U - D - S D

19* Content of rating scales and measuring
devices for teacher evaluation

SA - A - U - D - S D

20, Transfer of teachers within the school system

SA - A - U - D - S D

21. Promotion of teaching personnel

SA - A - U - D - S D

22, Academic freedom of teaching personnel

SA - A - U - D - S D

2 3 . Firing of non-teniae personnel

SA - A - U - D - S D

24, Employment of teachers

SA - A - U - D - S D

25. Dismissal of teachers

SA - A - U - D - S D

26, Curriculum planning, evaluation and revision

SA - A - U - D - S D

27. Selection and purchase of instructional
materials, equipment and supplies

SA - A - U - D - S D

28, Rules and regulations relating to the
requisition, distribution and use of instruc
tional materials, equipment and supplies

SA - A - U - D - S D

29. Student discipline procedures
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SA - A - u - D - SD

30.

Student Rules and regulations

SA - A - u - D - SD

31.

Formulation of student handbook

SA - A - u - D - SD

32.

Expulsion of students

SA - A - u

33.

Dress oodes for students

D - SD

SA - A - u - D - SD

34-. Sohool vacation schedule

SA - A - u “ D - SD

35.

Assignment of non-teaching teacher duties

SA - A - u - D - SD

36.

Number of classes a teacher is assigned

SA - A - u - D - SD

37.

length of school day

SA - A - u - D - SD

38.

Released time for teacher organization duties

SA - A •+ u - D - SD

39.

Released time for teacher preparation

SA - A - u - D - SD

40.

Length of teacher lunch period

SA - A - u - D - SD

41.

Teacher class size

SA - A - u - D - SD

42.

Teacher salaries

SA - A - u - D

43.

Personal leave

SA - A - u - D - SD

hh
“T1

Sick leave

SA - A ■- u - D - SD

45.

Employment of administrative personnel

SA - A - u - D - SD

46.

Dismissal of administrative personnel

SA - A - u - D - SD

47.

Transfer of administrators within the
school system

SA - A - u - D - SD

48.

Formulation of the school calendar

SA - A - u - D - SD

49.

Sabbatical leave

u - D - SD

50.

Hospitalization program

SA - A - u - D - SD

51.

Content of summer school programs

u - D - SD

52.

Annuity programs

SA - A - u - D - SD

53.

Code of teacher ethics

SA - A - u - D - SD

54,

Grievance procedures

SA _ A _ u

55.

Record keeping procedures

SA - A

SA - A

D

SD

3D
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SA-A-U-D-SD

57* Teacher pensions, retirement programs and
sick jay

SA - A - u - D - SD

6 0 . Addition to older school structures

SA - A - u - D - SD

6 1 , School referendum proposals

SA - A - u - D - SD

6 2 . Payroll deduction procedures such as
dues check-off

SA - A - U - D - SD

6 3 , Philosophy and objectives of the school

t

Remodeling existing Bchool structures

1

59.

G

SA - A - u - D - SD

1

New school construction

>

58.

£

a

SA - A - U

03

5 6 . Priorities for ‘budget allocations

w
1

SA-A-U-D-SD

- D - SD

64.

Teachers grading system

SA - A - U - D - SD

65 • Methods used to report Btudent progress
to parents

SA - A - U - D - SD

6 6 , Travel allowance for school business

SA - A - u - D - SD

67.

SA - A - u - D - SD

6 8 . Number of faculty meetings per year

SA - A - u - D - SD

69.

Length of faculty meetings

SA - A - u - D - SD

70.

Procedures to deal with negotiations impasse

SA - A - u - D - SD

71.

Financial reimbursement for additional
college work

SA-A-U-D-SD

72. Life insurance

SA-A-U-D-SD

73. Professional liability insurance

SA-A-U-D-SD

74. Workmen's compensation insurance

SA-A-U-D-SD

75* Tax-sheltered annuities

Attendance at professional meetings

Additional comments
I am indebted to you for your kind assistance. Please place this form
in the envelope provided, seal securely, and mail tot
William A, Bell, Jr.
704 North 28th Street
MiddleBboro, Kentucky 40965
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70*f North 28th Street
MiddleBboro, Ky. ^0965
September 20, 1978

Dear Colleaguet
On September 2, 1978, a letter Has nailed to you requesting
your assistance through the completion of an enclosed opinionnaire,
Data from this opinionnaire is to be used in the identification of
items that Kentucky teacher association presidents and Kentucky school
board chairpersons deem worthy of discussion at the bargaining table.
You will also recall that 1 assured you of total anonymity in that
cover letter and thus have no way of knowing if you did or did not
return that opinionnaire. Another copy of the opinionnaire is enclosed
for your convenience if you lost or misplaced the first form you
received. If you have not already done so, please complete and
return your opinionnaire at your earliest convenience. I Bincerely
desire to have your attitudes and opinions refleoted in the completed
edition of my study.
Respectfully yours,

William A. Bell, Jr.
Doctoral Candidate

APPENDIX D
Additional Comments Placed on Opinionnaires by Respondents
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Responses written in the additional comments section of the
opinionnaire.
Teacher Asaoolatlon Presidents
(1) I would not favor negotiating item seventy-three "because
the Kentucky Education Association provides a policy for its members
in the amount of $100,000,00,

To take this away from K, E, A,

could weaken its appeal to some extent and lessen its membership.
(2) I am not too impressed "by talk of "negotiations*' because
our school system has a very good working relationship with our
hoard and, usually, with our administration.

Ve already participate

in many of the areas you have listed as possibilities for negotiations,
(3) 1, as a teacher, demand the same rights of bargaining
accorded the private sector employees.

I am tired of being

labeled a second olass citisen simply because my check comes from
public funds.

Negotiations is the only way groups with differing

viewpoints can come to mutual agreements, otherwise the school board
and administrators will have sole control over the educational lives
of both students and teachers.

The present trend in Kentucky only

harbors a mistrust and fears that grow worse each year.
(4) In reference to page 2, items 12 and l*f, the position could
be no weaker than at the present.
consulted in our county.

Teachers are the last individuals

I feel the children would benefit greatly

from total co-operation between teaohers, administrators, and parents
if we were given the chance.

Negotiations nay offer best hope,

(5) We are a very small Bchool system, so some of this was
difficult to answer as it doesn't necessarily pertain to our system.
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I tried to answer in terms of what I felt ehould be inoluded in a
contract or at least discussed during negotiations.
(6) We are presently allowed to negotiate in the absence of
a law for negotiations in Kentucky.
(7) There are no ’’pat" replies for these items.

Each local

system creates the atmosphere for negotiations or lack of negotiations.
Wherever teachers are respected as equals in the educational business
by administration, there are no reasons for unionization.
should be treated aB superiors not inferiors.

Teachers

Good Luck!

(8) In regard to item thirty-three, dress codes for students
should not exist,
(9) There should be teacher input on all school policy,
(10) Part III seemed useless being that I'M againBt P. N,
(11) Our distriot has a P. N. contract, but has never been
used,
(12) Our system is small.
people.

The board is made up of local

We are on personal terns with each one.

formally as such.

We do not negotiate

We call for an appointment with our superintendent

and he always makes himself available to each teacher.
every month to attend our board meetings.

We are invited

Most of our teachers are on

a first name relationship with the principals and our requests are
very seldom denied or refused.
School Board Chairpersons
(1) You will note from my responses that I'm opposed to
negotiations In any fashion,
(2) There is no Kentucky law that requires negotiations on
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such natters as teacher salary and teaeher benefits and I'm for
keeping it that way.
(3)

Our teachers are involved in most school matters but not

in terms of negotiations as such,
(4-) I think teachers Bhould have input in moBt of the Be items
but I would oppose negotiations on them.
(5) We have no P, N, in this district, and I have answered
these questions with that in mind.

My board and the faculty go the

last mile in order to see that each child has the best education
that our budget will allow*

I would like to think that this is the

goal of every school district in the United States,
(6) As you can see I am opposed to mandated collective
bargaining.

Should a board desire to bargain it should be confined

to wages, benefits, and some sort of grievance procedure.
(7) I an not a teacher's advocate,

I believe in strong

management, however, there is still room for teachers to address
teacher concerns.

They should not take over management's role,

(8) We had a negotiated contract, but it is temporarily
suspended,
(9) I like input in most of these things, but I dislike
negotiations,
(10) The board is in the final analysis responsible for these
decisions.

We get and believe in getting the teachers and other

personnels input and recommendations,
(11) As long as the school board is responsible to the
taxpaying public, it should not share its decision making authority

with any outside force.

It Is my 'belief that professional negotiations

are only the prelude to unionism*

Unionism would then usurp nearly

all the authority of the school hoard hut leave the hoard with the
responsibility.
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Pilot Test Respondents for the Study
Chairpersons and Board Member
1,

Roy Bums, Chairperson
Campbell County Tennessee Board of Education

2.

Cecil Butcher, Chairperson
Union County Tennessee Board of Education

3,

Thomas Curtis, Jr. Chairperson
Anderson County Tennessee Board of Education

4.

Bon Edwards, Chairperson
Claiborne County Tennessee Board of Education

5,

Dr, Milford Thompson, Chairperson
Oneida, Tennessee Special School District

6.

L, E, Stanley, Board Member
Oneida, Tennessee Special School District

Teacher Association Presidents
1.

Sharon Stanley
Oneida, Tennessee Special School District Education
Association

2.

Jack L. Lobertlnl
Campbell County Tennessee Education Association

3.

David L. Vaccaro
Anderson County Tennessee Education Association
Cleo R, Davis
Claiborne County Tennessee Education Association

5.

W. C, Young
Union County Tennessee Education Association

VITA
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VITA
WILLIAM ALFRED BELL, JR.
Personal Data*

Date of Birth*
Place of Birthi
Marital Status*

Educationi

Public Schools, Mlddleshoro, Kentucky
Lincoln Memorial University, Harrogate, Tennessee;
elementary education, B,S., 1958.
Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Kentucky;
elementary education, M.A., 1963.
Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Kentucky;
educational administration and supervision,
Ed.S., 1977.
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City,
Tennessee; educational administration, Ed.D.,
1979.

Professional
Experience*

Elementary principal and teacher, Bell County School
System; Pineville, Kentucky, 1958-1966.
Instructor, Department of Interior; Middleshoro,
Kentucky, 1966-1969.
Elementary principal, Harlan City School System;
Harlan, Kentucky, 1969-1976.
Suh-station operator, Cal-Glo Coal Company;
Siler, Kentucky, 1977-1979.
Juvenile Counselor, Bureau for Social Services;
Frankfort, Kentucky, 1979-present.

Honors and
Awardsi

Elected to Order of Kentucky Colonels, 1963.
Appeared in 1972 and 1973 editions of Outstanding
Personalities of the South.
Appeared in 1972 edition of Two Thousand Men of
Achievement.
Offered asBistantships by the University of Kentucky
and the University of Tennessee to work toward
the Doctor of Education degree, 1976.
Elected president of the Lincoln Memorial University
Alumni Association, 1976.
Elected to Kappa Delta Pi, Honor Society in
Education, 1977.

Kay Zk% 1936
Eagan, Tennessee
Married

